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Collaborating Institutions 
 

 
Individuals from the following departments and institutions collaborated with the Center’s faculty and staff in the research 
reports included in this year’s publication (for individual affiliations see specific reports): 

Collaborating Columbia University Departments: 
• Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biophysics, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 
Columbia University Medical Center 

• Department of Biomedical Informatics, Columbia 
University Medical Center 

• Department of Environmental Health Sciences, 
Mailman School of Public Health 

• Department of Genetics and Development, Columbia 
University Medical Center 

• Department of Medicine, Division of Cardiology, 
Columbia University Medical Center 

• Department of Mechanical Engineering 
• Department of Pathology, Columbia University 

Medical Center 
• Department of Pediatrics, Columbia University 

Medical Center 

 
Department of Radiation Oncology, Columbia 
University Medical Center 

Collaborating Institutions: 
• Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 

and Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center, 
Georgetown University, Washington DC 

• Department of Physics and Materials Science, City 
University of Hong Kong, Kowloon Tong, Hong 
Kong 

• Environmental & Radiological Health Sciences, 
Colorado State University 

• Instituto de Alta Investigación, Universidad de 
Tarapacá, Arica, Chile 

• Lovelace Respiratory Research Institute, 
Albuquerque, NM 

• Simmons Comprehensive Cancer Center, UT 
Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX     ■ 

 

 
 
 
 

 

2012 Radiation Research Society Meeting in San Juan, Puerto Rico.  Clockwise from upper left:  Tom Hei enjoying his last moments as 
Vice President before assuming the Presidency of the Society.  Erik Young receiving the Radiation Research Editors Award from journal 
editor Marc Mendonca.  Erik Young with his Award.  David Brenner, Sally Amundson, and Charles Geard, with collaborator and 2012 
Failla Award winner Bob Ullrich.  Eric Hall receiving the Distinguished Service Award from outgoing RRS President Jackie Williams.  
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CRR Picnic on the Nevis Estate.  Clockwise from left:  Erik Young, Lubomir 
Smilenov, Thomas Templin.  Alan Bigelow, Manuela Buonanno.  David 
Brenner.  Tom Hei.  Rob Morton, Andrew Harken, Thomas Templin, Mikhail 
Repin, Leigh Harken. 
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Introduction 
 

 
As our Center approaches its centenary – we were 

founded in 1915 by Marie Curie’s student Gioacchino 
Failla - a mile-high view of radiobiological research 
reveals a pretty mixed picture. 

In the field of radiation therapy, reports of the 
imminent demise of radiotherapy have been around for 
many years, and yet radiotherapy continues to be one of 
the pillars of cancer therapy, and if anything is expanding 
its role. It would be fair to say that the driving force has 
been improved technology, but as the technology gets 
better, the potential for radiobiologically-based advances 
in the clinic grows still greater. Molecular targeting, better 
predictive assays, and alternative fractionation schemes, 
all topics of active research at our Center, have huge 
potential to improve radiotherapy – both for better tumor 
control and for reduced side effects. 

On the low-dose side, the Fukushima nuclear accident 
really emphasized major gaps in our understanding of the 
health effects of low doses of ionizing radiation. We do 
know a great deal about the effects of low levels of 
radiation, but there’s a great deal that we don’t know. And 
what we don’t know seriously impacts our ability as a 
society to make optimal science-driven decisions in a 
variety of societally relevant situations. Whilst a large-
scale  radiological  event   is  an  obvious  concern,   other  

 

 
 

 
areas, such as the rapid increase in medically-based 
radiation exposures, cleanup of radioactively 
contaminated sites, as well as the need for science-based 
policies regarding nuclear power, all require an 
understanding of the health effects of low levels of 
radiation that we simply do not have.  

Apart from the human health issues, all these topics 
have major economic consequences. Just to consider one 
example, the current estimated cost of the radiation 
cleanup ongoing at the Hanford Site in Washington State 
is $115 billion. The cost of this cleanup is in large part 
related to the targeted cleanup levels, which in turn are 
based on informed guesses as to the long-term effects of 
exposure to very low doses of radiation. We could and 
must do better than informed guesses! 

These are the considerations that drive the basic 
research at our Center for Radiological Research. The 
number of steps from radiation energy deposition, through 
DNA damage, all the way through to radiation-induced 
cancer, are many and complex - and this is reflected in the 
variety of topics in this annual report. But one thing we do 
know is that the only way forward to understanding and 
quantifying the risks associated with low doses of 
radiation is through basic-science research.       ■ 

              
 

 

 

Top left: Howard Lieberman, Manuela Buonanno, 
Shanaz Ghandhi, Norman Kleiman, and Steve Marino.  
Top right: Lilian Oling and Corinne Leloup. 
Right: Marcelo Vazquez, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, 
Erik Young, Gary Johnson, Monique Rey, Noah Lugo, 
and Angela Lugo. 
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Staff News 
 

 
Dr. David Brenner joined the National Academy of 

Sciences Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board, and was a 
member of a NAS study on “Research Directions in 
Human Biological Effects of Low Level Ionizing 
Radiation.”  He continued to serve on the Columbia 
Radioactive Drug Research Committee, and as an 
Associate Editor of the journal Radiation and 
Environmental Biophysics. 

Dr. Tom Hei assumed the presidency of the 
Radiation Research Society at the annual meeting in 
Puerto Rico in October 2012. His visions for the Society 
are to promote public awareness of the significance and 
health relevance of radiological research and to expand 
global connections with other radiological societies 
around the world. Dr. Hei was re-elected as chairman of 
the Sub-commission on Life Sciences by the International 
Committee on Space Research. He continued to serve as 
Life Sciences Editor of Advances in Space Research and 
as an associate editor of the Journal of Radiation 
Research. Dr. Hei was appointed by the University 
Provost to serve on an advisory panel on faculty diversity 
and on the College of Physicians and Surgeons faculty 
council. He served on the scientific advisory board of the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency on Libby 
asbestos and the final report was submitted to the EPA 
administrator in December 2012.   

Dr. Howard B. Lieberman continued his service to 
NIH as a permanent member of the Radiation 
Therapeutics and Biology Study Section.  He continued 
his position on the Scientific Advisory Board of the Israel 
Cancer Research Fund.  Dr. Lieberman was also 
Associate Editor for two journals, Radiation Research and 
the Journal of Cellular Physiology. 

Dr. Sally Amundson was elected as Councilor-at-
large by the membership of the Radiation Research 
Society.  She also served as the U.S. co-chair of the 2012 
Scientific Advisory Committee of the joint U.S.-Japan 
Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), and 
continued as a member of the NCRP, for which she is 
chairing a new committee that is preparing a report on the 
integration of basic science and epidemiology of low dose 
radiation exposures.  Dr. Amundson also remained an 
Associate Editor of Radiation Research. 

Two new Postdoctoral Research Scientists, Drs. 
Manuela Buonanno and Bo Zhang, and an Associate 
Research Scientist, Dr. Sunil Panigrahi, joined the CRR in 
2012.  Oleksandra Lyulko completed her Ph.D. and joined 
the CRR staff as a Junior Programmer. Erica Pena also 
joined the administrative staff. 

We were delighted that several CRR members were 
promoted during the year.  Dr. Guy Garty was promoted 
to Associate Professor of Clinical Radiation Oncology, 
and  Dr.   Peter   Grabham   was   promoted   to   Assistant  

Professor of Clinical Radiation Oncology.  Drs. Congju 
Chen, Andrew Harken, Yanping Xu and Erik Young were 
promoted to Associate Research Scientist.  

Several staff members left the Center in 2012, and we 
wish them well in their new ventures.  Dr. Yongliang 
Zhao, assistant professor of clinical radiation oncology, 
left the Center in September to assume a professorship in 
the Beijing Institute of Genomics of the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences in Beijing, China. Dr. Hongbo 
Fang, postdoctoral research scientist, left to assume a 
position of Research Scientist in the Beijing Institute of 
Genomics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in 
Beijing.  Drs. Jarah Meador, Yunfei Chai and Qingping 
Cui, and Ms. Margaret Lin Zhu also left the Center in 
2012.                  ■ 
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Laboratory Colloquia and Seminars 
 

 
Approximately every four months, the Center 

organizes morning-long colloquium sessions featuring 
presentations of recent work by Center researchers and 
guest speakers.  These colloquia are attended by Center 
professional and technical staff and graduate students, 
as well as by physicians and scientists from other 
departments at CUMC.  They serve as a forum for 
discussions and forging future collaborations.  The 
2012 Colloquium Series was organized and coordinated 
by Dr. Lubomir Smilenov. 

 
March Colloquium:  
• Dr. Peter Grabham, CRR: “Distinct Mechanisms 

of the Inhibition of Vasculogenesis by Different 
Species of Ionizing Particles.” 

• Dr. Mikhail Repin, CRR: “Speed and Accuracy 
of Chromosome Aberration Analysis for 
Biological Radiation Dosimetry.” 

• Dr. Jung-Chi Liao, Dept. of Mechanical 
Engineering, Columbia University: “Overview 
of Superresolution Microscopy.” 

 
July Colloquium: 
• Dr. David Brenner, CRR: “Cancer Risks from 

CT Scans: Now we Have the Data, What Next?” 
• Dr. Rodney Rothstein, Dept. of Genetics and 

Development, Columbia University: “Exploring 
the Cellular Response to DNA Damage: 
Increased Chromosome Mobility.” 

• Dr. Simon Cheng, Dept. of Radiation Oncology, 
Columbia University: “Mechanisms of 
Radiation-induced Lung Injury.” 

 

 
December Colloquium: 
• Dr. Peter A. Sims, Dept. of Biochemistry and 

Molecular Biophysics, Columbia University:  
“Microreactor Arrays for Sequencing, Digital 
PCR and Single Cell Analysis.” 

• Dr. Manuela Buonanno, CRR: “Differential UV 
Sterilizer of Surgical Site Infections.” 

• Dr. David P. Horowitz, Dept. of Radiation 
Oncology, Columbia University: “Mesothelioma 
and the Role of TGFBI.” 

 
In addition to our colloquium series, we have also 

welcomed a number of distinguished guest speakers 
from around the country and around the world.  Guest 
speakers during 2012 included the following: 

• Dr. Muhan Chen, Cold Spring Harbor 
Laboratory: “PHLPPing Prostate Cancer: A 
Novel Tumor Suppression Network.” 

• Dr. Tadashi Kamada, National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences, Japan: “Carbon Ion 
Radiotherapy at NIRS-HIMAC.” 

• Dr. Gordana Vunjak-Novacokovic, Department 
of Biomedical Engineering, Columbia 
University: “Engineering human tissues.” 

• Dr. Ekaterina Dadachova, Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine of Yeshiva University: 
"Ionizing radiation can kill or promote the 
growth of fungal cells." 

• Dr. Sei Sai, National Institute of Radiological 
Sciences, Chiba, Japan: “Eradication of Cancer 
Stem Cells by Heavy Ion Radiotherapy – A 
Promising New Strategy for Cancer Treatment.” 

• Dr. Tej Pandita, UT-Southwestern Medical 
Center, Dallas, TX: “Role of MOF in DNA 
Damage Response and Beyond.”            ■ 

 
 

Columbia – NIRS Symposium held at the National Institute of Radiological Sciences in Chiba, Japan 
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CRR Advisory Council 
 

 
The Center for Radiological Research has established 

an Advisory Board, consisting of a group of wise 
individuals with a variety of backgrounds, some 
scientific, many from other fields. The task of the 
Advisory Board is to take the “mile high” view of what 
we do at the Center from the perspective of our societal 
impact. Are we focusing on the right areas? Are there 
fields that have sufficient translational impact that we 
should give them more emphasis? Are our results being 
appropriately disseminated to policy makers, to decisions 
makers, or to the public as a whole? 

 
The Board has met twice this year under the 

Chairmanship of Dr. Roy Vagelos, with Dr. Paul Locke 
taking over as Chair at the second meeting.  

The Advisory Board is proving a stimulating source of 
new ideas. Just one example is the suggestion to host a 
series of one-day focused workshops, zeroing in on 
interactions between scientists, the media, and decision 
makers. When and why is there a tipping point when 
scientific results actually affect policy? 

We look forward to many more productive 
interactions!                                              ■ 

 
 

 

Members of the CRR Advisory Council, Top row (l to r): Chip Cameron, nuclear safety consultant at Talisman International.  Gerald 
Chan, Co-Founder and Chairman of the Morningside Group.  Paul Dabbar, Managing Director Global Mergers & Acquisitions, J.P. 
Morgan.  C.J. DeSantis, Managing Director at Deutsche Bank Securities.  Jane Geever, Founder, J.C. Geever, Inc, (member of the 
American Association of Fund Raising Counsel).   
 

Middle row (l to r): Eric Goldstone, President of Goldstone Portfolios, Inc.  Alan Jakimo, Senior Counsel at Sidley Austin LLP.  Paul 
Locke, Associate Professor of Environmental Health Sciences and Health Policy and Management at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of 
Public Health.  Herb London, President Emeritus of the Hudson Institute.  Gareth Roberts, Non-Executive Chairman at Petro Harvester.   
 

Bottom row (l to r): Lynn Shostack, President, Gardner Capital Corp.  Roy Vagelos, Chairman of the Board, Regeneron; retired 
President, CEO and Chairman of Merck.  Tomohiro Yuki, President and CEO of International Access Corporation. 
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Faculty and Staff 
    

 
Faculty: 
 DAVID J. BRENNER, Ph.D., D.Sc. 

Ø Director 
Ø RARAF Director 

Higgins Professor of Radiation Biophysics 
Professor of Radiation Oncology 
Professor of Environmental Health Sciences 

 TOM K. HEI, Ph.D. 
Ø Associate Director 
Ø Vice-Chairman, Dept. of Radiation Oncology 

Professor of Radiation Oncology 
Professor of Environmental Health Sciences 

ERIC J. HALL, D.Phil., D.Sc., FACR, FRCR, FASTRO 
Higgins Professor Emeritus 
Special Lecturer in Radiation Oncology 
Special Research Scientist 

CHARLES R. GEARD, Ph.D. 
Professor Emeritus of Clinical Radiation Oncology 

HOWARD B. LIEBERMAN, Ph.D. 
Professor of Radiation Oncology 
Professor of Environmental Health Sciences 

SALLY A. AMUNDSON, Sc.D. 
Associate Professor of Radiation Oncology 

GUY GARTY, Ph.D. 
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Research Staff: 
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Senior Research Scientist 
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Research Scientist 
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Research Scientist 
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Research Scientist 
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Associate Research Scientist 
ALAN BIGELOW, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
CONSTANTINOS BROUSTAS, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
GLORIA CALAF, Ph.D. 

Adj. Associate Research Scientist 
CONGJU CHEN, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
QINGPING CUI, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
SHANAZ GHANDHI, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
ANDREW HARKEN, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist  
 

 
JARAH MEADOR, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist  
SUNIL PANIGRAHI, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
SUNIRMAL PAUL, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
BRIAN PONNAIYA, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
MIKHAIL REPIN, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
PREETY SHARMA, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
IGOR SHURYAK, M.D., Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
HELEN TURNER, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
ANA VASILEVA, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
YANPING XU, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
ERIK YOUNG, Ph.D. 

Associate Research Scientist 
KEVIN M. HOPKINS, M.S. 

Senior Staff Associate 
STEPHEN A. MARINO, M.S. 

Senior Staff Associate 
KONG KWAN LAM  

Staff Associate 
JAY PERRIER  

Staff Associate 
RADOSLAW PIENIAZEK  

Staff Associate 
MARIA TAVERAS, R.N. 

Research Nurse 
Post-Doctoral Research Scientists: 

MANUELA BUONANNO, Ph.D. 
YUNFEI CHAI, Ph.D. 
HONGBO FANG, Ph.D. 
THOMAS TEMPLIN, Ph.D. 
BO ZHANG, Ph.D. 

Design & Instrument Shop: 
GARY W. JOHNSON, A.A.S., Senior Staff Associate 
Ø Design & Instrument Shop Director 

DAVID CUNIBERTI, B.A., Instrument Maker 
DENNIS KEAVENEY, Instrument Maker 
ROBERT C. MORTON, Instrument Maker 

Technical Staff: 
CUI-XIA KUAN, Technical Assistant 
OLEKSANDRA LYULKO, Ph.D. Junior Programmer 

Administrative & Secretarial Staff: 
MONIQUE REY, B.A., Center Administrator 
ERICA PENA, B.A., Business Manager 
LILIAN OLING, M.A., Project Manager 
MARGARET LIN ZHU, M.A., Business Manager 
ANGELA LUGO, B.A., Administrative Coordinator 
ANNERYS RODRIGUEZ, Bookkeeper 
MARGARET GERMAN, Secretary B    ■  
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Fig. 3. Cell with GFP-tagged mitochondria imaged A) 
without the STED laser and B) with the STED laser.  Note 
that the resolution improves significantly with the STED 
laser on and individual mitochondria become visible. 

Introduction 
As we have developed better charged-particle 

microbeam focusing, we have concurrently developed 
better imaging techniques to work with our new 
capabilities [1].  As reported last year by Dr. Randers-
Pehrson, we are developing a “Super Microbeam” with a 
sub-100 nm beam spot size.   

 Current imaging capabilities based on standard 
diffraction limited imaging are sufficient for our present 
beam size of 0.5 microns. For sub-100 nm targets, 
however, we will require new imaging techniques – super 
resolution imaging. We have chosen Stimulated Emission 
Depletion (STED) as it is compatible with our end 
stations for rapid imaging and can be built leveraging off 
our existing microbeam imaging technologies.   

STED Theory 
Stimulated emission depletion super resolution 

microscopy is based on the principle that an excited 
fluorophore can be de-excited by stimulating it to emit at 
a longer wavelength than the standard fluorescence 
wavelength.  By localization of where this stimulated 
emission occurs, it is possible to deplete the excited 
fluorophores around the edge of an excitation spot leaving 
a sub-diffraction, sub-100 nm spot where fluorescence is 
possible.  This depletion ‘donut’ and effective spot are 
shown schematically in Figure 1. 

By scanning the excitation spot and the STED ‘donut’ 
across a sample as a combined pair, it is possible to form 
an image through correlation of spot location and 
fluorescent signal detection.   

STED at RARAF 
The implementation of STED at RARAF will be 

leveraged off our previous development of a multi-photon 

Super Resolution Stimulated Emission Depletion 
Microscopy at the RARAF Microbeam 

Andrew D. Harken, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, Jung-Chi Liaoa , and David J. Brenner 

Fig. 1. A) Excitation laser spot. B) Depletion 'donut'  
centered on the excitation spot.  C) The effective 
fluorescence detected by the imaging system. 
 

Fig. 2. Combined laser path layout at the microbeam end 
station later bench.  The scanning mirrors are just above 
and to the right of where the lasers converge. 
 

 

 

aDepartment of Mechanical Engineering, Columbia 
University. 
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microscope on our microbeam end station.  The multi-
photon microscope will be the excitation laser of our 
STED system.  This existing microscope has all of the 
optics needed for introducing laser illumination into the 
optical focusing system of our end station microscope.  
As shown in Figure 2, we will couple the STED depletion 
laser into this laser pathway before the scanning mirrors 
used to steer the combined beams over the field of view 
of the microscope.     

The microbeam requires the samples to be on thin-
bottomed dishes to allow particle penetration under media 
immersion in an open culture.  This open culture design is 
not standard in typical STED imaging. The use of open 
live cell cultures under media immersion was explored 
using the STED system in Mechanical Engineering here 
at Columbia University [2].  Figure 3 shows two images 
of cells with GFP-tagged mitochondria, and an enlarged 
section of each.  Figure 3A shows the imaging with the 
STED depletion laser off (effectively confocal 
microscopy) and Figure  3B  shows the  same image with  

the STED depletion laser on.  With the STED laser on it 
becomes possible to locate single mitochondria with sub-
100nm resolution in an open culture.  

Conclusion 
Super resolution STED microscopy will allow us to 

image sub-100 nm targets of interest for RARAF users 
with the new super microbeam. 
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Introduction 
We have recently integrated an Electron Multiplied 

Charge-Coupled Device (EMCCD) camera into our 
charged-particle microbeam system.  This has enabled us 
to improve our imaging practices and explore the further 
potential of imaging for microbeam targeting. 

Rapid acquisition and analysis 
There has been a major emphasis put on to short term 

radiation responses (<1 min after exposure), and our users 
have expressed an interest in being able to observe such 
early time points.  We have developed techniques using 
the EMCCD camera’s high sensitivity to image cells in a 
‘real time’ movie acquisition.  Previously, as shown in 
Figure 1, we have used time lapse acquisition to observe 
cell morphology on a longer term basis. Leveraging off 
this development, we have shortened acquisition times to 
less than 1/3 of a second per acquired frame.   These 
consecutive frames can then be individually analyzed or 
compiled into a movie format. 

Figure 2 is a series of images from HT1080 
fibrosarcoma cells that express a GFP-tagged XRCC1 
DNA repair protein in the nucleus.  When a cell is 
irradiated with the microbeam, causing DNA damage, 

these proteins are recruited to the damage site.  
This can be observed as the formation of a focus 

Real-time Imaging and Measurement at the RARAF 
Microbeam Irradiator 

Andrew D. Harken, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, and David J. Brenner 

Fig. 1. Series of images of confluent A549 cells where one of 
the cells is completing a division.  About 25 minutes elapsed 
between frame 1 and frame 4. 
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at the damage location and a decrease in the fluorescent 
intensity throughout the rest of the cell nucleus.  The 

image series shown in Figure 2 are time stamped with 
respect to the start of the series acquisition. Irradiation 
with 100 alpha particles occurred at the 2 second mark 
and the foci formed over the next minute as shown.  
Figure 3 shows a cross section of the fluorescent intensity 
of the targeted cell at 2 seconds and at 54 seconds after 
microbeam irradiation. The focus peak is obvious, but 
note that the fluorescence in the rest of the cell (~60 at the 
2 second mark) decreases nearly to the background level 
as the XRCC1 relocates into the focus location. 

Conclusion 
The ability to observe the relocation of fluorescent 

proteins in the short time frame of seconds after 
irradiation gives our users a new tool to study cellular 
responses to targeted irradiations using the microbeam. ■

  

 
 

Fig. 2. Image series of HT1080 cells with GFP-tagged XRCC1 DNA repair proteins expressed in the nucleus.  At 2 seconds, 
the cell in the middle right was irradiated with 100 alpha particles. The XRCC1 proteins coalesce around the damage site as 
they perform their step in the repair process, forming a GFP focus over the next minute.  This image series shows this 
protein relocating over the first 52 seconds after irradiation. 
 

Fig. 3. Intensity profiles of the targeted cell before (2 sec) and 
after (45 sec) irradiation centered on the peak of the focus 
intensity.  
 

David Brenner, Peter Grabham, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson Bernice Hall, Tom Hei, Eric Hall 
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To study the mechanism of the neutron-induced 
bystander response, a neutron microbeam system has been 
developed at RARAF. This system can provide a 70 µm 
diameter neutron beam with an energy spectrum from 10 
to 60 keV. There is much user interest in the biological 
effects of this societally-relevant energy range. The 
approach of the system is based on a near-threshold 
reaction. Specifically, neutrons are produced through the 
7Li(p,n)7Be nuclear reaction using a proton microbeam 
incident on a lithium fluoride target. When the proton 
energy is near the reaction threshold (1.881 MeV), the 
secondary neutrons are all produced in a narrow forward 
solid angle [1, 2]. The measured neutron beam size is 
about 70 µm diameter at the current stage of 
development. If we scale to the proposed location of the 
cells, which is even closer to the target, the diameter of 
neutron beam will be smaller than 70 µm.   

Neutron Microbeam Measurement 
The neutron microbeam beam line has been assembled 

and the length of the beam line from the object aperture to 
the lithium fluoride target/vacuum window is 
approximately 6.0 meters. An electrostatic quadrupole 
quadruplet lens has been used to focus the proton beam 
with minimal aberrations. The imaging system includes a 
USB CMOS camera and a customized horizontal 
microscope. This is in contrast to our other beam lines, 
which utilize a vertical configuration for ease of 
biological sample handling. An ionization chamber is 
mounted on the microscope objective for initial proton 
current and proton beam spot size measurements. A 3D 
motorized stage (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) is installed for 
positioning microbeam dishes. The control system with an 
in-house control code for both the detection and imaging 

systems is operated through an intranet remote control, 
which is set up at the accelerator console. 

The neutron microbeam measurements have been 
conducted in two stages. The first stage is an initial proton 
beam spot size measurement for the 1.885 MeV proton 
beam from the RARAF Singletron accelerator (Figure 1). 
A 25 µm thick Ta metal strip with a sharp edge at the 
position of the focal plane is scanned across the beam 
using the precision stage with 0.1 µm/step accuracy. An 
ionization detector and a current digitizer (ORTEC) were 
used to detect the proton current passing through the 3 µm 
thick Havar foil vacuum window. When the thin Ta 
“knife edge” strip is moved to the beam position, those 
particles hitting the strip surface are stopped, so the 
change of the detected particle signal gives a detailed 
beam profile in one dimension. This procedure is repeated 
to obtain the beam profile in the orthogonal direction.  
The second stage is a neutron beam size measurement. In 
this case, the Havar vacuum window was replaced with a 
1 µm thick LiF target on a 17 µm thick gold substrate. A 
piece of CR-39 track etchant plastic (Landauer, Inc.) 
coated with a thin layer of lithium carbonate (enriched in 
6Li) was irradiated with neutrons produced by the proton 
beam. The neutrons react with the 6Li, producing a 2.0 
MeV alpha particle and a 2.7 MeV 3H ion.  Some of the 
3H ions produce tracks on the CR-39. From the profile of 
those tracks, the neutron beam size was determined. 

Results and Discussion 
With a 300 µm diameter object aperture and a 100 µm 

diameter angle limiting collimator aperture, an initial 
proton beam current of about 0.5 nA is incident on the 
beam exit window. The proton beam size at the focal 
plane was measured at 20 µm x 25 µm diameter (Figure 
2). For the neutron beam measurement, the irradiated CR-
39 sample was placed in a 6.5 N NaOH solution for 4 
hours at a temperature of 70 °C. After etching, the 
estimated neutron beam spot was measured at about 70 
µm diameter as derived from the neutron-induced 3H 
tracks. A smaller diameter proton beam spot could be 
obtained using a smaller object aperture and beam angle 
divergence apertures with additional fine-tuning of the 
electrostatic quadrupole lens. However, a smaller beam 
current would be expected because of the reduced beam 
acceptance. The future beam configuration parameters 
can be chosen according the optimization calculation for 
beam spot size and intensity. A 5 µm diameter proton 
beam is expected to be achieved as well as a smaller 
neutron beam. The thickness of the present target is not 
sufficient to stop all of the protons, however, so for the 
neutron beam spot measurements an additional 50 µm 

The RARAF Neutron Microbeam  
Yanping Xu, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, Stephen A. Marino, and David J. Brenner 

Figure 1. Initial proton beam spot size measurement results. 
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thick Al foil has been added.  The increased distance of 
the CR-39 from the proton beam spot due to this foil 
causes the measured neutron beam spot size to be larger 
than it is at the position the cells will be during 
irradiation.   
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The Radiological Research Accelerator Facility 
(RARAF) at Columbia University hosted the 10th 
International Workshop on Microbeam Probes of Cellular 
Radiation Response that was held March 15-17, 2012 
(Figure 1).  This workshop brought together groups 
interested in developing and applying micro-irradiation 
techniques to study cell and tissue damage.  During the 
three-day workshop, the first day focused on microbeam 
facilities, and the second day concentrated on biological 
effects.  Tours of RARAF were given on the third day.  
Eight oral sessions consisting of talks and poster 
introductions were: 1) Facilities, 2) Irradiation, 3) Lasers 
& X-Rays, 4) Techniques, 5) Cells / Tissue / Organisms, 
6) Communication & Dynamics, 7) Diagnostics, and 8) 
Therapy.  Poster viewing sessions were held after every 
two oral sessions (two per day).   

This 10th International Workshop attracted 96 
registrants from 17 different countries and 43 abstracts 
were submitted.  Travel awards were granted to eight 
participants (Figure 2) and the awards were sponsored by 
the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and 
Bioengineering (NIBIB), High Voltage Engineering 
Europa B.V. (HVE), the Center for Radiological Research 
(CRR), the International Association for Radiation 
Research (IARR), and Xstrahl. 

10th International Workshop Microbeam Probes of 
Cellular Radiation Response 

Alan W. Bigelow 

Figure 1. Workshop poster. 
 

        Figure 2. Neutron beam size results. 
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During this workshop, participants (Figure 3) 
expressed interest in maintaining continuous dialogue; 
hence, a Biological Microbeams group was formed on the 
social-media platform LinkedIn.  The Scientific Program 
Committee for this workshop decided to publish the 
abstracts internally and electronically.  The book of 
abstracts can be linked to from the website for the 
workshop, http://meeting.raraf.org.  Looking to the future, 
the 11th workshop of this series will take place in France 
during the fall of 2013.         ■ 

 

Figure 3. Participants of the 10th International Workshop on Microbeam Probes of Cellular Radiation Response. 
 

Figure 2. Travel award winners. 
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Introduction 
Continued development of innovative radiation 

platforms has enhanced the array of radiation modes 
available for radiation biology research at the 
Radiological Research Accelerator Facility (RARAF), 
Columbia University (1).  While ion beams from the HVE 
5.5 MeV Singletron particle accelerator at the facility also 
support secondary x-ray and neutron microbeam 
developments, a UV microspot irradiator is now 
combined with a charged-particle microbeam irradiator to 
enable experiments that require both photon and particle 
irradiations on the same platform.  In contrast to cellular 
damage along the particle tracks from charged-particle 
microbeam irradiators, the UV microspot delivers damage 
through multiphoton excitation at localized cellular 
regions within a 3D sample.  This integrated design 
allows the UV microspot to operate in two modes: 1) as a 
probe to work in concert with ion-beam irradiation 
experiments, and 2) as a stand-alone UV microspot 
irradiator, as used in the irradiation of embryonic 
zebrafish cardiomyocytes reported here. 

Materials and methods 
The energy source for the UV microspot is a 

Chameleon Ultra II (Coherent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, 
USA) tunable titanium-sapphire (Ti:S) laser, which is part 
of a multiphoton microscope (2) and covers a wavelength 
range of 680-1080 nm.  While these long wavelengths 
allow for penetration depths of up to several hundred 
microns and are minimally damaging to a tissue sample, 
the two-photon and the three-photon processes effectively 
provide wavelength ranges of 340-540 nm and 227-360 
nm, respectively, in ellipsoid volumes that are submicron 
radial by a few microns axial full-width half-maximum 
(FWHM).  While single-photon excitation has a linear 
relationship with excitation laser power, the 
corresponding relationships for two-photon and three-
photon excitation are quadratic and cubic, respectively. 

Results 
The capacity for the UV microspot to selectively 

damage cells in 3D through multiphoton processes at the 
laser focal point carries an advantage over all other forms 
of microbeam irradiators, which leave tracks of damage 
along the trajectory of the energetic particle.  This unique 

feature of the UV microspot is most evident when 
targeting cells within a three-dimensional tissue or a 
morphologically complex organ without damaging cells 
located upstream or downstream of a target cell.  
Selective irradiation of specific cardiomyocytes in the 
zebrafish embryo has exemplified an ideal scenario for 
showcasing the unique qualities of the UV microspot to 
target and irradiate individual cells that are within a 3D 
structure, while leaving other cells unharmed. 

For initial targeting trials, live zebrafish embryos 
carrying the transgene, Tg(-5.1myl7:nDsRed2)f2 (ZDB-
ALT-060821-6) (3), were obtained and brought to 
RARAF for irradiation.  Individual cardiomyocyte nuclei 
in these samples are labeled with red fluorescent proteins 
that can be imaged through conventional fluorescence 
microscopy.  The zebrafish embryonic heart was imaged 
both before and after UV microspot irradiation using a 
fluorescent z-stack approach with a 20X 0.5NA water-
immersion objective.  The exposure protocol involved 
imaging cells on the top ventricular surface, where the 
incident laser first transits the ventricle, and identifying 
six individual cell nuclei as targets.  Each of the six 
targets was exposed to the UV microspot focus in a 
sequence of five co-planar 17.5 µm2 scans.  The incident 
laser wavelength was tuned to 700 nm (350 nm during 

UV Microspot Irradiation of Embryonic Zebrafish 
Cardiomyocytes 

Alan W. Bigelow, Manuela Buonanno, Vanessa Georgea, Kimara L. Targoffa and David J. Brenner 

Figure 1.  Fluorescent z-stacks of a zebrafish embryonic heart 
before and after exposure to the UV microspot.  See the text for 
descriptions of panels A-D.  All images were processed with 
AutoQuant software.   

 

 

aDivision of Pediatric Cardiology, Department of 
Pediatrics, College of Physicians and Surgeons, 
Columbia University. 
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two-photon absorption) and the total exposure energy per 
cell was 46 mJ, corresponding to 18 mW exposure power 
during 2.56 seconds exposure time. 

In fluorescent Z-stack images of a zebrafish embryo 
taken before and after UV microspot exposure (Figure 1), 
the cardiac chambers, a ventricle and an atrium, are 
clearly visible as well as the eyes and the yolk sack.  The 
z-stacks in panels A and B comprise a 300 µm thickness 
of the sample to include the entire zebrafish embryonic 
heart, before (panel A) and after (panel B) UV microspot 
exposure.  To enhance the view of the targeted cells, the 
z-stacks in panels C and D were reduced to the top 120 
µm of the sample to emphasize the targeted region of 
ventricular cardiomyocytes, before (panel C) and after 
(panel D) UV microspot exposure.  Six yellow boxes 
overlayed on panel C each encompass a cell target and 
indicate the regions of UV microspot exposure.  The 
image in panel D clearly shows that the targeted cells in 
the previous panel are no longer visible, suggesting 
damage to designated cell nuclei within a 3D organ.  In 
panel B, cell nuclei in the ventricular wall opposing the 
exposed cells (the diameter of this ventricle is 
approximately 100 µm) appear intact, suggesting that they 
were not damaged. 

The type of damage experienced by cells targeted by 
the UV microspot and the biological response to the 

damage will be investigated further and discussed in a 
future article.  The observed loss of red signal is likely not 
due to photobleaching, because the absorption wavelength 
for the red fluorophore (545 nm) is approximately 
equidistant in wavelength from the incident laser 
wavelength (700 nm) and from its two-photon excitation 
wavelength (350 nm).   Continued studies will likely 
define UV microspot exposures for damage phenomenon 
such as cell inactivation and cell ablation. 
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The ear of a mouse, measuring approximately 13 mm 

in both length and width and with an average thickness of 
250 µm, can be used for bystander studies in vivo with the 
RARAF 5-MeV proton microbeam (range 350 µm). 
Using a mouse ear holder designed and built by the 
RARAF team and the CRR Design and Instrument Shop, 
it is possible to irradiate a small area of a mouse ear and 
investigate bystander effects in the non-targeted regions 
(Fig. 1).  

One of the mechanisms for the propagation of 
bystander signals from irradiated to non-irradiated 
neighboring cells is cell-to-cell intercellular 
communication through gap junctions [1], with connexin 
43 (cx43) being one of the major proteins involved.  
However, studies on cx43’s role in radiation-induced 
effects in vivo are limited by the fact that cx43 deficiency 
is embryonically lethal. In order to provide our users with 
a cx43 conditional knockout mouse model via lentiviral 
transduction [2], SKH-1E hairless mice are inbred with 
B6.129S7-Gja1tm1Dlg/J transgenic mice in which exon 2 of 

Toward the Detection of Radiation-induced Damage 
in Microbeam Irradiated Mouse Ears  

Manuela Buonanno, Erik Young, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, Lubomir Smilenov, and David J. Brenner 

Figure 1: A) A mouse on the mouse ear holder at the end 
station of the Columbia microbeam. B) View of a small 
portion of the flattened mouse ear that can be used as an 
irradiation target. C) One region of the ear (e.g. black 
circle) can be targeted with the microbeam and radiation-
induced bystander effects can be investigated in the non-
targeted regions of the ear (e.g. regions outside the black 
circle). 
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the cx43 gene is flanked by lox P sequences. This 
modification allows the complete knockout of the cx43 
gene by transduction of cells with lentiviral vectors 
containing Cre recombinase. The viral vector also 
contains the green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene that 
renders only the cx43 knockout cells visible under a 
fluorescent microscope. Biological responses can be 
evaluated in irradiated versus non-irradiated regions of 
the ear and in cx43 knocked-out ears versus sham-treated 
cx43-wild type ears.  

In our current protocol, after irradiation, tissues are 
fixed, embedded and cut for analysis of radiation-induced 
biological endpoints such as the formation of radiation-
induced DNA repair protein foci (i.e. γH2AX, 53BP1, 
etc.) [3]. However, in tissues cut from frozen or from 
paraffin-embedded samples two critical later steps involve 
the identification of the cells containing the GFP-tagged 
viral vector, and determination of which cells among 
those exhibit radiation-induced foci.  

To this end, our first tests were aimed at optimizing 
the conditions (i.e. fixation, tissue embedding, etc.) for 
the tissue to retain injected fluorescent beads. Figure 2 
illustrates a mouse ear tissue that, after injection, was 

fixed in 10% formalin for 24 h, cut in 4µm-thick slices, 
paraffin-embedded, and viewed on the fluorescent 
microscope (Fig. 2). Non-injected ears served as control.  

Along with examining different cell fixation 
protocols, the following step involved testing the best 
conditions to detect, through immunohystochemistry 
(IHC), the GFP signal in cells tagged with copGFP. 
Among several commercially available antibodies tested, 
the combination of primary and secondary antibodies that 
gives the best GFP signal in GFP-tagged cells is 
illustrated in Figure 3. Cells fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 minutes retained their 
constitutive GFP signal (Fig. 3A and 3B). The bright GFP 
signal detected via IHC (Fig. 3B) was not due to the 
signal generated by the secondary antibody only (Fig. 
3D). 

Naturally, the next experiments (Fig. 4) tested the 
same combination of antibodies in paraffin-embedded 
mouse ear tissues obtained from mice injected with the 
GFP-tagged viral vector [4]. Compared to mouse ears that 

Figure 3: A) and B) Constitutive GFP signal in copGFP-
tagged cells. C) GFP signal in copGFP-tagged cells 
detected through IHC. D) Fluorescent signal due to the 
secondary antibody only. Green= copGFP; Red = 
Alexa555-conjugated anti-GFP secondary antibody 

Figure 2: A) 40x view of a mouse ear in which no beads 
were injected. B) 40x view of a mouse ear injected with 
fluorescent beads. The white arrows point at some beads in 
the tissue. 

Figure 4:  GFP signal detected via IHC in ear tissues with 
and without injected GFP-tagged viral vector. A), B) and C) 
are respectively DAPI, anti-GFP signal and their merge in 
injected tissue. D), E) and F) are the corresponding signals 
in non injected ears. Blue = 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
(DAPI); Green = Alexa555-conjugated anti-GFP secondary 
antibody. 
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were not injected with viral vectors (Fig. 4E), mice whose 
ears were injected with the GFP-tagged virus exhibited a 
higher GFP signal (Fig. 4B). 

In order to investigate biological effects (e.g. 53BP1 
foci formation) in irradiated versus non-irradiated regions 
of the ear in which cx43 is knocked-out, maintaining the 
geometry of the ear tissue is critical. This can be achieved 
by freezing the tissues after fixation instead of paraffin-
embedding them; however, IHC on frozen tissue is 
extremely delicate and can lead to inconsistent results. 
Therefore, other tissue embedding techniques are being 
explored (i.e. embedding in Optimal Cutting Temperature 
OCT medium).  
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To perform high-throughput studies on the biological 

effects of ionizing radiation in vivo, we have implemented 
a microfluidic tool for microbeam irradiation of 
Caenorhabditis elegans. With a transparent body that can 
be easily observed under a microscope and a relative 
small diameter (50 µm), C. elegans can be completely 
traversed by the charged particles generated by the 
Columbia microbeam (maximum beam penetration 450 
µm). Thanks to the ability to target specific regions of a 
sample, microbeam irradiation of complex organisms 
allows characterization of the mechanisms underlying 
tissue-specific responses to radiation, including DNA 
repair.  

Although biological processes differ between 
mammals and C. elegans, regulatory and basic radiation-
induced mechanisms, such as bystander effects [1], are 
conserved across species. 

In previous microbeam protocols [1] the worms were 
immobilized by anesthesia and positioned by hand. 
However, some biological endpoints, such as genetic and 
behavioral studies, require high-throughput irradiation / 
imaging capabilities without the use of drugs such as 
anesthetics. When these studies are carried out manually 
they can be extremely labor-intensive. Radiobiological 
studies with the microbeam furthermore require that 
living worms remain completely immobile for the 

duration of the irradiation. This can be achieved by gluing 
worms with polymers or by cooling the samples at 4 ºC to 
halt motion. Alternatively, the worms can be treated with 
anesthetics, but these chemicals either do not completely 
prevent movement or can interfere with normal 
physiological processes.  

A Microfluidic Tool for Microbeam Irradiation of C. 
elegans Nematode   

Manuela Buonanno, Guy Garty, Michael Grad, Marie Gendrela, Oliver Hoberta, and David J. Brenner 

Figure 1: a) A 16-channel microfluidic device for C. elegans 
microbeam irradiation. Worms loaded in the inlet move into 
the microfluidic channels through liquid flow between inlet 
and outlet. b) Within minutes, the worms fill up the channels of 
the clamp. The width of each microchannel gradually 
decreases along the 5-mm channel to 10-µm, so that young 
adult worms are mechanically immobilized (10x view). 
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In order to facilitate animal manipulation and increase 
overall throughput of irradiation and imaging capabilities 
without the use of methods that might perturb the normal 
biochemical state of the organism, researchers have begun 
to use microfluidics devices for handling C. elegans [2].  
These tools are commonly made of transparent 
biocompatible materials, such as Polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS), making them suitable for observation and 
handling of living samples. In the context of microbeam 
irradiation, microfluidic devices ensure that several living 
samples can be mechanically immobilized and rapidly 
irradiated in parallel.  

Adapted from an established design [2], our 
microfluidic clamp consists of 16 tapered channels with 
10-µm thin bottoms to ensure charged particle traversal 
(Fig. 1). The worm clamps were cast using a silicon mold 
made at the Columbia cleanroom. A 10-µm thick PDMS 
membrane was oxygen-plasma bonded to the open 
channels and the clamp itself mounted on a standard glass 
microscope slide, with a hole drilled above the inlet.   

Since adult worms move at a very slow rate (~ 200 
µm per second), they are gently transported into the 
microfluidic channels by liquid flow between inlet and 
outlet (Fig. 1a) and the size of each microchannel is such 
that the worms are immobilized within minutes without 
anesthesia (Fig.1b).  

After site-specific irradiation with the microbeam, the 
worms are released by reversing the flow direction in the 
clamp and then collected for analysis of biological 
endpoints, such as formation of the Rad51 foci that are 

essential for homologous repair of radiation-induced 
DNA damage. 

The target area for microbeam irradiation was chosen 
on the basis of whole body γ-irradiation experiments 
aimed at identifying the regions of the worm exhibiting 
the most abundant formation of radiation-induced Rad51 
foci.  Compared to controls, the area of the γ-irradiated  
(10 Gy) worms that showed the largest number of Rad51 
foci corresponded to the head/intestine region [3] (data 
not shown), which was therefore chosen as the target site 
for exposure to the microbeam. 

For microbeam irradiation, once the worms were 
immobilized in the microfluidic clamp, the target area of 
each wild type (N2) worm was exposed to 4.5 MeV 
protons. As the wild type C. elegans used in this study did 
not have a fluorescent marker in the target region, they 
were brought to the beam manually using a joystick and 
visual feedback. This step could be automated, increasing 
targeting precision and irradiation throughput, if a 
fluorescent marker for the target of interest is available.  

After irradiation, the samples were released, and 
collected 1h later for analysis of Rad51 foci formation by 
immunohistochemistry (Fig. 2). Compared to control 
(Fig. 2a), microbeam–irradiated wild type (N2) worms 
showed an increase in Rad51 foci formation (Fig. 2b). To 
prove that Rad51 antibody had no nonspecific binding, 
similar experiments were conducted in Rad51(Ig8701) 
mutant worms (TG9).  Compared to respective controls 
(Fig. 2c) and to microbeam-irradiated wild-type worms 
(Fig. 2b), microbeam-irradiated mutants did not show any 
(nonspecific) Rad51 antibody binding (Fig. 2d).   

Using a microfluidic device for microbeam irradiation 
of multiple living organisms at the same time, our results 
indicate that 4.5 MeV protons induced DNA damage in 
wild type C. elegans, as assessed by Rad51 foci 
formation.    

In conclusion, with an endpoint relevant to 
understanding the response of a whole organism to tissue-
specific irradiation, we showed that with our microfluidic 
device we can perform precise and rapid microbeam 
irradiation of multiple C. elegans in parallel. 
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Figure 2: Rad51 foci formation in wild type (N2) C. elegans 
exposed to a) 0 or b) 200 protons (4.5 MeV) delivered to the 
head / intestine area every 5 µm across the worm diameter (50 
µm). Rad51 mutants (TG9) were also exposed to c) 0 or d) 200 
protons per site. One hour later, the samples were analyzed for 
Rad51 foci formation by immunohistochemistry. Blue = 4',6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (DNA); Red or green (false 
color) = Alexa555-conjugated Rad51 antibody. 
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To expand the throughput capabilities of the RARAF 

microbeam as well as to allow irradiation of non-adherent 
cells, we have developed a novel microbeam irradiation 
system using Flow-And-Shoot Technology (FAST) [1]. 

In the FAST microbeam, instead of plating cells on a 
dish and then moving the dish so that each cell is 
sequentially placed above the beam and irradiated, 
trypsinized (or naturally non-adherent) cells are allowed 
to flow in a narrow channel above the rough position of 
the beam. The beam is then steered to target the centroid 
of each cell. 

To enable the irradiation of flowing cells, we have 
performed several modifications to the Permanent Magnet 
Microbeam (PMM) [2] as detailed below. 

The Beam 
The PMM was originally designed to provide a 5.4 

MeV He++ beam [2]. We have re-tuned it for a lower 
energy (4.6 MeV) to allow the use of same-magnetic-
rigidity protons using our 5 MV accelerator. The use of 
protons is preferable in this case, as it eases constraints on 
the thickness of the microfluidic channel, allowing 
placement of the detector above the microfluidic chip. 

The PMM already contains a Point-and-Shoot 
targeting system for microbeam irradiation based on the 
wide-field magnetic split-coil deflector system from 
Technisches Büro Fischer (Ober Ramstadt, Germany) [3].  
The Point-and-Shoot deflector consists of four interlaced 
coils in a set of ferrite rings.  The coils are paired to 
create two axes that are orthogonal to each other.  When 
wired in series, a pair on opposite sides will create a 
temporary dipole magnetic field, which deflects the beam.  
It is possible to "scan" the beam into a rectangular area in 
the microscope view by using the two pairs of coils 
independently. The amount of current needed in each coil 
to deflect the beam to a specific location can be mapped, 
which is then used to steer the beam to the target 
locations.   

Microfluidic channel  
Over the past three years we have been routinely 

manufacturing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
microfluidic chips of our own design at RARAF. The 
typical chip has a channel cross section of 200 µm (width) 
by 20 µm (thickness), so that the cells, when targeted by 
the microbeam, flow in the immediate vicinity of the exit 
window. The bottom of the channel consists of a thin 
PDMS or kapton membrane adhered to the PDMS flow 

chip. The flow rate is controlled by a syringe pump, 
operated in “aspire” mode, to prevent applying excessive 
pressure on the thin membrane.  

Figure 1 shows the design of one of the microfluidic 
channels developed in this work. This channel was 
designed to be as thin as possible at the intersection of the 
beam and the channel to allow for downstream detection 
of the particles.  

Imaging and real time targeting 
The Microbeam imaging and targeting routines were 

completely re-written to support real-time targeting of 
moving cells. We have integrated a scientific CMOS 
camera (PCO.Edge, PCO, Germany) with high sensitivity 
and fast image transfer rates, to allow imaging at 10s to 
100s of frames per second.  

The new targeting software consists of two 
synchronized loops as shown in Figure 2. Within the 
image analysis loop, Images are grabbed, cells located 
and the predicted cell position is calculated based on the 
current and previous frames, assuming laminar flow. 

The beam control loop, partially implemented in 
hardware, tracks the cumulative dose delivered to the cell 
currently being irradiated. If it is less than the required 
dose, and the cell is still in view, the Point & Shoot 
system is updated with the new cell position. If the 
required dose has been delivered, the beam shutter is 

Real Time Tracking of Cells in a Microfluidic 
Channel 

Guy Garty, Andrew Harken, Michael Grad, and David J. Brenner 

Figure 1.Microfluidic channel design 

      Figure 2. FAST software loops.  
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closed, the coordinates of the next cell to be irradiated are 
transferred to the Point & Shoot system and the beam 
shutter re-opened. 

 To date we have demonstrated targeting of cells in 
motion at a speed of about 100 µm/sec and throughput of 
4,000-7,000 cells an hour, matching our dish-based 
microbeam. Recent implementation of high numerical 
aperture optics into the FAST imaging system have 
allowed reduction of image acquisition time by a factor of 
10 (from 20 to 1-2 msec) and work is ongoing to match 
this improvement in image capture speed with a similar 
improvement in image processing speed, expected to 
result in a net 3-10 fold increase in cell irradiation 
throughput.  
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Figure. 3. Images of GFP labeled CRL4025 cells from the FAST tracking software. The solid line denotes the outline of the cell. 
The (+) denotes the actual center of the cell. The (x) denotes the targeting position calculated from the previous two images.  

 
Top row from left: Constantinos 
Broustas. Sunil Panigrahi. Tom Hei. 
Lower left: Alan Bigelow and David 
Brenner.  Dominique Rey. 
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Advances in microbeam technology have made 

smaller beams possible; for example, the RARAF charged 
particle microbeam has gone from a 10 µm diameter beam 
to 0.5 µm, with plans for a 0.075 µm beam. This reduction 
in beam size has been driven in part by the call to go 
beyond traditional experiments that irradiate the nucleus 
or cytoplasm, and target subcellular structures. To meet 
the requirements of several collaborative projects we have 
begun optimizing protocols to visualize such structures at 
the microbeam endstation. 

Sub-nuclear targets 
It has been proposed that the induction of a DNA 

double strand break results in a localized reorganization 
of chromatin that is thought to provide the environment 
necessary for DNA damage signaling and repair (1, 2). 
Alterations in the structure and mobility of chromatin 
containing double strand breaks have been studied by 
photoactivating an H2B-PAGFP spot, inducing UV 
damage at the spot and following the changes in shape, 
area and position of the spot (3, 4). Using the multiphoton 
system on the microbeam endstation we have 
photoactivated H2B-PAGFP in HeLa cells (Figure 1), 
which could serve as a target for the particle microbeam. 

The repair of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) takes 
place in a highly ordered and coordinated (both spatially 
and temporally) manner (5, 6). Additionally, the 

sequential recruitment of repair proteins occurs in the 
context of highly ordered chromatin (7).  Therefore, it is 
becoming increasingly apparent that the study of DNA 
breaks must take into account the chromatin context of 
the break. To allow for the examination of the differences 
in DNA repair processes as a function of particles 
targeted to either heterochromatin or euchromatin we 
have adopted a fluorescence-based assay to visualize 
heterochromatin in live cells (Figure 2).  

Another set of potential targets for microbeam studies 
is the telomeres. There is indirect evidence that damage at 
telomeres is not repaired but instead results in a persistent 
damage response that may have implications in aging and 
cancer (8, 9). To demonstrate the potential to target 
telomeres with the microbeam, these structures were 
visualized in live cells using a fluorescent tagged shelterin 
protein (Figure 3).  

Extra-nuclear cellular targets 
One of the most abundant subcellular targets is the 

cell’s mitochondria. There are a variety of studies that 
could be conducted using the microbeam to irradiate 
individual mitochondria.  It has been suggested that 
damage to the mitochondria might be responsible for the 
induction of genomic instability in bystander cells (10, 
11). Further, damage to mitochondria has been implicated 
in the propagation of bystander responses (12, 13). 

Visualizing Subcellular Structures: New Targets 
for the Charged Particle Microbeam 

Brian Ponnaiya, Alan Bigelow, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, and David J. Brenner 

10	  µm

Figure 1. Triple view max projection of Z-stacks of a 
photoactivated H2B-PAGFP spot expressed in HeLa cells. 
(Vector from Dr. Michael Kruhlak) Image taken with a 
Nikon 60x 1.0 NA water immersion objective on the current 
microbeam end station. 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Expression of HP1-
GFP (a marker for 
heterochromatin) in HeLa 
cells, imaged on the 
microbeam end station. 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Expression of TRF1-
GFP in HeLa cells (vector 
courtesy of Dr. Elizabeth 
Blackburn) Nucleus stained 
with H33342 (blue). Imaged on 
the microbeam end station. 
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Mitochondrial dysfunction has also been shown to play a 
role in human diseases (14, 15) and in particular it has 
been observed that disruption of mitophagy (the digestion 
of damaged mitochondria by lysosomes) may be key in 
the development of several neurodegenerative diseases 
(16, 17). We have successfully observed both 
mitochondria and lysosomes at the microbeam endstation  
(Figure 4). 

Another potential extra-nuclear target is the 
centrosome. Aberrant centrosome number is a common 
feature of tumor cells (18, 19) and may contribute to 
aneuploidy and tumorigenesis by increasing the frequency 
of abnormal mitoses (18, 20-22). It had been 
demonstrated that broad-beam gamma radiation induced 
centrosome amplification predominantly in G2 cells (23). 
The ability to specifically target centrosomes has been 
assessed using a chicken cell system (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4. Expression of 
mCherry-Lamp1 (lysosome 
marker- red) and mEmerald-
PDHA (mitochondria marker-
green) in HeLa (vectors 
courtesy of Dr. David Piston). 
Nucleus stained with H33342 
(blue). Imaged on the 
microbeam end station. 

10 µm

Figure 5.  DT40 cells 
expressing the centrosome 
associated protein GFP- 
Chibby – white arrows (Cells 
from Dr. Ciaran Morrison, 
Imaged on the microbeam 
end station. 

10 µm
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In addition to the charged particle microbeams, a soft 
x-ray microbeam has been recently developed at RARAF 
(1). This microbeam has a 5 µm diameter beam spot and a 
dose rate of 1 mGy/sec based on a 10 micron spherical 
cell absorbing 1 photon per second. The experiments 
described here are the first to be conducted on this new 
low LET microbeam. 

 Plateau phase normal human fibroblasts (AG1522) 
were seeded on microbeam dishes as previously described 
(2) and individual cell nuclei were irradiated with 0.1 or 
0.2 Gy of x-rays. Given the relatively longer penetration 
distances of the x-rays (as opposed to the high LET 
charged particles)  cells were  irradiated in media.   Thirty  

 
minutes post irradiation, cells were briefly rinse with PBS 
and fixed in ice cold methanol. Dishes were processed for 
γH2AX as described earlier (3). The γH2AX foci were 
detected using anti human γH2AX monoclonal antibody, 
visualized using an Alexa Fluor 555 secondary antibody, 
and the nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. 
Fluorescent images were acquired and mean fluorescence 
intensities of individual cells were measured using 
ImageProPlus 6.0.  A minimum of 150 cells were 
analyzed per sample.  

As can be seen in Figure 1, there was an increase in 
mean nuclear fluorescence intensities with increasing x-
ray dose. The control population had a mean intensity of 
1744 AU (± 596), which increased to 3389 AU (± 1520) 
and 5843 AU (± 1611) at 0.1 Gy and 0.2 Gy respectively.  

Figure 2 represents the frequency distribution of 
γH2AX expression levels in individual cells in controls 
and cells irradiated with 0.1 Gy and 0.2 Gy x-rays. The 
staining intensities have been binned at every 400 units.  
A clear shift in the distribution profile to higher intensities 
can be seen with increasing dose. Expression levels in the 
control cells were for the most part uniformly low with 
more than 90% of the cells falling below 3000 AU. In 
contrast, the cells irradiated with 0.1 Gy x-rays had a 
wider distribution with only about half the cells below 
3000 AU and the rest ranging between 3000 and 7000 
AU. The distribution of cells irradiated with 0.2 Gy was 
distinct from that of controls as well as the 0.1 Gy group. 
At this dose almost all cells were higher than controls and 
ranged from 3400 to 8600 AU.  

Induction of γH2AX in AG1522 Following X-ray 
Microbeam Irradiation  

Brian Ponnaiya, Andrew Harken, and David J. Brenner 

Mean Nuclear Fluorescence Intensity 
(AU) 

Figure 2. Frequency distribution of γH2AX expression in individual cells of control (A), cells irradiated with 0.1 Gy (B) and 0.2 Gy 
(C) X-rays. Mean fluorescence intensities have been binned at every 400 units.  
 

Figure 1. Expression of γH2AX in AG1522 cells as a function 
of dose delivered by the x-ray microbeam.  Mean 
fluorescence intensity per nucleus ± SEM (n ≥ 150 individual 
cells). 
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In conclusion these data are the first to be generated 
using the RARAF x-ray microbeam and demonstrate the 
capacity of the device to induce DNA damage in a 
defined subcellular area using low LET photons.  
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Radiation-induced nuclear DNA damage such as 

single- and double-stranded breaks, if misrepaired, have 
been regarded as the main cause of radiogenic mutations 
and cancer. However, there is recent evidence that 
extranuclear targets may also be important in mediating 

the genotoxic effects of ionizing radiation (1, 2). There is 
also evidence that targeted cytoplasmic irradiation with 
alpha particles induces mutation in mammalian cells 
through a process involving reactive radical species, while 
inflicting minimal cytotoxicity (3). These results imply 

Effects of Cytoplasmic Irradiation on Nuclear DNA 
Damage 

Bo Zhang, Mercy M. Davidsona, and Tom K. Hei 

 

 

aDepartment of Radiation Oncology, Columbia 
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Figure 1. Cytoplasmic irradiation induced nuclear DNA 
oxidative damage in SAE cells.  (A) Detection of 8-OHdG by 
immunocytochemistry. Representative images from 
untreated and cytoplasmic irradiation samples of SAE cells.  
(B). Images were quantified by Image J of SAE cells. The 
average intensity per cell was obtained from 200 cells per 
sample.  *P <0.05 versus the control group. Bars indicate 
mean ± SEM. Similar results were obtained in three other 
experiments.  

Figure 2. Cytoplasmic irradiation induced obvious DNA 
double strand breaks in SAE cells.  A. Immuno-fluoresent 
staining of γ-H2AX foci in SAE cells 0.5 h after 10α particles 
cytoplasmic irradiation.  B. Average foci per cell after 
cytoplasmic irradiation. C. Percentage of H2AX positive cells 
after cytoplasmic irradiation. Data represent mean ± SE of 
three independent experiments. In each experiment, 200 cells 
were scored. *P <0.05 versus the control group. 

A 
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that the cytoplasm is an essential target for the genotoxic 
effects induced by ionizing radiation.   

In the present study, we observed radiation-induced 
nuclear DNA oxidative damage and DNA double strand 
breaks in human small airway epithelial (SAE) cells. 
Cells were irradiated using the Columbia University 
charged-particle microbeam that can target selected 
cellular sites with high precision. Briefly, exponentially 
growing SAE cells were plated on specially-constructed 
microbeam dishes with a polypropylene bottom. Cells 
were imaged and a defined number of alpha particles 
were delivered to the cytoplasm of individual cells as 
described (1, 3). 

To investigate whether cytoplasmic irradiation affects 
oxidative damage to nuclear DNA, 8-OHdG was 
determined by histochemistry after irradiation with 10α 
particles targeted to the cytoplasm. Representative 8-
OHdG staining images are shown in Fig. 1A where 
irradiated cells demonstrated a higher 8-OHdG level at 
0.5, 4, and 24 hours post treatment when compared with 
controls. The histochemical data were quantified using 
Image J software (NIH). Statistical analyses of the images 
captured under a 40x objective lens were performed using 
Student’s t-test. Compared with untreated cells, 
cytoplasmic irradiated SAE cells showed two-fold 
increases in 8-OHdG in 0.5 hours, and the increase 
persisted from 4 to 24 hours (Fig. 1B).  

Direct DNA damage to the nucleus has been 
considered to be the main cause of mutation. However, 
extranuclear targets may also have a role in modulating 
radiation induced indirect DNA damage through 
mechanisms that remain largely unknown. In order to 
confirm the contribution of extranuclear targets to nuclear  

DNA damage, gamma H2AX foci were also observed in 
SAE cells after cytoplasmic irradiation.  Representative 
images are shown in Fig. 2A. Irradiation with 10 alpha 
particles to the cytoplasm resulted in an increased level of 
gamma H2AX foci in the nucleus. The semi-
quantification data showed that the average number of 
gamma H2AX foci was increased approximately from 1 
to 5 per cell compared with controls at 0.5 hours post-
irradiation, and gradually decreased to 3 by 24 hours (Fig. 
2B). Moreover, the average percentage of cells with more 
than 2 foci was increased to 50% at 0.5 hours post 
cytoplasmic irradiation (Fig. 2B). These results reveal that 
treatment with cytoplasmic irradiation result in indirect 
DNA double strand breaks in SAE cells.  

In conclusion, the present study showed that 
cytoplasmic irradiation results in nuclear DNA oxidative 
damage and double strand breaks in SAE cells. These data 
strengthen some of the fundamental observations 
regarding how extranuclear damage induced by 
cytoplasmic irradiation is processed in mammalian cells. 
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Human blood vessels are ubiquitous in the body, a 
large number of microcapillaries permeate every tissue 
and thus represent a major target for radiation effects in 
the human body.  The endothelial barrier that lines the 
vessels is responsible for maintaining homeostasis in the 
tissues, and damage to this structure can lead to vessel 
pathologies, a major feature of the side effects of 
radiation.  Low LET radiations are important for both 
space travel and cancer radiotherapy. In space, low LET 
ion particles like protons and helium ions constitute a 
significant proportion of the space radiation environment, 
especially during solar particle events.  In cancer 
radiotherapy, gamma photons have traditionally been 
used although there are now 36 proton therapy centers 
around the world actively dedicated to cancer therapy.  

We have previously shown that in human umbilical 
vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) and in human brain 
microvascular endothelial cells cultured in the absence of 
serum, gamma radiation induces a rapid and transient 
decrease in transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER) 
at 3 h after irradiation, with effects also seen at 
radiotherapy doses. This dip in resistance correlates to the 
transient loss of the platelet endothelial cell adhesion 
molecule – PECAM-1 in discrete areas, where cells often 
detached from the monolayer leaving gaps. Redistribution 
of PECAM-1 was also seen in 3-D human tissue models. 
By 6 hours after exposure, the remaining cells had 
migrated to reseal the barrier, coincident with TEER 
returning to control levels. Resealed monolayers 
contained fewer cells per unit area and their barrier 
function was weakened as evidenced by an increased 
molecular permeability over 24 h (Sharma et al., 2013). 
This acute effect has the potential to be of importance 
considering the role of PECAM-1 in many cellular 
processes involved in pathologies seen at longer times 
after radiation.  

Here we have extended these studies to include the 
effects of other low LET radiations such as the photons of 
X rays and the ion particles - protons and helium ions.  

Two types of culture were used to represent in vivo the 
extreme environmental conditions loosely based on 
conditions on the inside and on the outside of vessels.  For 
the lumen where endothelial cells are exposed to blood 
plasma, cells were cultured in serum and growth factor 
containing media, and for the outside of vessels, cells 
were cultured in serum-free defined media. 

Effects of gamma photons and protons on TEER. 
The effect of gamma and protons under both 

environmental conditions are shown in Figure 1.  In 
serum-free media, a dose of 5 Gy gamma caused a single 
dip in TEER at 3 hours as previously reported.  In the 
presence of serum and growth factors however, there was 
no single dip in resistance but two dips separating three 
peaks in resistance. Also, cells were not detached from 
the monolayer (not shown).  We compared the effects of 5 
Gy gamma rays with 2 Gy protons based on the relative 
biological effectiveness of these radiations on the 
formation and structure of vessel models (Grabham et al., 
2011). 2 Gy of high-energy protons showed no dip in 
resistance in serum-free conditions indicating that the 
effect seen with gamma photons is not occurring with 
proton radiation. However, in the presence of serum and 
growth factors, we observed two dips and three peaks in 
TEER that were symmetrical in nature unlike the peaks 
seen with gamma photons.   

Peaks after gamma exposure were more irregular 
indicating a more complex effect, which we confirmed by 
the use of a dose response experiment.  After exposure to 
2 Gy and 10 Gy, the first two peaks in TEER changed 
their amplitude, whereas the third peak remained the same 
(not shown).  This result suggests that more than one 
effect may be superimposed on the final TEER trace.  
Furthermore, the third peak after irradiation is similar in 
amplitude and period to the third peak seen with proton 
exposure (Figure 1), suggesting that the effect seen with 
protons might also be present after gamma rays.  The 
TEER pattern for protons is also significant because this 
series of gradually diminishing oscillations (under-
damped oscillation) has been of recent interest in biology.   
It is a manifestation of feedback control loops seen in 
many cellular systems, including p53/mdm2 cycling 
during DNA repair.  As such, it is a mechanism for the 
timing of events in periodic processes.  We wondered 
whether the TEER trace seen after gamma rays was in 
fact two effects, one being an under-damped oscillation 
and the other, something else, possibly the single dip seen 
at 3 hours as in serum-free conditions.  We therefore used 
the traces given by a 2 Gy exposure to protons to create a 
formula for under-damped oscillation (Figure 2).  From 
this equation we created a set of theoretical data and 
subtracted it from the complex traces seen after gamma 
rays.  The result was a remaining trace that had a single 
dip in resistance at 3 hours, similar to the effect seen in 
the absence of growth factors and serum (Figure 3). 

Acute Effects of Low LET Radiation on Human 
Endothelial Barrier Function: Photons Versus Ion 

Particles  
Thomas Templin, Preety Sharma and Peter Grabham 
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PECAM-1 re-localization. 
The above result indicates that the effect of gamma 

rays on TEER seen in serum-free media does in fact also 
occur in the presence of serum.  However, we did not see 
any cells becoming detached from the substrate as in 
serum-free conditions.  We therefore looked more closely 
for an effect of gamma radiation on the localization of 
PECAM-1.  Figure 4 shows that although cells do not 
become detached from the substrate, the normal 

distribution of PECAM-1 is disrupted.  Total cell staining 
showed areas where the monolayer was thinner between 
cells, and at these sites openings appeared in the normally 
continuous PECAM-1 localization at the cell boundaries.  
Also present were microparticles of PECAM-1, 
presumably the material that had been removed from the 
cell boundaries. Quantitation of openings and 
microparticles (Figure 4) showed that both parameters 
increased after gamma irradiation.  Thus, even in the 

Figure 1. Effects of gamma rays and protons on transendothelial resistance of HUVEC monolayers.  Cultures were exposed to each 
radiation under two separate culture conditions, with or without serum and growth factors (as shown).  Unirradiated controls showed no 
dips or peaks in TEER.  In serum-free conditions, gamma rays induced a single dip in TEER at 3 hours (arrowhead) as previously 
reported.  In the presence of serum a pattern of three peaks (arrows) separated by two dips was observed.  Protons showed no effect on 
TEER in serum-free conditions but in the presence of serum and growth factors a series of three peaks was observed (arrows).        
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presence of serum and growth factors gamma rays 
induced changes in PECAM-1 localization. 

Photons versus ion particles. 
We expanded the study to include 1 GeV Heliums 

ions and 240 MeV x rays at a dose of 5 Gy.  A dose of 5 
Gy protons was also included.  TEER measurements 
showed changes in resistance similar to those seen in 
Figure 1 depending on whether the radiation was photons 
or ion particles (not shown).  Helium and 5 Gy protons 
induced a very similar response to 2 Gy protons. There 
was no 3-hour dip in either condition, only an under-
damped oscillation in the presence of serum and growth 
factors.   

X rays, on the other hand, induced a response similar 
to that seen with gamma rays, a 3-hour dip in serum-free 
conditions and a composite of a 3-hour dip and an under-
damped oscillation in the presence of stimulating factors.  
These results were mirrored by the analysis of PECAM-1 

localization after exposure to the same radiations and 
doses (Figure 5).  The production of microparticles 
positive for PECAM-1 was only induced by the photons  
(gamma and x rays).  Protons and helium ions did not 
induce PECAM-1 relocalization. 

In conclusion, we have shown 2 acute effects of low 
LET radiation on the human endothelial barrier.  First, a 
short-term effect of photons but not ion particles 
involving a single dip in TEER and the loss of PECAM-1 
at 3 hours after irradiation, and second, an under-damped 
oscillation of TEER induced by both photons and ion 
particles that does not appear to be associated with the 
loss of PECAM-1 or any other junction molecules.  The 
first involves loss of barrier function and a biological 
connection to vessel pathologies associated with gamma 
radiation therapy and, perhaps, not with proton 
radiotherapy.  The second is less well known. It occurs 
with all low LET radiation when the cells have second 
messenger  signals activated.   We do not know if  it is the  

Figure 2.  Proton TEER pattern fit to an equation for 
under-damped oscillation. An equation for under-damped 
oscillation (top) was created from dimensions of a curve 
(gray line) fitted to the actual TEER tracing after 2Gy of 
high-energy protons (red).  

Figure 3 Subtraction of under-damped oscillation 
from gamma-induced TEER traces in the presence of 
serum.  Data created from the equation for oscillation 
(grey line) were subtracted from the TEER trace (red 
line) to give a trace with a single dip (blue line). 

Figure 4. Loss of PECAM-1after gamma rays. A) whole 
cell stain (green). B) PECAM-1 (red). Openings in 
PECAM-1 staining (arrow). Microparticle (arrowhead). 
C) Quantitation of microparticles and openings.  
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forerunner of a longer-term loss of barrier function and 
we are currently investigating this possibility.  

This work was supported by NASA grants 
NNJ09ZSA001N and NNJ11ZSA001N. 
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Radiation-induced skin injury, often referred to as 

radiation dermatitis, can be a serious cutaneous injury 
caused by radiation therapy or by a nuclear or radiological 
event. In skin, radiation causes prompt DNA, lipid and 
protein damage of keratinocytes due to the generation of 
free radicals, which in turn results in cell death and tissue 
injury. Damaged self can be recognized by immune 
response through damage-associated molecular patterns 
(DAMPs), also known as “alarmins”, which activates and 
recruits a variety of inflammatory cells to the site of 
injury to eliminate dead cells and initiate wound repair 
(Schaue and McBride, 2010). Radiation skin injury occurs 
in about 95% of patients who receive radiation treatment 
for cancer (Salvo et al., 2010). 

Radiation dermatitis is manifested with depilation and 
erythema at the beginning, followed by dry and moist 
desquamation of the epidermis, leading to potential skin 
ulceration and necrosis (Ryan, 2012). Histologically 
irradiated skin exhibits hyperproliferation of the 
epidermis, thickening of the stratum corneum, and 
infiltration of inflammatory cells. Radiation induces a 
cascade of signaling events involving numerous 
cytokines, chemokines and growth factors from a variety 
of skin-resident and infiltrated immune cells, contributing 
to the clinical cutaneous symptoms and ultimate structural 
alteration of the skin. However, the major cell types and 
crucial mediators involved in acute radiation dermatitis 
are still far from established. 

                                                                                                                      

By                 

IL17-expressing γδ  T Cells in Radiation-induced 
Dermatitis   

Winston Liao, K.S. Clifford Chaoa, Tom K Hei, and Simon Chenga 

Figure 5. Induction of PECAM-1 positive microparticles 
by low LET radiations.  Only gamma and x rays induced 
microparticles following a 5 Gy dose. 
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Figure 1. Murine radiation-induced dermatitis model. 
C57BL/6J mice were irradiated with 30 Gy x-ray to the skin 
of the right torso, and dermatitis was analyzed after 4 weeks. 
(A) Clinical dermatitis presentation of mouse skin upon 
radiation. (B) Representative H&E staining of mouse skin. 
(C) Skin thickness was measured and relative quantitation 
was presented (n=5). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. *p < 
0.05. Damage of epidermis and hyperproliferation of 
keratinocytes were examined by IHC with cleaved caspase 3 
(D) and the cell proliferation marker Ki67 (E), respectively. 
(F) Accumulation of Gr1+ cells was detected just beneath and 
within the stratum corneum of dermatitis mice. 
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By using a radiation dermatitis murine model in this 
study, we identify a significant elevation of pathogenic 
IL17-expressing γδ T cells, which causes radiation 
dermatitis as demonstrated by mitigation of dermatitis in 
γδ T cell knockout mice. Together, our findings reveal 
that dysregulated innate immune response as represented 
by IL17-expressing γδ T cells is a potential therapeutic 
target for radiation-induced skin injury.       

Murine radiation-induced dermatitis model. 
The crucial mechanisms of radiation-induced 

dermatitis are still elusive. In this study, we seek to 
understand how the dysregulated immune response upon 
radiation   drives   dermatitis.      A  murine   experimental 
radiation-induced dermatitis model was developed by 
giving a single dose of  30 Gy x-ray to the skin  on the left  
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Figure 2. Elevation of IL17-expressing γδ T cells is associated with radiation-induced dermatitis. IL17-expressing cells were detected 
by IHC staining (A) and quantified by flow cytometry (B) from the skin of dermatitis mice. (C) γδ T cells were identified and analyzed 
for IL17 expression by flow cytometry. IL17-expressing γδ T cell activation cytokines IL1β (D) and IL23 (E) were visualized in skin 
sections by IHC. n=5.  
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Figure 3. Radiation-induced 
dermatitis is attenuated in γδ T cell 
knockout mice. C57BL/6J WT and 
Tcrd-/- mice were irradiated with 30 
Gy x-ray to the skin of the left torso, 
and dermatitis was analyzed after 4 
weeks. (A) Clinical dermatitis 
presentation of the skin differed 
between WT and Tcrd-/- mice upon 
irradiation. (B) Skin thickness was 
measured and relative quantitation 
was presented. (C) Representative 
H&E staining of mouse skin. (D) Ki67 
was examined by IHC as a marker of 
kerantinocyte hyperproliferation. (E) 
Neutrophilia was determined by IHC 
staining of Gr1. Analysis of γδ T cells 
(F) and IL17-expressing cells (G) by 
flow cytometry. n=5. Data are shown 
as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05. 
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torso of C57BL/6J mice. After two weeks post-
irradiation, irradiated mice started to exhibit signs of 
depilation and skin erythema. Four weeks later, cutaneous 
radiation led to dry and moist desquamation and 
ulceration of the epidermis (Figure 1A). Histological 
analysis showed hyperproliferation of keratinocytes and 
acanthosis in dermatitis mice (Figure 1B and 1C), which 
was confirmed by staining of the proliferation marker 
Ki67 (Figure 1D). In addition, cleaved caspase-3, 
indicative of tissue damage, was detected in the irradiated 
epidermis (Figure 1E) and accumulation of infiltrating 
neutrophils was visualized by immunohistochemistry 
(IHC) of Gr1+ in the stratum corneum of irradiated mice 
(Figure 1F). 

Murine IL17-expressing γδ  T cells are elevated in 
dermatitis skin. 

IL17 is a pro-inflammatory cytokine which is 
extensively implicated in inflammation, infection and 
autoimmunity (Miossec et al., 2009). Particularly, IL17 
family members including IL17, IL17F, IL23, and IL22 
have been best studied and characterized in the murine 
psoriasis model, a complex and multifactorial skin 
inflammatory disease (van der Fits et al., 2009; Cai et al., 
2011). In our radiation-induced dermatitis model, skin-
invading lymphocytes were analyzed for IL17 expression 
in multiple ways. A substantial elevation of IL17-
expressing cells was firstly detected in the skin of 
irradiated mice by IHC (Figure 2A) and then by flow 
cytometry.  A majority of the infiltrating cells were found 
to be non-conventional TCRγδ+ cells (Figure 2B). In 
addition, staining of the single cell suspension isolated 
from irradiated mouse skin with CD3 and TCRδ antibody 
revealed two distinct populations, one stained with higher 
levels of CD3 and TCRδ, and the other one stained with 
lower levels of CD3 and TCRδ (Figure 2C). Upon 
radiation dermatitis induction, the frequency of 
CD3lowTCRδlow population substantially increased, 
with a higher rate of IL17 expression. In contrast, the 
frequency of CD3highTCRδhigh decreased and none of 
them produced IL17 (Figure 2C). Concomitantly, the 
irradiated skin was associated with elevated protein 
expressions of γδ T cell activation cytokine IL1β (Figure 
2D) and IL23 (Figure 2E). 

Radiation-induced dermatitis is attenuated in γδ  T cell 
knockout mice.  

Having established that IL17-expressing γδ T cells 
correlated well with manifestation of radiation-induced 
dermatitis, we tried to elucidate whether these cells 
mediated dermatitis pathogenesis or if their accumulation 
was just a secondary effect to radiation. We obtained a γδ 
T cell-specific knockout mouse (Tcrd-/-), which is 
deficient in developing γδ T cells. Consistently, the left 
torso skin of WT and Tcrd-/- mice was exposed 30 Gy of 
x-ray. 4 weeks post-irradiation, cutaneously irradiated 
WT mice showed dermatitis symptoms such as depilation, 
erythema, dry and moist desquamation and ulceration, 

which was partially alleviated in the irradiated Tcrd-/- 
mice (Figure 3A). In addition, keratinocyte 
hyperproliferation and acanthosis observed in irradiated 
WT skin was significantly mitigated in irradiated Tcrd-/- 
mice (Figure 3B, 3C, 3D). Furthermore, the absence of γδ 
T cells markedly reduced neutrophil infiltration into the 
skin as shown by IHC of Gr1 (Figure 3E). Tcrd-/- mice 
lack both CD3lowTCRδlow and CD3highTCRδhigh cells  
(Figure 3F). However, they were not totally deficient in 
IL17 expression, although levels were dramatically 
decreased (Figure 3G). This IL17 expression may be due 
to innate lymphoid cells (Pantelyushin et al., 2012).          

Our results demonstrate that a significant elevation of 
cutaneous IL17-expressing γδ T cells correlates with 
radiation dermatitis in vivo. In addition, expression of 
cytokines important for IL17-expressing γδ T cell 
activation, IL1β and IL23, is markedly upregulated in the 
skin of irradiated mice. Lastly and also importantly, 
radiation-induced dermatitis is significantly attenuated in 
γδ T cell knockout mice, indicating a pathogenic function 
of γδ T cells in radiation dermatitis. Thus, strategies to 
deplete or block IL1β/IL23-stimulated IL17-expressing γδ 
T  cells   should  be   of  interest   in  mitigating   radiation 
dermatitis. Taken together, our results emphasize the 
importance of skin IL17-expressing γδ T cells to 
radiation-induced inflammatory response, and reveal the 
innate immune response pathway as a potential target for 
therapeutic intervention in radiation skin injury.         
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Mouse Rad9a is an evolutionarily conserved gene 

with a diverse set of functions important primarily for 
promoting genomic integrity [1]. RAD9A protein can 
function as a member of the heterotrimeric 9-1-1 
complex, which consists of RAD9A, HUS1 and RAD1. 
This complex regulates cell cycle checkpoints in mitosis 
through participation in ATR as well as ATM signaling 
pathways [2-4]. Intact DNA repair and checkpoint control 
mechanisms are crucial for normal progression of 
meiosis, and a function of the 9-1-1 complex for meiosis 
in vivo has been demonstrated in D. melanogaster 
wherein females with a null hus1 mutation were sterile. 
The hus1 gene is required for proper disassembly of the 
SC (synaptonymal complex) for efficient processing of 
DNA DSBs [5,6]. 

Deletion of Rad9a causes embryonic lethality, which 
indicates that Rad9a is an essential gene in mammals [7]. 
To understand the function of RAD9A in the germ line, 
we  used  a “deleter” strain to excise a Rad9a floxed allele  

 

specifically in undifferentiated spermatogonia expressing 
Cre recombinase under the Stra8 promoter, and then 
examined testis morphology and mouse fertility.  

Results 
The distinct expression pattern of RAD9A in 

testicular cells suggests a role in meiosis.  We used 
immunohistochemistry with anti-RAD9A antibodies to 
reveal the location of RAD9A in testis. Strong signals 
were observed in prophase spermatocyte nuclei (Fig. 1A) 
and lower but consistent signals were also seen in Sertoli 
cells (Fig. 1A). Spermatogonia did not contain detectable 
RAD9A, possibly because basal levels are below assay 
sensitivity. Studies on squash preparations of testicular 
tubules revealed a distinct RAD9A pattern in 
spermatocytes.  

In leptotene and zygotene spermatocytes, 
characterized by fragmentary SYCP3 signal on 
homologous chromosomes and multiple DMC1 foci, 
RAD9A clustered in foci throughout the nuclei (Fig. 1B). 

The DNA Damage Checkpoint Protein RAD9A is 
Essential for Male Meiosis in the Mouse 
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Figure 1. RAD9A is expressed in spermatocytes. (A) Localization of 
RAD9A protein in adult mouse testis in sections from adult Rad9af/+ 
testis at 40x (upper panel or at 100x, lower panel). RAD9A signal 
(brown) was detected in the nucleus of pachytene spermatocytes (red 
arrows) and Sertoli cells (green arrowheads). Roman numerals indicate 
the stage of the mouse seminiferous epithelial cycle. Hematoxylin marks 
the nuclei. (B) Immunostaining for RAD9A, SYCP3 and DMC1 in squash 
preparations of adult seminiferous tubules. Protein or stain names above 
each group of panels correspond to the color of each signal. (C) Co-
localization of RAD9A and SUMO1 at the XY body in pachytene. White 
arrowheads indicate the sex body. 
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In contrast, by mid-pachytene, when DSBs on autosomes 
are repaired and chromosome synapsis is complete, 
RAD9A localized primarily to the XY body (Fig. 1B), as 
confirmed by co-localization of RAD9A with SUMO1 
(Fig. 1C). This suggests at least two possible functions for 
RAD9A in male meiosis – participation in DSB repair 
and/or formation and maintenance of the XY body.  

Mice with conditional deletion of Rad9a in the testis 
are infertile. Due to early embryonic lethality of Rad9a 
null mice, we used animals with a “floxed” allele, Rad9af, 
to generate male germ cell-specific deletions [8]. We 
crossed Rad9af/f mice with a strain expressing Cre 
controlled by the Stra8 promoter in undifferentiated 
spermatogonia [9]. Excised floxed alleles are designated 
Rad9adel. Compared to Rad9af/+ testes, expression of 
Rad9a in heterozygous-like Rad9af/del testes was about 
half and in Rad9af/delCre+ testes it was reduced 3.5-fold 
(Fig. 2A). 

We then assessed the fertility of Rad9af/delCre+ males 
and found that nine out of fourteen (64.3%) were infertile. 
The five remaining males exhibited declining fertility as 
they only fathered pups during the first or the first and 
second rounds of mating. After completion of the study at 
5.5 months of age, reproductive tracts of the mated males 
were excised and examined at gross morphological and 
histological levels. Testes of the completely infertile 
Rad9af/delCre+ males were about 1/3rd the size of Rad9af/+ 
or Rad9af/delCre- 

testes (Fig. 2B), and testicular sections 
showed severe loss of germ cells (Fig. 2C).  The most 
severely affected tubules had gross vacuolization (Fig. 
2C, asterisks) and appeared almost empty, containing 
mainly Sertoli cells, spermatogonia and an occasional 
spermatocyte. Round and elongating spermatids were 
absent. 

RAD9A-deficient germ cells are eliminated by 
apoptosis.  It is well established in cell lines that RAD9A 
has an anti-apoptotic function [10], and Rad9a-/- mouse 

ES cells demonstrate high spontaneous apoptosis levels 
[11]. We therefore assessed the number of apoptotic cells 
by TUNEL staining in histological testicular sections 
(Fig. 3A-C).  

Apoptosis in testicular tubules was quantified as the 
number of apoptotic cells per 100 round tubules and the 
apoptotic index was calculated as the fraction of tubules 
containing more than three apoptotic germ cells (Fig. 3D). 
Rad9af/+ testes had the expected occasional apoptotic 
spermatocyte, but numerous positive spermatocytes were 
found in the mutant (Fig. 3B,C) and corresponded to 
stages beyond mid-pachytene (Fig. 3B, C; red 
arrowheads). Mutant males numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 had 
intermediate loss of germ cells (Fig. 3B) and showed ~3-
fold increase in the number of apoptotic cells/100 tubules, 
and more than 20-fold increase in apoptotic index, 
relative to controls. As expected, values for total apoptotic 
cells and apoptotic index were downwardly skewed in 
mutants containing mainly agametic tubules (#5, #6), due 
to massive overall germ cell loss (Fig. 3C). 

Spermatocytes lacking RAD9A arrest at late zygotene 
or early pachytene of meiotic prophase I. To identify the 
specific stage at which apoptosis was occurring, we 
quantified the proportion of each germ cell type with 
specific attention to the number of prophase I 
spermatocytes. Testes of Rad9af/+ and Rad9af/delCre+ 
littermates contained similar numbers of spermatogonia 
and preleptotene spermatocytes (Table 1). A notable 
reduction in number of mid and late prophase 
spermatocytes was detected in Rad9af/delCre+, compared 
to Rad9af/+ littermates. This was occasionally 
accompanied by increased numbers of early prophase I 
leptotene/zygotene spermatocytes. We conclude that the 
majority of RAD9A-deficient spermatocytes fail to 
progress through pachytene or arrest early in this stage. 
Spermatids were detected in Rad9af/+ pnd20 littermates 
(~7.07%) but not in mutant testes cells. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Testis-specific deletion of Rad9a 
leads to reduced testis size and loss of germ 
cells. (A) Quantitative RT-PCR for Rad9a 
mRNA in whole testis from Rad9af/+, Rad9af/del 
and Rad9af/delCre+ mice. Arbp is used as an 
internal control. (B) Testes from Rad9af/+, 
Rad9af/del and Rad9af/delCre+ mice. (C) 
Histology visualized by a periodic acid-Schiff 
(PAS) staining of testicular sections from 
adult Rad9af/+, Rad9af/del and Rad9af/delCre+ 
littermates. Agametic tubules (asterisks) and 
vacuolization are found in most tubules of 
sterile Rad9af/delCre+ males.  
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Conclusions 
We showed that RAD9A was readily detected in 

spermatocytes but not in spermatogonia, implying a 
specific requirement during the meiotic phase of male 
germ cell differentiation. RAD9A deficiency resulted in 
drastic loss of spermatocytes. Increased apoptosis was 
observed in early prophase I spermatocytes.  We 
determined for the first time that RAD9A is essential in 
males for progression through meiosis, and thus 
importantly provide an avenue to evaluate the 

significance of specific RAD9A-related functions in 
mitotic versus meiotic processes, as well as on human 
fertility. 
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Table 1. Percentage✝ of Each Germ Cell Population in Rad9af/+ or Rad9af/delCre+ Testes at pnd20  

Genotype of littermates 
 

Spermatogonia 
(2N), [%] 

 

Spermatocytes, [%] 

Spermatids [%] 
 

Preleptotene 
(S-phase) 

Leptotene 
and 

zygotene 
Pachytene and 

diplotene 
Rad9a f/+ 3.17 2.91 7.12 15.3 6.77 
Rad9af/delCre+ 3.35 2.56 8.54 9.13 0.44 
Rad9a f/+ 2.91 3.89 8.34 17.5 2.33 
Rad9af/delCre+ 3.94 3.19 8.31 4.06 0.86 
Rad9a f/+ * 3.72 7.33 14.7 8.45 
Rad9af/delCre+ * 3.7 5.25 1.54 1.17 

 
✝ Calculated as a fraction of the total live cell population, which includes somatic cells and 2N cells not shown. 

* Indicates suspensions prepared by mechanical maceration resulting in very low numbers of spermatogonia, as 
opposed to all other samples prepared by enzymatic digestion. 
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Combined modality treatment of cancers, which 

includes γ-irradiation and specific inhibition of cell 
survival pathways, appears to be a promising approach for 
the control and suppression of cancer development [1]. 
The main goal of the present study is to elucidate 
radiation-induced signaling pathways and apoptotic 
commitment in human neuroblastoma SK-N-SH cells for 
combined treatment of these cancer cells by γ-irradiation 
and specific inhibitors of cell survival. In sharp contrast to 
related melanoma cells [2], neuroblastoma cells were 
radiosensitive, exhibiting substantial levels of apoptosis 
after irradiation at high doses. Furthermore, combined 
treatment of low doses of γ-irradiation (2.5 Gy) with 
inhibitors of cell survival pathways: BMS345541 (IKK-
NF-κB), Stat3-inhibitor-6 (JAK2-STAT3) and LY294002 
(PI3K-AKT) was especially efficient for upregulation of 
apoptosis (Figure 1). Autocrine or paracrine activation of 
STAT3 was dependent on dramatic NF-κB-dependent 
expression and secretion of IL-6 [3] that further increased 
after gamma-irradiation of neuroblastoma cells (Figure 2). 
As expected, blocking of IL-6 transmitting function in the 
cell media with anti-IL-6 inhibitory antibody notably 
increased radiation-induced apoptosis of SK-N-SH cells 
(data not shown).  

 

 Both IKK-NF-κB and STAT3 were further involved 
in upregulation of COX-2 gene expression [4] after forced 
production and secretion of prostaglandin E2, further 
regulating cell signaling in neuroblastoma cells. As was 
previously shown for neuroblastoma and melanoma lines, 
inhibition of NF-κB- STAT3- and PGE2-dependent cell 
signaling pathways also dramatically increased the 
extrinsic TRAIL-mediated apoptosis in cancer cells [5]. 
Furthermore, inhibitory antibodies against IL-6, the main 
activator of the JAK2-STAT3 pathway, added into the 
cell media also increased TRAIL-induced apoptosis in 
SK-N-SH, especially after gamma-irradiation (data not 
shown). Collectively, these results indicated that NF-κB, 
through control of the basal and radiation-induced 
expression of numerous NF-κB targets, including IL6-
JAK2-STAT3, in concert with STAT3 might regulate 
protection against radiation-induced or TRAIL-induced 
apoptosis. 

A specific role for radiation-induced changes in the 
secretome of treated cells in regulation of nuclear gene 
expression of non-targeted cells has been intensively 
studied during the past ten years. Numerous investigations 
established a connection between radiation-directed 
modulation of the secretome of treated cells and radiation-  

Radiation Response and Radiation-induced 
Bystander Signaling in Human Neuroblastoma Cells 

Vladimir N. Ivanov and Tom K. Hei 

Figure 1.  Radiation response of SK-N-SH neuroblastoma 
cells in the absence (A) and in the presence (B) of cell 
survival pathway inhibitors BMS345541 (IKK-NF-kB), Stat3-
inhibitor-6 and LY294002 (PI3K-AKT). Cell cycle-apoptosis 
analysis was performed using PI staining of DNA and FACS.  
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induced bystander effect in 

Figure 2. Upregulation of IL-6 secretion  in directly 
irradiated human neuroblastoma SK-N-SH cells, but not in 
human A375 melanoma cells. ELISA for detection of IL-6 
in the culture media was used. 

Figure	   3.	   	   	   The	  major	   signaling	   pathways	   and	   regulation	   of	   radiation-‐induced	   bystander	   response.	   The	   principal	   receptor	  
protein	   tyrosine	  kinases	   in	   neuroblastoma	  and	   in	   neural	   stem	  cells	  are	  EGFR,	  FGFR	  and	   IGF1R,	  which	   regulate	   the	  main	  cell	  
survival	  pathway,	  PI3K-‐AKT.	  The	  numerous	  cytokines	  produced	  by	  directly	  irradiated	  cells	   finally	  activate	  the	   IKK-‐NF-‐κB	  and	  
JAK2-‐STAT3	  pathways,	  which	  control	  gene	  expression	  of	  COX2,	  iNOS,	  IL6,	  IL8	  and	  IL33.	  COX2-‐dependent	  production	  of	  PGE2	  via	  
the	  corresponding	  	  receptors	  EP1-‐4	  further	  accelerates	  bystander	  signal	  response.	  
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induced bystander effect in non-targeted neighbor cells 
[6] (see Fig. 3 for a modified model of cell signaling in 
bystander respose).   

SK-N-SH neuroblastoma cells, with substantial 
radiosensitivity and dramatic radiation-induced changes 

in the secretome, could be a promising model for 
investigation of mechanisms of bystander response. In our 
initial experiments, we used directly irradiated 
neuroblastoma cells for induction of bystander response 
in human neural stem cells (NSC) after irradiated media 
transfer (Fig. 4). 24 h after media transfer, control non-

Figure 4. SK-N-SH neuroblastoma cells were γ-irradiated (5 Gy). 24 h after irradiation the media  from control non-irradiated cells 
and from irradiated cells were transferred to neural stem cells (NSC). Cell cycle-apoptosis analysis was performed 24 h and 48 h 
after media transfer.   
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irradiated media did not induce pro-apoptotic changes in 
NSC, while media transfer from irradiated SK-N-SH cells 
induced notable apoptosis in NSC. At 48 h after media 
transfer, apoptotic levels in bystander cells were 
substantially higher compared to control cells treated with 
non-irradiated media (Fig. 4). Well-known transcriptional 
targets of NF-κB, such as IL8, IL6, PTGS2/COX2, TNF 
and IL33, are produced and secreted after radiation 
exposure. These cytokines and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) 
have autocrine/paracrine functions, which can further 
activate signaling pathways and induce expression of 
numerous genes in bystander cells. However, NF-κB 
could play a dual role in cell regulation, controlling not 
only cell survival, but also apoptotic commitment. 
Regulation of gene expression linked with pro-apoptotic 
commitment is under current investigation in neural stem 
cells.  
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Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), also known as 
prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2, was first 
discovered by Daniel Simmon’s laboratory in 1991. COX-
2 is an enzyme that is encoded by the PTGS2 gene in 
humans, and exists as a homodimer with each monomer 
weighing about 70 kDa. Under normal conditions in most 
cells, COX-2 is expressed either at relatively low levels or 
not at all. However, its expression level increases during 
inflammation and in many cancers. There is evidence that 
over expression of COX-2 leads to higher incidence of 
focal mammary hyperplasia and dysplasia. Furthermore, 
over-expression of COX-2 is frequently found in various 
types of human tumors including breast, colon, 
esophagus, liver, lung, pancreas, prostate, cervix, skin, 
and head-and-neck. In several animal models, COX-2 
inhibitors have been shown to inhibit tumor growth and 
suppress the metastases of human colon tumors and 
murine mammary cancer (1). 

Previous experimental and clinical data show that 
radiation can induce COX-2 expression in cells, animals 
and humans (2, 3). In targeted tumor cells and tumor 
stromal cells, including infiltrating macrophages, 
lymphocytes, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells, exposure 
to radiation induces COX-2 up-regulation, and stimulates 
prostaglandin production so as to increase proliferation of 
tumor and endothelial cells.  This can result in rapid 
tumor re-growth after radiotherapy. Therefore, treatment 
with selective COX-2 inhibitors increases the 
radiosensitivity of tumor cells via inhibition of production 
of prostaglandin and tumor growth and angiogenesis (4). 
Besides the direct response in the irradiated region, COX-
2 is induced in bystander cells as well as in non-targeted 
tissues/organs after localized irradiation (5).  

Using a charged particle microbeam, there is clear 
evidence that cells that are not directly traversed by a 
particle, but in the vicinity of one that is, or that have 
received signals from such cells, can participate in the 
damage response. This bystander or non-targeted 
response has clearly delineated the involvement of 
extracellular targets in radiation damage and has resulted 
in a paradigm shift in our basic understanding of the 
target theory of ionizing radiation. 

 

Up until now, most studies on radiation induced 
bystander effects are from in vitro studies, which provide 
mechanistic and quantitative information but lack the 
cellular architecture found in tissues.   In contrast, in vivo 
studies on bystander effects are very limited. The aim of 
this project is to define the incidence and mechanism of 
radiation-induced bystander response using the Spi- 
mutation as an endpoint under both in vivo and in vitro 
conditions. The demonstration of a bystander effect in 3D 
human tissue and whole organisms supports the potential 
relevance of the non-targeted response in human health 
(6).  

We used the gpt delta transgenic mouse model to 
determine the incidence of Spi– deletions in out-of-field 
lung tissues of animals exposed to graded doses of low 
LET x-rays targeted to the lower abdominal cavity. To 
define the role of the COX-2 signaling pathway in 
modulating the non-targeted response, a COX-2 knock out 
(KO) mouse model was generated. Male COX-2 KO mice 
in a C57Bl/6J background were crossed with female 
COX-2 wild type (WT) gpt delta transgenic mice. These 
heterozygous offspring were then interbred. Since the 
female gpt COX-2 KO mouse is infertile, selected male 
gpt COX-2 KO mice were crossed with female gpt COX-2 
heterozygous mice to generate sufficient numbers of gpt 
COX-2 KO mice, all carrying the redBA/gam loci needed 
for Spi- selection. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) 
were harvested at embryonic day 13 of gestation and 
genotyped. Mice were irradiated using an X-Rad 320 
Biological Irradiator (Precision X-Ray, North Branford, 
CT) while MEFs were irradiated with alpha particles 
using the RARAF charged particle track segment facility.  

In Vivo and In Vitro Studies on the Role of the 
Cyclooxygenase-2 Pathway in Radiation Induced 

Bystander Effects 
Roy K. K. Lama, Hongning Zhou, Yunfei Chai, Gloria M. Calafb, Peter K. N. Yua, and Tom K. Hei 

Figure 1. Double Mylar culture rings. After sterilizing in 
70% ethanol and air-drying, both Mylar layers were coated 
with fibronectin solution. (a) The outer and inner rings fit 
together. (b) The outer stainless steel ring (for irradiated 
sample) has a base made of Mylar that is 6 µm thick while 
the inner ring (for bystander sample) contains several strips 
of 38 µm Mylar as a base. 
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In vivo study: 8 -12 week old mice were anesthetized; 
then laid face-up and held firmly on a platform during 
irradiation. For partial body irradiation (PBIR), 2 Gy x-
rays were delivered to a 1 cm2 area of the lower abdomen 
of the mice. Other groups including 2Gy whole body 
irradiated (WBIR), 2 cGy scattered irradiated (SDIR), 2 
Gy Sham irradiated (SSIR) and non-irradiated control 
mice were treated similarly. Mice were sacrificed 24 h 
post-irradiation; lung and other tissues were harvested and 
processed for further studies. The animals were treated 
humanely with alleviation of pain and suffering in 
accordance with the guidelines of the Columbia 
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 
A portion of each tissue was frozen in liquid nitrogen 
while the remainder was fixed in 10% formalin. The 
mutant fraction (MF) at the redBA/gam loci was 
determined by a Spi- selection assay as described 
previously (7, 8).  

In vitro study: COX-2 WT and COX-2 KO MEFs were 
cultured in specially designed strip dishes as shown in 
Figure 1 and irradiated with 2 Gy alpha particles using the 
RARAF track segment irradiation facility. The Spi- 
mutation assay was processed 24 h after irradiation. 
Briefly, genomic DNA from MEFs was isolated, about 
5.0 × 106 cells were chilled in iced lysis buffer. The 
homogenate was filtered and centrifuged at 2,500 rpm for 
12 min at 4°C. The remaining procedures were the same 
as described above. 

Our preliminary results (Figures 2 and 3) showed that 
the Spi- mutant yields in non-targeted lung tissue (2 Gy 
By) were increased in COX-2 WT mice (3-fold) but 
diminished in COX-2 KO mice relative to controls. The 
Spi- mutant yields in directly irradiated lung tissue (2 Gy 
IR) were about 9 and 5 fold increased in COX-2 WT mice 
and COX-2 KO mice respectively; while the scattered 
irradiated and Sham irradiated mice showed similar 
mutant yields to non-irradiated controls. Our in vitro data 

showed that the Spi- mutant yield was significantly 
increased in bystander COX-2 WT MEFs (~1.6 fold), but 
with no significant changes in bystander COX-2 KO 
MEFs relative to controls.  Both COX-2 WT and COX-2 
KO MEFs showed about 2.2-fold increased Spi- mutant 
yields after direct irradiation relative to controls. It is of 
interest to note that the Spi- mutant yields in MEFs were 
similar to those obtained in the in vivo experiments. 
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Figure 2. Relative mutant frequency by Spi- assay in COX-2 
WT and COX-2 KO PBIR and WBIR lung tissues relative to 
control at 24h. Error bars represent ± SD. 

Figure 3. Relative mutant frequency by Spi- assay in COX-2 
WT and COX-2 KO MEFs relative to controls at 24h. Error 
bars represent ± SD. 
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Introduction 
Accurate transmission of genetic information from 

one cell to its daughter cell, through accurate DNA 
replication and precision in chromosome distribution is 
necessary for the survival of organisms. In addition to 
this, eukaryotes evolved the DNA damage response 
(DDR) to protect genetic information coded in DNA from 
exogenous and endogenous factors.  DNA damage 
checkpoints are an important aspect of DDR, which not 
only arrests or slows down the cell cycle at specific stages 
but also coordinates with DNA repair and thus preserves 
genomic integrity.  RAD9, an evolutionary conserved 
gene with multiple functions for enhancing genomic 
integrity is not only required for the intra-S [1] and G2 [2]  

 

checkpoints, but  is  also  involved  in  many  DNA repair 
pathways, such as homologous recombination repair 
(HRR) [4], base excision repair (BER) [5], mismatch 
repair (MMR) [6,7] and nucleotide excision repair (NER) 
[8].  Deregulation of RAD9 expression can lead to either 
cell death or cancer. Aberrant expression of RAD9 has 
been associated with many types of cancer, including 
breast, prostate, lung, skin, gastric and thyroid cancers 
[9].  Previous studies showed that RAD9 is over 
expressed in prostate cancer specimens as well as prostate 
cancer cell lines [10], and down-regulation of RAD9 by 
shRNA reduces the tumorigenic potential of prostate 
cancer cells by inhibiting cell migration and anoikis 
resistance [11].  There is evidence that RAD9 can act as a 
sequence specific transcription factor and binds to the p53 
consensus sequence on the p21 promoter [12]. To 
understand the mechanism and the factors involved in 
RAD9 mediated prostate carcinogenesis, we pursued two 
independent approaches.  We employed ChIP-Chip to 
screen for gene sequences capable of binding Rad9, and 
microarray screening to identify the genes regulated by 
Rad9.  DU145 prostate cancer cells served as the model 
system.  

In our previous report, we showed that many cell 
cycle regulated genes are affected by RAD9 knock down 
in DU145 cells and most interestingly that RAD9 binds to 
the promoter of several of them. In this report we propose 
that RAD9 impacts on DU145 cell proliferation by 
regulating expression of downstream effectors FOXP1 
and NDRG1.  

Results 
Using microarray screening, we observed in DU145 

cells a decrease in NDRG1 and FOXP1 RNA when RAD9 
was down regulated by shRNA. To confirm this result at   
the protein level, immunoblotting was performed.  As 
expected, both NDRG1 and FOXP1 levels were decreased 
in shRAD9 knockdown cells as compared to the parental 
cells.  In addition, expression of these genes is not altered, 
relative to levels in the parental cells, when the DU145 
population is stably transfected with insertless vector 
(Figure 1).  Both FOXP1 and NDRG1 function either as 
an oncogene or a tumor suppressor, depending on tissue 
type. Loss of FOXP1 expression leads to poor prognosis 
for breast cancer, whereas over expression of FOXP1 was 
found in a number of types of lymphoma [13].  Low 
NDRG1 expression is seen in gastric cancer cells and 

RAD9 Regulates the Proliferation of Prostate Cancer 
Cells by Modulating NDRG1 and FOXP1 Expression 
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Figure 1.  RAD9 depletion causes a decrease in FOXP1 and 
NDRG1 expression in DU145 cells.  Equal amounts of 
lysates from DU145, DU145 transfected with empty vector 
or a stable clone expressing shRAD9 were run and 
immunoblotted with Anti- Foxp1, Anti-NDRG1, and Anti-
RAD9 antibodies. Beta-actin was used as a loading control.   
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tissue specimens [14], whereas in lung cancer cells over 
expression of NDRG1 leads to high proliferation and low 
apoptosis. By immunoblotting, we demonstrated over 
expression of FOXP1 and NDRG1 in four prostate cancer    
cell lines, as compared to primary prostate epithelial cells 
(Prec) (Figure 2). These results suggest that both genes 
might have a role in prostate cancer progression, and 
might be linked to the impact of aberrant RAD9 over 
production on this disease.  

To further address the role of NDRG1 and FOXP1 in 
prostate carcinogenesis, we knocked down expression of 

both genes in DU145 cells using two independent 
shRNAs. NDRG1 and FOXP1 expression was decreased 
>80% using these shRNAs (Figure 3). In addition, it was 
observed that knocking down NDRG1 and FOXP1 cause 
a reduction of RAD9 expression to 40% and 52% 
respectively as compared to the parental cells (Figure 3). 
In our previous study, we observed a decrease in 
proliferation of DU145 and PC3 cells after down 
regulation of RAD9. We hypothesize that these two 
genes, NDRG1 and FOXP1, are downstream effectors of 
RAD9-mediated prostate cancer progression.  Therefore, 
we expect a decrease in proliferation in these knock down 
cell lines as well. To assess whether these two genes have 
a role in cell proliferation, two clones of each knockdown 
were examined for a period of 5 days. Cell proliferation 
was reduced in both shNDRG1 and shFOXP1 cells as 
compared to the controls (Figure 4).  

Conclusions 
We demonstrated that down regulation of RAD9 

affects expression of FOXP1 and NDRG1 at both the 
RNA and protein level. We further showed that reduced 
expression of FOXP1 and NDRG1 decreased the 
proliferative capacity of DU145 cells.  Ongoing studies 
focus on the hypothesis that RAD9 impacts on prostate 
cancer phenotypes at least partly through regulation of 
FOXP1 and NDRG1.  The significance of these findings 
with respect to development of novel anti-cancer 
therapies is being explored. 
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Introduction 
Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) is an inherited human 

autosomal recessive disorder causing progressive 
neurological abnormalities, especially in the cerebellum 
of affected individuals. The gene mutated in AT, ATM, 
has been cloned and biochemically characterized (1). 
ATM contains 3056 amino acid residues with a C-
terminal region (~400 amino acids) that is homologous to 
the catalytic sub-unit of PI-3 kinases. A remarkable 
feature of AT patients is their increased sensitivity to 
ionizing radiation (IR) and radiomimetic agents. 
Increased radio sensitivity of AT cells is complemented 
by ectopic expression of either the full-length ATM cDNA 
or the region encoding the C-terminal kinase domain (2).  

A hallmark feature of AT patients is the neurological 
abnormality involving degeneration of the Purkinje cells 
and the granule neurons in the cerebellar cortex. Recent  

studies have strongly favored the notion that defective 
processing of oxidative DNA damage/stress in 
metabolically active brain cells may be responsible for 
neurodegeneration. In corroboration, increased levels of 
oxidized macromolecules (proteins and lipids) and heme 
oxygenase have been reported in cerebellum, cerebral 
cortex and testes of Atm-/- mice (3). Localization of ATM 
in the cytoplasmic peroxisomes that contain enzymes 
involved in various metabolic processes including 
peroxide based respiration, suggests a role for ATM in 
maintaining a steady state level of oxidative influx in the 
cellular environment (4). It is currently unclear whether 
ATM deficiency results in the accumulation of oxidative 
DNA damage leading to cerebellar degeneration. Our 
primary objective in the present study is to determine 
whether or not ATM plays a critical role in the base 
excision repair pathway. For this purpose, we utilized a 
well-established in vitro incision assay to directly 
evaluate the role of ATM in base excision repair activity.  

Methods 
Modified oligonucleotides (21-mer) with Uracil 

(CCTGCCCTGUGCAGCTGTGGG), Tetrahydrofuran 
(THF) (CCTGCCCTGTHFGCAGCTGTGG) and 8-
OxodG (GAACTAGTGOATCCCCCGGGCTGC) lesions 
and their complementary unmodified oligonuclotides 
were purchased from Trevigen, Bethesda, MD, USA. The 
modified oligonucleotides were 5’ end-labeled with either 
32P-GTP or 32P-CTP using T4 polynucleotide kinase. The  

 

labeled DNA was purified by Sephadex G-50 spin column 
chromatography and annealed to its complementary 
strand. The In vitro incision assay was typically carried 
out in a 20 µl reaction mixture containing 0.5 nmol of 
oligonucleotide duplex, 0-100 µg of whole cell extract 
(WCE), 45 mM Hepes-KOH pH 7.8, 70 mM KCl, 1 mM 
dithiothreitol and 2 mM EDTA for 1 h at 37°C. After 
incubation, an equal volume of gel loading buffer was 
added (95% formamide, 20 mM EDTA, 0.02% 
bromophenol blue, and 0.02% Xylene Cyanol). Following 
incubation at 90oC for 2-5 min, the samples were 
subjected to electrophoresis in a 20% polyacrylamide gel 
containing 7 M urea in 89 mM Tris-HCl, 89 mM boric 
acid, and 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0. The autoradiographs were 
scanned and the percentage of incision was determined by 
Image J software analysis. The percentage incision 
activity at the 10-mer position was calculated from the 
combined intensity value of both bands observed at 21-
mer and 10-mer positions.   

For determining DNA polymerase β dependent DNA 
strand displacement synthesis, an in vitro reaction was 
performed in the presence of 250 µM dNTPs. A routine 
procedure was followed for mitochondrial extract 
preparation. Mitochondrial extracts were prepared from 
107 to 109 cells, washed once in PBS and homogenized in 
MSHE buffer (0.21 M mannitol, 0.07M sucrose, 0.15mM 
spermine, 1 mM EGTA 0.75 mM spermidine, 1 mM 
EDTA and 10 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4 with protease 
inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) and 5 mM DTT. The 
homogenate was centrifuged at 500 x g for 7 min at 4 °C.  
Supernatant (the cytoplasmic fraction) was transferred to 
a fresh tube. The pellet containing the nuclei was stored at 
–80°C for the subsequent isolation of nuclear extract. The 
supernatant was spun at 10,000X g for 7 min at 4°C. The 
mitochondrial pellet was dissolved in MSHE buffer and 
centrifuged through a 50% percoll gradient at 50,000x g 
under vacuum for 1 hr at 4°C. The mitochondrial fraction 
was carefully resuspended in MSHE buffer and 
subsequently lysed in 20mM HEPES buffer (pH7.4) 5 
mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, protease inhibitors, 
and 0.05% Triton X-100. Mitochondrial protein 
concentration was determined by the Pierce protein assay 
kit.  Three independent incision assays were performed 
for each lesion type using two independently prepared 
extracts from ATM proficient and deficient fibroblasts. 

Results and Discussion  
Analysis of incision activity performed using three 

different concentrations of WCE (25µg, 50µg and 100µg) 
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demonstrated an impaired Uracil incision in ATM 
deficient (GM2052D) WCE. ATM proficient (MRC5) 
WCE showed a concentration dependent incision activity 
for Uracil and 68.06± 1.13 % of Uracil was incised at the 
highest WCE concentration used (100µg). In contrast, 

ATM deficient WCE at 100µg concentration showed only 
20.55±1.23% of Uracil incision indicating approximately 
a 3 fold reduction in Uracil incision activity (Fig.1A). 
Furthermore, ATM deficient WCE did not show any 
concentration dependent Uracil incision activity (Fig.1B). 

Figure 1.  ATM deficiency leads to impaired incision step of BER. In vitro reactions were carried out in a 25µl volume for 1 hr at 
37°C with the indicated concentrations of whole cell extracts (WCEs) prepared from primary and immortalized ATM proficient and 
deficient fibroblasts. Representative autoradiograph for the incision of Uracil with different concentrations of WCEs is shown in A and 
the percentage of Uracil incision is shown in the histogram in B. Values represent the mean of three independent determinations. Bars 
indicate SD of the mean. Asterisks indicate p <0.05.  (C) Incision was assayed without dNTPs and DNA strand displacement synthesis 
was assayed in the presence of dNTPs (250µM).  Arrow indicates the incision product. Compare the intensity of incised product 
(10mer) between ATM proficient (MRC5) and deficient (GM2052D) fibroblast cells. Asterisk indicates the products of long patch BER. 
(D) Incision activity for 8-Oxo-dG and THF is reduced in mitochondrial extracts of ATM deficient fibroblasts (GM5849C). Three 
independent determinations were performed.  
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Similar to Uracil, incision of THF lesions was also 
considerably reduced in primary ATM deficient 
fibroblasts as compared to ATM proficient fibroblasts. 
The reduced incision activity for THF lesions was 
observed both in primary and immortalized ATM deficient 
fibroblasts (Data not shown).  

We next determined whether or not DNA polymerase 
β mediated DNA strand displacement synthesis is also 
defective in ATM proficient and deficient primary 
fibroblasts. For this purpose, an in vitro incision reaction 
was carried out with and without dNTPs to detect DNA 
strand displacement synthesis and Uracil incision 
respectively (Fig. 1C). As observed before, Uracil 
incision activity assayed using ATM deficient WCE was 
dramatically reduced in comparison to ATM proficient 
WCE. In addition to Uracil incision, DNA polymerase β 
mediated DNA strand displacement synthesis measured in 
the presence of dNTPs was also considerably reduced in 
ATM deficient WCE. Collectively, these results indicate 
that ATM is essential for efficient BER activity.  

We next verified whether or not mitochondrial BER is 
also defective in ATM null cells. For this purpose, 
mitochondrial extracts prepared from SV-40 immortalized 
ATM proficient (GM637H) and deficient (GM5849C) 
cells were utilized. In vitro incision was essentially 
carried out as described before. Of all the lesions tested 
(Uracil, THF, AP site and 8-Oxo-dG), incision activity for 
8-Oxo-dG and THF was reduced by 3-fold and 4-fold 
respectively in the mitochondrial extracts of ATM 
deficient cells relative to ATM proficient cells (Fig.1D).  

Polymerase β dependent DNA strand displacement 
synthesis was next examined in the mitochondrial extracts  

of ATM proficient (GM637H) and deficient (GM5849C) 
cells. For this purpose, a modified oligonucleotide 
substrate containing a single THF site was utilized 
Corroborating the results with whole cell extracts, DNA 
polymerase β dependent DNA strand displacement 
synthesis was greatly impaired in mitochondrial extracts 
of ATM deficient cells. Collectively, our study 
demonstrates BER deficiency in both the nuclear and 
mitochondrial genomes of ATM deficient cells. Our 
findings suggest that ATM is essential for cellular 
protection against oxidative DNA damage and that ATM 
protects the cells through an efficient co-ordination of cell 
cycle checkpoint and BER activities. Elucidation of the 
precise role of ATM in BER activity is the major focus of 
our future investigation.  
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Telomeres play crucial roles in the maintenance of 

genomic stability by protecting chromosomes from 
nuclease degradation and illegitimate 
fusion/recombination events. Telomeres consist of tandem 
repeats of TTAGGG and tend to shorten during each 
round of DNA replication. Telomere shortening in 
circulating human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) 
has been correlated with environmental exposures 
including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (1), ionizing 
radiation  (2), smoking (3,4), diet (5), stress (6)  and 
chronic inflammation (4). DNA damage accumulation can 
lead to telomere erosion because telomeres are somewhat 
refractory to DNA repair due to structural constraints.  
Our earlier study revealed an elevated level of telomere 
shortening in radiosensitive mouse cells deficient in the 
ATM kinase (7). This finding has prompted us to 
investigate whether or not telomere shortening and 
radiosensitivity are intrinsically associated. If the 
correlation holds good, our approach would be expected 
to provide a potential biomarker for identifying 
radiosensitive human sub-populations. 

To investigate the correlation between radiosensitivity 
and telomere shortening, quantitative fluorescent in situ 
hybridization (Q-FISH) was performed in primary human 
fibroblasts deficient in ATM (ataxia telangiectasia 
mutated; GM5823E and GM2052F), ATR (ATM and Rad3 
related; AG8398A) and Nbs1 (Nijmegen breakage 
syndrome; GM7166A) before and after γ-ray exposure (1 
Gy, 2.5 Gy and 5 Gy). For comparison, DNA repair 
proficient normal human fibroblasts (MRC5 and 
AG1522) were utilized. In corroboration with our earlier 
demonstration of reduced telomere length in an ATM 
deficient mouse model system, Q-FISH analysis revealed 
a reduction of telomere fluorescence units (TFU) in ATM 
deficient human fibroblasts (GM5823E and GM2052F) 
and TFU was reduced by 22-30% as compared to ATM 
proficient fibroblasts (MRC5 and AG1522). Interestingly, 
ATR and NBS1 deficient fibroblasts also showed a 
reduced TFU (17-20%) as compared to ATR and NBS1 
proficient MRC5 cells.  

As ATM, ATR and NBS1 deficient cells are 
radiosensitive, the percentage of heavily damaged cells 
increased in these populations as a function of radiation 
dose. In both ATM deficient fibroblasts (GM5823E and 
GM2052F), the percentage of heavily damaged cells 
varied from 45-55% after 5 Gy of γ-ray exposure. 

Analysis of telomere shortening 48-120 hr after γ-ray 
exposure in these fibroblasts is currently in progress.  

The reduced TFU observed in ATM, ATR and NBS1 
deficient fibroblasts prompted us to verify whether 
expression of some of the telomere regulatory factors 
(TRF1, TRF2, POT1, RAP1, TPP1 and TIN2), collectively 
known as “shelterins”, are altered in radiosensitive 
syndromes. Quantitative RT-PCR studies revealed 
differential expression of these genes in ATM, ATR and 
NBS1 deficient fibroblasts. Among the six “shelterin” 
genes, TRF1 and RAP1 were consistently down regulated 
and up regulated respectively in all the three 
radiosensitive cell lines.  With the exception of Rap1, all 
five “shelterin” genes (TRF1, TRF2, POT1, TPP1 and 
TIN2) were down regulated by 0.3-0.5 fold in ATR 
deficient fibroblasts and TPP1 in particular was 
undetectable. Variations in the expression levels of 
“shelterin” genes were observed between the two ATM 
deficient fibroblasts. While TIN2 was reduced by 0.5 fold 
in GM2052F, it was elevated by 1.8 fold in GM5823E 
cells. Additionally, minor variations in the expression 
levels of TRF1, POT1 and TPP1 were observed between 
the two ATM deficient fibroblasts. Interestingly, 
aberrantly elevated expression levels of TRF2, POT1, 
TPP1, RAP1 and TIN2 (1.2-2.6 fold increase relative to 
MRC5 fibroblasts) genes were observed in NBS1 
deficient fibroblasts. These findings clearly illustrate that 
aberrant regulation of “shelterin” genes may at least 
contribute to the abnormal telomere dynamics observed in 
the human radiosensitive cell lines.  

Since abnormal telomere dynamics and 
radiosensitivity correlated with each other, identification 
of gene markers that are predictive of telomere 
malfunction can be helpful in distinguishing 
radiosensitive human sub-populations. With this 
objective, a PCR based array specific for genes that 
regulate telomeres and telomerase was used to identify the 
potential telomere markers of radiosensitivity. The PCR 
array contains a total of 84 genes that are potentially 
involved in the regulation of telomeres and telomerase 
together with 5 housekeeping genes (B2M, HPRT1, 
RPL13A, GAPDH and ACTB) and 7 PCR quality control 
samples for normalization.  All the human fibroblast cell 
lines  [MRC5, GM2052F (ATM deficient), GM8398A 
(ATR deficient) and GM1766A (NBS1 deficient) were 
used at similar passages (p12-p13).  Among the 84 genes 
of interest, 15 genes (BCL2, BLM, DCLRE1B, EME1, 
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MYC, PAX8, PLK1, POT1, PPARG, PRKCB, RASSF1, 
SMAD3, TRF1, TGFB1 and TP53) were differentially 
expressed (less than 0.5 fold for down regulation and 
more than 2 fold for up regulation) in both ATM and ATR 
deficient fibroblasts and 46 genes (AKT1, BLM1, SLX4, 
CHK1, DCLRE1B, DCLRE1C, DKC1, ERCC1, ERCC4, 
GAR1, HAT1, HNRNPA2B1, HSP90AA1, KRIT1, MEN1, 
MRE11A, MSH2, MYC, NBN, NCL, NHP2, PLK1, POT1, 
PPARG, PP2R1A, PP2R1B, PRKCB, PRKDC, RAD17, 
RAD50, RAPGEF1, RASSF1, RIF1, RTEL1, SSB, SUN1, 
TEP1, TRF1, TRF2, TERT, TGFB1, TP53, T53BP1,  
TPP1, WRAP53 and XRCC6)  were differentially 
expressed in NBS1 deficient cells in comparison to 
proficient MRC5 cells. Out of 84 genes, 11 genes (BLM, 
DCLRE1B, MYC, PLK1, POT1, PPARG, PRKCB, 
RASSF1, TRF1, TGFB1 and TP53) consistently showed 
differential regulation in all the three radiosensitive cell 
lines (Figure 1). Experiments are currently in progress to 
verify and validate the expression of these 11 genes in a 

battery of DSB repair defective/ radiosensitive mouse and 
human cell lines. These genes, if validated, could 
potentially be useful as predictive biomarkers not only for 
radiosensitive human sub-populations but also for 
abnormal telomere dynamics.  

Q-FISH Studies performed thus far on human PBLs 
and fibroblasts has revealed that alterations in telomere 
dynamics occur after radiation exposure as a function of 
radiation dose and that telomere shortening can be used 
for radiation biodosimetry studies. Accelerated telomere 
shortening coupled with differential expression of 
“shelterin” genes observed in the radiosensitive cell lines 
deficient in ATM, ATR and NBS1 suggest that telomere 
shortening can be used as a predictive biomarker for 
intrinsic radiosensitivity. Additionally, telomere dynamics 
can also be used to predict some of the long-term effects 
of radiation exposure, particularly carcinogenesis, 
because telomere shortening/erosion has been known to 
trigger oncogenic chromosome fusion events. 

Figure 1. Expression analysis of telomere regulatory genes in primary human fibroblasts derived from normal (MRC5) and inherently 
radiosensitive human syndromes deficient in ATM, ATR and NBS1.  Telomere and telomerase PCR arrays from SuperArray 
Biosciences, Bethesda, MD, USA were utilized essentially following the manufacturer’s protocol. Expression levels of all the genes 
were normalized to 5 housekeeping genes (B2M, HPRT1, RPL13A, GAPDH and ACTB) and expressed relative to levels in the repair 
proficient MRC5 cells. 
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Breast carcinogenesis is a multistage process that 

involves numerous mutations and cellular phenotypic 
alterations attributed to exposure to both exogenous 
environmental substances and to endogenous agents, such 
as female hormones. The aim of this study was to 
evaluate markers for breast carcinogenesis. This pre-
existent in vitro model, named Alpha model was derived 
from the spontaneously immortalized breast epithelial cell 
line MCF-10F (1, 2), which was transformed with 
estrogen and radiation. MCF-10F was exposed to low 
doses of high LET (linear energy transfer) α particles (150 
keV/µm), and subsequently cultured in the presence of 
17β-estradiol (estrogen). In this experiment we used 
human breast epithelial cells at different stages of 
transformation: i) a control cell line, MCF-10F, ii) a 
malignant cell line, named Alpha3, iii) a malignant and 
tumorigenic cell line, named Alpha5, and iv) a cell line 
derived from Alpha5 injected into the nude mice that gave 
rise to the Tumor2 cell line.  

Curcumin (diferuloylmethane) is a phytochemical 
component derived from the rhizome of the Indian plant 
Curcuma longa. It is well known that this antioxidant 
exerts anti-proliferative effects in malignant cells (3-5).  
We evaluated the effect of Curcumin (30uM for 48 hrs) in 
this established breast cancer model. Previously, we 
showed that curcumin decreased hydrogen peroxide 
formation, anchorage-independent growth, increased the 
percentage of cells in G0/G1 with a concomitant increase 

in G2/M phases. It also decreased expression of c-Ha-Ras 
and Ras homologous A (Rho-A) proteins, important cell 
signaling factors for malignant cells in comparison to 
their non-malignant counterparts. Such genes were 
evaluated by real time PCR, confirming previous results 
that indicated that curcumin decreased c-Ha-ras in the 
Tumor2 cell line (Figure 1A), and Rho-A gene expression 
in the malignant Alpha5 and Tumor2 cell lines in 
comparison to their counterparts (Figure 1B).  

Breast Carcinogenesis Induced By Radiation and 
Estrogen Counteracted by an Antioxidant 

Gloria M. Calafa, Richard Ponce Cusia, and Marcela Gallardoa 
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Figure 1. Effect of curcumin on c-Ha-Ras (A) and Rho-A 
(B) gene expression in the established breast cancer model 
evaluated by Real Time PCR. 
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Genes known to be involved in epithelial-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) were also evaluated in 
this model consisting of the conversion of paralyzed 
epithelial cells to motile mesenchymal-like cells. Results 
showed that curcumin decreased Slug expression in MCF-
10F and Tumor2 cells (Figure 2A and B). Published 
evidence strongly implicates EMT in malignant 
progression (6-7), inducing transcription factors such as 
Twist, Slug and Snail, that are aberrantly expressed in 
multiple tumor types and are known to favor the 
metastatic dissemination process (8-9). Although E-
Cadherin gene expression was found to be low in this 
model (Figure 3A), curcumin nonetheless decreased E-
Cadherin gene expression even further in MCF-10F, 
Alpha5 and Tumor2 cell lines (Figure 3B).  

Since Slug is situated at the core of several signaling 
pathways known to mediate EMT, our results suggest that  

curcumin may inhibit EMT in these cell lines that have 
been transformed by radiation and estrogen. Thus, our 
studies are in agreement with previous reports showing 
that curcumin may prevent or delay cancer progression at 
least in part through its ability to disrupt EMT. Further 
studies are in progress to understand this mechanism of 
curcumin action and the pathways regulating it. 
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Figure 2. Effect of curcumin on Slug gene expression in the 
established breast cancer model evaluated by Real Time 
PCR. 

Figure 3. Effect of curcumin on E-cadherin gene expression 
in the established breast cancer model evaluated by Real 
Time PCR. 
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Introduction 
Rad9 is an evolutionarily conserved gene that 

regulates cell cycle checkpoints and promotes resistance 
to DNA damage (1). Rad9 forms a complex with Hus1 
and Rad1 and that complex serves as an early damage 
sensor in the cell checkpoint control pathway. Inactivation 
of Rad9 promotes spontaneous chromosome aberrations 
and embryonic lethality in mice, thus emphasizing its 
importance in the DNA damage response pathway and 
perhaps other critical functions (2). 

 

Apart from its role in cell cycle checkpoint control, 
human Rad9 has many additional functions, including 
DNA repair, transactivation of downstream genes, 
apoptosis, 3’-5’ exonuclease activity, androgen receptor 
signaling repression, ribonucleotide metabolism (in 
conjunction with CAD, carbamoyl phosphate 
synthetase/aspartate transcarbamoylase/dihydroorotase 
multienzyme protein complex), immunoglobulin class 
switching and telomere maintenance (3). A multitude of 

Rad9 Knockdown Sensitizes Cells to Anoikis and 
Impairs Akt Activity 

Constantinos G. Broustas and Howard B. Lieberman 

Figure 1. Rad9 confers anoikis resistance and Akt activation. A, DU145 cells transiently transfected with siLuc or two different siRad9 
(#1, #2) were incubated in suspension or plated onto fibronectin-coated plates (FN-24h) for 24h, and cell viability was tested by the 
trypan blue exclusion assay. Data represent mean ± SD (n=3). B, Akt and ERK1/2 phosphorylation levels were assayed in siRNA-
treated DU145 cells maintained either in suspension (sus) or after adhering to fibronectin (FN) for 6h. Percent of phospho-Akt levels, 
normalized against total Akt, in siRad9 cells compared with siLuc cells is indicated. C, expression of Mrad9 restores anoikis resistance 
to DU145 cells that stably express shRad9 (shRad9#2). Data represent mean ± SD (n=3). D, activity of Akt and ERK1/2 in DU145 
cells stably expressing shControl or shRad9#2 that contain either a vector (pSV2zeo) or mouse Rad9 (Mrad9) maintained in 
suspension for 6h. Percent expression of phospho-Akt, phospho-ERK, Rad9 and ITGB1 was normalized against expression of β-actin. 
E, Akt activation is required for anoikis resistance. Attached cells (att) or cells in suspension (sus) were treated with 50 µM LY294002 
and 24h later cell viability was tested by the trypan blue assay. Data represent mean ± SD (n=3). F, Akt activation in attached and 
suspended cells treated with 50 µM LY294002 (+) or DMSO (-) was assessed by immunoblotting 2h after treatment. Percent 
expression of phospho-Akt and phospho-ERK1/2 was normalized against β-actin expression and compared with shControl expression 
(100%). 
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proteins interact with Rad9 either directly or indirectly 
through the Rad9-Hus1-Rad1 complex and mediate 
diverse physiological outcomes (3). 

In recent years it has become apparent that Rad9 plays 
a key role in several types of cancer. Aberrant Rad9 
expression has been associated with prostate, breast, lung, 
skin, thyroid and gastric cancers (3). Previous reports 
showed that Rad9 is over-expressed in human prostate 
cancer specimens as well as in prostate cancer cell lines 
(4).   Down-regulation of Rad9 in PC3 and DU145 human 
tumor cell line xenografts impairs growth in nude mice, 
whereas ectopic expression of Rad9 in an immortalized, 

nontumorigenic, prostate cell line (PWR-1E) conferred 
the ability to form aberrant growths in mice (4). 
Furthermore, immunohistochemical analysis of normal 
and tumor prostate specimens showed that Rad9 
expression increased along with cancer progression 
stages, suggesting a role for Rad9 in prostate malignant 
progression (4). 

In the present Annual Report we provide evidence that 
Rad9 depletion sensitizes DU145 and LNCaP prostate 
cancer cells to anoikis and impairs Akt activation. 

Results 
We have shown previously that Rad9 affects prostate 

cancer cell migration and invasion and that Rad9 controls 
expression levels of integrin β1, which is involved in 
migration and invasion (5). Extending these findings, we 
sought to determine whether Rad9 expression affects 
anoikis resistance. When epithelial cells lose their 
attachment to extracellular matrix they undergo a 
programmed cell death termed anoikis. For tumor cells to 
metastasize to distant sites it is imperative that these cells 
remain viable when they lose attachment to the 
extracellular matrix. Hence, resistance to anoikis is 
considered one of the in vitro markers of metastasis (6, 7).  

The PI3K/Akt and Raf-1/ERK1/2 signaling pathways 
are intimately related to anoikis resistance (8). Therefore 
we examined the activation of these kinases in DU145 
cells expressing either normal (control) or reduced 
(shRad9) levels of Rad9. Transient down-regulation of 
Rad9 by two non-overlapping siRad9 (#1, #2) caused 
increased anoikis compared with control DU145 cells 
(containing siLuc). After 24 h in suspension, cell 
populations with reduced levels of Rad9 showed 55% cell 
death in the population, whereas control cells displayed 
∼25% cell death. In contrast, Rad9 silencing did not have 
an impact on survival of DU145 cells attached to 
fibronectin-coated plates (Fig. 1A).  

As Akt and ERK1/2 activation confer anoikis 
resistance, we examined phosphorylation levels at Ser-
473 of Akt and Thr-202/Tyr-204 of ERK1/2. After 6 h in 
suspension, control cells maintained ∼60% higher levels 
of phospho-Akt than cells with diminished Rad9 (Fig. 
1B). ERK1/2 phosphorylation was similar in all cells 
irrespective of Rad9 expression levels (Fig. 1B). In 
contrast, there was no difference in the phosphorylation of 
Akt between control and Rad9 knockdown cells plated 
onto fibronectin for the same time period (6 h) (Fig. 1B). 
These findings imply that Rad9 has a specific role in the 
protection of cancer cells from anoikis by maintaining 
elevated levels of Akt phosphorylation/activation. In 
support of this conclusion, stable expression of Mrad9 in 
DU145/shRad9 cells decreased cell death from ∼40% to 
15% after 24 h in suspension (Fig. 1C). At the 
biochemical level, stable ectopic expression of Mrad9 in 
DU145/shRad9 cells resulted in an ~3-fold increase in 
Akt phosphorylation at Ser-473 compared with 
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Figure 2. A, Trypan blue assay in LNCaP cells with Rad9 
downregulation after 24h in suspension. Data represent mean 
± SD (n=3). B, activity of Akt and ERK1/2 in LNCaP cells 
transiently transfected with two different siRad9 (#1, #2) 
maintained in suspension for 3h. Percent expression of 
phospho-Akt and phospho-ERK1/2 was normalized against β-
actin expression. 
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DU145/shRad9 cells when in suspension for 6 h (Fig. 
1D). Phospho-ERK1/2 levels remained unchanged.  

To establish the requirement of active Akt in anoikis 
resistance, we treated the cells with 50 µM LY294002 (a 
PI3K inhibitor) and assessed cell death after 24 h in 
suspension. As shown in Fig. 1E, inhibition of Akt 
resulted in ∼3-fold (for shControl) to 4-fold (Mrad9) more 
death. Interestingly, inhibition of Akt in shRad9 cells, 
which express less active Akt (Fig. 1F) and already have a 
high death index, had a much lower impact on cell death. 
The functional relationships among Rad9 protein levels, 
anoikis resistance, and Akt activation were also confirmed 
using a second prostate cancer cell line. When LNCaP 
cells with Rad9 transiently down regulated independently 
by two different siRNA were incubated in suspension for 
24 h, they showed an ∼2.5-fold increase in cell death, as 
measured by the trypan blue viability assay, compared 
with cells that were expressing a control siRNA (siLuc) 
(Fig. 2A). Rad9 was required for survival from anoikis, as 
LNCaP cells incubated in suspension for 3 h displayed an 
~65% inhibition in phosphorylation levels of Akt when 
Rad9 was suppressed by two non-overlapping specific 
Rad9 siRNA. In contrast to DU145, however, phospho-
ERK1/2 was also reduced by 61–65% in the siRad9-
expressing LNCaP cells (Fig. 2B). 

Conclusions 
We have presented data that show Rad9 expression 

affects the ability of prostate cancer cell lines to survive in 
suspension when they lose contact with extracellular 
matrix support. This effect may control Rad9-dependent 
invasion by prostate cancer cell lines. 
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Primary cells in culture are capable of limited division 

and cell-doublings until they reach the Hayflick limit [1]. 
In the case of primary human fibroblast cells this is 
reached at approximately 65-75 cumulative population 
doublings. As they age, cells morph into senescent cells, 
which can be observed as enlarged cells with flattened 
morphology and a granular cytoplasm. These cells are 
metabolically active but ultimately not capable of further 
division and they may be maintained in culture without 
further cell division. It is proposed that the “counter” that 
monitors the life-span of cells in culture may linked to 

CDKN1A Expression in Irradiated Young and Old 
IMR-90 under Stress Induced Senescence and 

Replicative Senescence 
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Figure 1. Basal expression of CDKN1A in IMR-90 fibroblasts 
at different life-span stages relative to the corresponding young 
dividing cells. 
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telomere length [2] and result in what is traditionally 
called replicative senescence (RS). This is common to all 
primary cells and can be bypassed by the suppression of 
tumor suppressor genes [3]. Another mechanism that may 
cause cells to undergo senescence may be related to 
culture conditions under high oxygen tension, 20% O2. 
This is called stress induced premature senescence (SIPS) 
[4]. This is observed in the case of IMR-90 human 
fibroblast cells, where cells that have been routinely 
cultured under normoxia (3% O2) have a longer life-span 
than their hyper-oxia (20% O2) cultured counterparts.  

We studied IMR-90 
fibroblasts cultured at both 
3% and 20% O2, and isolated 
total RNA from young (sub-
confluent, dividing), G0 
(young, confluent, G0 
arrested) and senescent 
(terminally differentiated, 
non-dividing) cells that were 
irradiated with gamma 
radiation at 0 Gy, 2 Gy and 4 
Gy. Cells were collected and 
RNA was isolated at 4, 24 
and 72 hours after 
irradiation. We were 
interested in relative 
expression of CDKN1A 
mRNA under these 
conditions. We performed 
quantitative real-time PCR 
on CDKN1A (the p21/WAF1 
gene) and GAPDH and 
compared the radiation-
response of CDKN1A 
mRNA under the different 
culture conditions.  

Basal transcription of 
CDKN1A in un-irradiated 
cells is different in IMR-90 
cells cultured at 3% and 20% 
O2 conditions and the 
relative level increases as the 
cells age. We use the G0 
arrested cells to indicate how 
much of the effect in 
senescent cells may be 
because the cells are also 
arrested. Results in Figure 1 
show that CDKN1A gene 
expression is dampened in 
SIPS at 20% O2. This is 
believed to be true of overall 
gene expression due to 
accumulated damage by the 
high levels of O2 that cells in 
conventional culture 
laboratories are routinely 
exposed to, although no one 

has published a systematic study in the literature.  This 
effect was not due to expression levels being elevated 
earlier, as young cells cultured in 20% O2 actually showed 
about 2-fold less CDKN1A expression than their 3% O2 
counterparts. 

We studied the response of CDNK1A after radiation in 
these cells and found that similar to the basal transcription 
levels in IMR-90 there is an overall dampening of 
response in cells cultured at 20% O2. At 4 hours after 
exposure, the fold change in radiation-induced CDKN1A 

Figure2. Relative transcription levels of CDKN1A in IMR-90 fibroblasts at different stages of life-
span, after irradiation compared with time-matched un-irradiated controls. Cells that senesce under 
3% O2 are believed to be under replicative senescence (graphs on the left) and those cultured at 
20% O2 are under SIPS (graphs on the right). Blue lines are young, red are G0 arrested and green 
are senescent cells. Measurements were made at 4hr, 24hr and 72 after irradiation and normalized 
to GAPDH. Some data points are missing due to contamination of cultures.  
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levels in young cells cultured at 3% O2 (between 6-10 
fold) is much higher than that seen at 20% O2 (between 2 
and 4 fold). A similar effect can be seen at 24 hr and 72 hr 
after exposure. We also found that in G0 arrested and 
senescent cells, overall, the response to radiation appears 
weaker compared with young cells, although that could be 
related to the arrested state of these cells, as illustrated in 
Figure 1 where G0 arrested and senescent cells express 
higher levels of CDKN1A mRNA without an additional 
stress stimulus.  
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RAD9 is known to regulate the transcription of 

downstream target genes [1,2]. RAD9 can also bind many 
DNA repair related proteins, and often such interactions 
alter their activities [3-20]. A list of these proteins is 
presented in Table 1.  The purpose of this study was to 
assess whether RAD9 could regulate expression of the 
corresponding DNA repair genes, and not just bind to 
their protein products.   

To address this goal, we examined the levels of these 
proteins in mouse ES cells either proficient or null for 
RAD9, as an indication of the potential for regulation at 
the transcriptional (or post-transcriptional) level.  Western 
blot analysis revealed no difference in the level of these 
proteins between wild-type and deleted mRAD9 ES cells, 
with the exception of NEIL1 (Figure 1I). The amount of 
NEIL1 protein is decreased by 82% in the RAD9 null ES 
cells. Beta-actin was used to confirm that equal amounts 
of protein were loaded in each lane.  

In subsequent studies, we will use shRNA to knock 
down expression of these repair proteins in wild-type and 
mRAD9 deleted ES cells. The cells will then be treated 
with gamma rays or other DNA damaging agents to test if 
there is any difference between the RAD9 deleted cells 
and the double deficient cells with regard to cell survival 
and other DNA damage response parameters.  Given the 
data presented here indicating that NEIL1 might be 
regulated transcriptionally by RAD9, special attention 
will be given to the RAD9-NEIL1 relationship.  

 

 

Western Blot Analysis of DNA Repair Proteins in 
Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells Proficient or Deficient 

in RAD9 
Kevin M. Hopkins and Howard B. Lieberman 

 
 
Proteins  

Reference to 
interaction with RAD9 

APE1 3 
ATM 4 
ATR 5 
CDC25A 6 
CHK1 6 
CHK2 6 
DNA Ligase I 7, 8 
DNA polymerase alpha 9 
DNA polymerase beta 10 
FEN1 11 
MLH1 12 
MYH 13, 14 
NEIL1 15 
CDKN1A (p21) 1, 2 
RAD51 16 
TDG 17 
TOPBP1 18 
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Introduction:  
Triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) is an aggressive 

subtype of breast cancer that has a higher rate of loco-
regional recurrence compared to estrogen receptor (ER) 
positive breast cancer. Locoregional recurrence (LRR) of 
breast cancer is a devastating event with a poor prognosis 
for overall survival (10 year survival ~30%) [1]. Adjuvant 
radiation therapy significantly reduces the incidence of 
LRR of breast cancer and improves overall survival. 
However, recent evidence has shown a significantly 
higher incidence of LRR in women with triple negative 
breast cancer despite post-operative radiation therapy [2]. 
Therefore, there is a need to further intensify local 
regional therapy in these high-risk patients, perhaps with 
a concurrent systemic agent. Mutations in the 
PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway leading to up-regulation of Akt  

 

occur with high frequency in breast cancer, particularly in 
the triple negative subset [3].  Akt, also known as protein 
kinase B (PKB), is a serine-threonine kinase with three 
isoforms: Akt1, Akt2, and Akt3. Akt is a key regulator of 
the PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway, with PI3K-
dependent activation of Akt resulting in increased cellular 
survival, proliferation, growth, and metabolism. 
Alterations in the PI3K pathway leading to Akt 
hyperactivity have been implicated not only in the 
development and progression of breast cancer but also in 
breast cancer therapy resistance including radiation 
resistance. Hyperactive Akt is associated with increase 
radiation resistance, mediated through inhibition of 
apoptosis and up-regulation of DNA damage-induced G2 
arrest. p53 plays a key role in mediating G1 cell cycle 
arrest following genotoxic stress such as radiation; p53-
deficient cells however must rely on alternate 
mechanisms for cell cycle arrest in S- and G2-phases. 
Inhibition of Akt therefore may act in a synthetic lethal 
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fashion to radiosensitize p53 deficient TNBC cells by 
decreasing their ability to arrest in G2. Given that p53 
mutations occur in up to 80% of TNBC [4], we 
hypothesize that Akt inhibition may be an effective 
strategy for radiosensitizing TNBC. 

The cellular response to DNA double-strand breaks 
(DSB) occurs through an integrated sensing and signaling 
network known as the DNA damage response (DDR) that 
maintains genomic stability.  A central protein in DNA 
DSB repair in mammalian cells is the DNA-dependent 
protein kinase (DNA-PKcs).  DNA-PKcs is a molecular 
sensor of DNA damage that plays a central role in non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) by recognizing DSBs, 
initiating NHEJ repair through the phosphorylation of 
many downstream targets including Akt, and assembling 
the repair machinery at the DSB. DNA-PKcs plays a 
crucial role in repairing DSBs that either arise 
endogenously during normal cellular processes or are 
exogenously caused by genotoxic agents such as ionizing 
radiation (IR). Overexpression of DNA-PKcs has been 
shown to play a role in radiation resistance, and it has 
been demonstrated recently that during fractionated 
radiation the up regulation of DNA-PKcs is dependent on 
Akt/GSK3b mediated cyclin D1 overexpression [5]. 
Inhibition of Akt has been shown to inhibit DNA-PKcs 
activation, and recently Akt has been shown to directly 
interact with DNA-PKcs. Akt interaction with DNA-PK 
was demonstrated to be required to initiate NHEJ during 
the initial “fast” component of NHEJ, and inhibition of 
Akt lead to a delay in DDR and resolution of DSB foci 
[6]. Our preliminary data demonstrates that Akt inhibition 
not only delays DSB repair but in the setting of p53 
mutation leads to suppression of DNA-PK at both the 
protein and mRNA level, which appears to be dependent 
on p53 inactivation. Further work is currently ongoing to 
understand the mechanism of this response. 

Methods: 
Experiments were conducted using BT-549 and SUM-

149 cells, both well-established models for p53-deficient 
TNBC. Additionally MDA-MB-453, a p53 wt TNBC line, 
and MCF7 cells stably transfected with a tetracycline 
inducible p53 shRNA or control construct were used.  
Cells were treated with MK-2206, a potent allosteric Akt 
inhibitor, alone or in combination with increasing doses 
of radiation from 0-8 Gy. In vitro studies preformed 
included cell survival assays, immunoblot analysis of key 
proteins, FACS analysis for cell cycle and apoptosis, and 
finally  γH2AX staining. 

Results: 
MK2206 effectively radiosensitizes TNBC in vitro 

Initial experiments were performed to determine an 
effective dose range of MK-2206 to inhibit Akt in a panel 
of TNBC cell lines using a dose range between 0.05 uM – 
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Figure 1 Sensitivity of TNBC cells to combined MK2206 and IR.  (A). MTT assay of six TNBC cell lines after IR treatment.  The cells 
were treated with 0.5 µM MK-2206 for 24 hours prior to 6 Gy irradiation. MTT assay was performed 1, 2 and 4 days after irradiation. 
(B-D). Cell survival curves for three TNBC cell lines after IR treatment in MDA-MB- cells (B), BT-549 cells (C) and SUM149 cells 
(D).   The cells were pretreated with 0.5 µM MK-2206 for 2 and 24 hours prior to irradiation 
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5 uM based on previous reports. Akt inhibition was 
determined by dephosphorylation of Akt at both S473 and 
T308 (data not shown) and 0.5 uM MK2206 was found to 
be an effective dose to completely inhibit Akt in the 
majority of cell lines tested.  

Next we investigated whether AKT inhibition by MK-
2206 would sensitize TNBC cells to radiation.  We first 
carried out cell proliferation assays with 0.5 uM drug 
alone or in combination with 6 Gy ionizing radiation (IR) 
in a panel of six TNBC cell lines using the MTT assay 
(Figure 1).  SUM-149, BT-549 and MDA- MB 453 were 
found to be the most sensitive and we used those cell lines 
for the remaining experiments. Western blots were 
performed from treated cells 24 hours after both drug and 
IR treatment, and as expected, MK-2206 inhibited both 
endogenous and radiation-induced activation of Akt and 
its down-stream targets (data not shown). Next we 
investigated radiosensitization effects of MK-2206 by 
clonogenic survival assays using the same six TNBC cell 
lines used above. Decreased clonogenic survival was seen 
after 2 or 24 hours pretreatment with MK-2206 (Figure 
1).  We found that BT-549 (p53 mutant) and SUM149 
(p53 mutant) and MDA-MB-453 (p53 wildtype) are the 
most sensitive to both IR and MK2206.  The combination 

of IR and Akt inhibition by MK-2206 led to synergistic 
effects.  

Double stand break repair is inhibited by MK2206. 
As discussed above it has previously been 

demonstrated that Akt inhibition leads to a delay in DNA 
DSB repair. We next wished to demonstrate that MK-

Figure 2.  Double stand break repair is inhibited by MK-
2206.  A). BT-549 cells were treated with 0.5 µM MK-2206 
for 24 hours prior to 6 Gy irradiation, cells were collected 
at indicated times following IR, lysed using RIPA buffer, and 
western blots were performed for phospho-γH2AX 
expression. (B.) In parallel BT-540 cells treated the same 
way as above were stained with antibody specific for 
phospho-γH2AX (S139). Using a fluorescence microscope, 
the number of phospho-γH2AX foci was counted in 100 cells 
per treatment at the indicated times following IR. 

Figure 3. MK-2206 suppresses DNA-PK protein and mRNA 
expression. A) BT-549 cell lines were pre-treated with 
increasing concentration of MK-2206 for 2 hours, or B) 
treated with 0.5 µM MK-2206 for indicated time.  Western 
blots were performed to assess DNA-PKcs expression and 
AKT signaling. (C) qRT-PCR was performed evaluating 
DNA-PKcs mRNA levels after 0.5 µM MK-2206 treatment for 
the indicated length of time. 
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2206 would inhibit DNA damage repair in TNBC cell 
lines following IR. To assess the effects of MK-2206 
treatment on DNA damage and repair, we first measured 
the level of phosphorylated γ-H2AX (S139) by western 
blot analysis of BT-549 cells following 8Gy IR with or 
without 0.5 uM drug treatment (Figure 2A). We were able 
to demonstrate a delay in the resolution of γ-H2AX 
phosphorylation. This was confirmed by IHC staining for 
phosphorylated γ-H2AX foci. Resolution of foci 
following IR with and without drug treatment was 
determined (Figure 2B) and as expected there was a delay 
in foci resolution following MK-2206 treatment.   These 
results support that DNA repair after IR is delayed in 
TNBC cells following MK-2206 treatment.   

Mk2206 suppresses DNA-PKcs in both dose and time-
dependent manner. 

Next, based on the above data as well as the evidence 
discussed above that Akt through its interaction with 
DNA-PK plays an important role in NHEJ, we sought to 
characterize the effect of MK-2206 on the DDR pathway 
by western blot analysis. Protein levels of DNAPKcs, 
ATM, ATR, Chk1 and Chk2 and their activity determined 
by phosphorylation were measured using western blot 
analysis (data not shown).  Surprisingly, we found that 
MK-2206 suppresses DNA-PKcs protein expression in 
both a dose and time-dependent manner (Figure 3A and 
3B) in p53-deficient cells while other PIKK family 
members do not change expression dramatically (data not 
shown). Additionally no alteration in the level of DNA-
PKcs levels was seen in MDA-MB-453 (p53 wildtype) 

cells (data not shown). To examine whether the observed 
MK-2206 dependent reduction of DNA-PKcs protein 
expression in BT-549 cells reflected transcriptional 
control, we compared levels of mRNA encoding DNA-
PKcs in BT-549 cells that had been treated with 0.5 uM 
MK-2206 for 30 minutes, 2 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr and 48 hr and 
control cells (without treatment) and found a dramatic 
suppression of DNA-PKcs mRNA (Figure 3C).  This 
observation indicates that MK-2206 may suppress DNA-
PKcs at the level of both transcription and translation in 
p53 deficient TNBC cells. Repetition of these 
experiments in SUM149 cells is ongoing. 

DNA-PKcs downregulation by MK2206 is dependent 
on loss of p53 function. 

Given that MK-2206 suppresses DNA-PKcs protein 
and mRNA levels in BT-549 (p53 deficient) but not in 

Figure 4. DNA-PKcs down-
regulation by MK 2206 is dependent 
on p53.  (A). MCF7 (p53 wild) and 
MCF7 (p53 null) cell lines grown in 
the presence of tetracycline were pre-
treated with 0.5 µM MK-2206 for 
indicated time.  Western blots were 
then performed  to assess  DNA-PKcs 	  

expression and AKT signaling. (B).  Complete inhibition of p53 
expression is demonstrated by western blot analysis following 
48 hours of tetracycline in MCF7 cells stably transfected with 
the inducible p53 shRNA construct (p53 null cells).	  
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Figure 5.  MK2206 increases G2/M arrest and the mitotic 
population following IR in p53 deficient TNBC cells.  (A). 
Cell cycle analysis was performed by FACS using PI 
staining in BT-549 cells at the indicated times following IR 
treatment. Cells were treated with 0.5uM MK-2206 for 24 
hours prior to irradiation.  (B). Cell cycle analysis by FACS 
using PI staining and P-H3 Ser10 in BT-549 cells was used 
to determine the mitotic population of cells. (C). Mitotic 
percentage at BT-549 cells that were treated with MK-2206 
for 2 hours and 24 hours prior to irradiation. 
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MDA-MD-453 cells (p53 wildtype); we next wished to 
determine if this effect was dependent on p53.  In order to 
test this hypothesis, we took advantage of MCF7 cells 
stably transfected with a tetracycline inducible p53 
knockdown plasmid described previously [7].  In p53 null 
MCF7 cells, we again see a reduction in total DNA-PKcs 
protein expression with MK-2206 while in MCF7 cells 
expressing p53 wild type we do not (Figure 4).  These 
results further indicated that DNA-PKcs downregulation 
by MK2206 might be dependent on loss of p53 function. 
Experiments looking at DNA-PKcs mRNA levels in these 
cells lines with and without MK-2206 treatment are 
ongoing. 

MK-2206 decreases G2/M arrest and increases the 
mitotic cell population following IR in p53 deficient 
TNBC cells. 

 Finally, experiments are currently ongoing to 
investigate the major mechanism of cell death induced by 
combined MK-2206 and IR in p53 deficient TNBC cells. 
In order to investigate the level of apoptosis induced by 
combined MK-2206 and IR we looked at the levels of 
cleaved caspase-3 and PARP and found no significant 
increase with MK-2206 (data not shown). This data was 
confirmed by looking at the induction of caspase 3/7 
activity using the Promega Caspase-Glo© assay, which 
again demonstrated no significant increase in apoptosis 
with combination therapy (data not shown). Also, no 
significant increase in autophagy, measured by LC3B 
cleavage, was seen following combined treatment (data 
not shown). Finally cell cycle analysis by PI staining and 
FACS analysis demonstrated that MK-2206 treatment 
appeared to inhibit G2/M arrest following IR in p53 
deficient TNBC cells (Figure 5A), which is not seen in 
p53 wt TNBC cells (data not shown). Further analysis of 
the cell cycle by combined PI and P-H3 FACS analysis to 
look at the proportion M-phase cells present, 
demonstrates MK-2206 significantly increases the 
proportion of cells in mitosis following irradiation, further 
indicating a loss of G2/M arrest (Figure 5C). Studies are 
ongoing to determine if a significant increase in mitotic 
catastrophe will be seen following combined therapy in 
p53 deficient TNBC as well as to compare the results to 
p53 wt TNBC cells. 

Conclusions:  
Akt inhibition through MK-2206 effectively 

radiosensitizes TNBC cells primarily through suppression 
of DDR by delay of NHEJ. Interestingly, in p53 
deficient/mutated  TNBC  cells  the   effect  of   MK-2206  

appears to be mediated through both transcriptional and 
translational suppression of DNA-PK. Studies are 
ongoing to further characterize this effect, and to 
determine the dependence of DNA-PK suppression on 
p53 function. Ultimately from these studies we hope to 
gain a better understanding of the mechanisms of how 
targeted inhibitors to the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway, 
which are increasingly being used in the clinic, will act as 
radiation sensitizers. 
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There are at least two mechanisms by which protein 
oxidation can contribute to cell death: (1) by reducing the 
efficiency/fidelity of DNA repair and (2) by reducing cell 
viability directly. The first mechanism causes synergistic 
interactions between damage to DNA and proteins: as 
radiation dose increases, DNA damage accumulates, 
while the ability to repair it correctly decreases due to 
oxidation of sensitive sites on DNA repair-related 
proteins and consequent alteration/reduction of their 
functionality. In two previous studies [1-2] we explored 
this scenario by developing a simple mechanistic 
mathematical model of radiation-induced oxidative stress 
and DNA repair and applied it to data on cell survival of 
the radiation-resistant bacterium Deinococcus 
radiodurans exposed to gamma and high-LET radiations. 
The second mechanism involves radiation-induced 
oxidation of proteins needed for DNA replication, cell 
cycle progression, and essential metabolic reactions, 
which can affect cell survival directly. 

Here, (as we published in Radiat Res.178(1):17-24) 
we extend our model formalism to include both 
mechanisms, and use it to analyze a data set comprised of 
several bacterial strains (Deinococcus radiodurans, wild-
type and DNA repair-deficient mutants, and Escherichia 
coli, wild-type and radioresistant mutants) exposed to 
ionizing gamma radiation (IR) and ultraviolet radiation 
(UV), published by Krisko and Radman [3]. This data set 
is very useful for distinguishing between the contributions 
of DNA and protein damage to radiogenic cell death 
because it contains measurements of oxidative damage to 
proteins (protein carbonylation) at each radiation 
dose/type for each studied organism. In addition, IR or 
UV irradiated E. coli cells were infected with unirradiated 
lambda bacteriophages, and the surviving fraction of 
bacteriophage infective centers (IC) was recorded as a 
function of radiation dose to the host cells [3]. This set of 
experiments was specifically designed to clarify the 
effects of radiogenic protein damage on cell function: 
because bacteriophage DNA was not irradiated and, 
therefore, not damaged directly by radiation, infective 
center survival presumably depended mainly on the 
functioning of irradiated host E. coli proteins. 

Applying a simple mechanistic mathematical model, 
such as the one presented here, to these data can provide 
enhanced understanding of the major causes of radiation-
induced cell death. The contributions of DNA damage, 
interactions of  DNA  damage  with  protein damage,  and  

 

the direct effects of protein damage on cell survival can 
be quantified for each organism, and the dependences of 
these processes on radiation type and dose can be 
assessed. 

In our model, we assume that the measured protein 
carbonylation values F(D) from the data set analyzed here 
[3] are good predictors of damage to proteins important 
for DNA double strand break (DSB) repair and cell 
survival. The relationship between F(D) and the fraction 
(P) of important proteins remaining undamaged after 
irradiation can be described by the following simple 
expression: 

 

 

F(0) is the carbonylation level in unirradiated samples and 
Fmax represents the predicted carbonylation level at 
which all sensitive sites on the target proteins have been 
damaged. Fmax is a rough measure of the sensitivity of 
the target cell’s proteome to radiation-induced damage.  

The equation above allows experimentally measured 
data on radiogenic protein damage to be directly 
incorporated into our cell survival model in a simple way. 
The effects of protein carbonylation on cell survival 
through reduction in DSB repair fidelity (Q1) are 
described by: 

 

 

As mentioned above, in addition to reducing DSB 
repair fidelity, protein carbonylation can affect cell 
survival directly, for example by damaging proteins 
needed for DNA replication, cell cycle progression, and 
essential metabolic reactions. These effects are 
represented by the following expression: 

 

 

Here the parameter X is a measure of the sensitivity of 
cell survival to alteration/loss of protein function that 
occurs due to radiogenic protein carbonylation. 

Combining the effects of protein carbonylation on 
DNA repair (Q1) with direct effects on cell survival (Q2) 
generates the following equation for cell surviving 
fraction (S): 

Mechanistic Analysis of the Contributions of DNA 
and Protein Damage to Radiation-Induced Cell 

Death 
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The results of fitting this model to the Krisko and 
Radman data [3], shown in Figs. 1-2, suggest that similar 
cell survival curves can be produced by very different 
mechanisms.  

When proteins are mainly undamaged (i.e., P ≈ 1), 
DSBs are repaired with high fidelity in all analyzed 
bacteria, except for the DSB repair-deficient D.  
radiodurans recA- strain. However, as protein damage 
accumulates and P is reduced, DSB repair fidelity 
declines and the fraction of incorrectly repaired DSBs 
increases. In wild-type E. coli this occurs at 
comparatively low doses of IR or UV. For radioresistant 
E. coli, larger doses are needed to produce similar effects, 
and even larger doses are needed for D. radiodurans R1. 

Importantly, the model fit allows the contributions to 
cell killing of the following effects to be quantified: (1) 
interactions between DNA and protein damage (Q1), and 
(2) direct effects of protein damage (Q2). The results for 
all analyzed bacterial strains (and bacteriophage infective 

Figure 1. The data and best-fit model predictions for cell 
survival of different strains of D. radiodurans and E. coli 
after exposure to ionizing radiation (panels A and B) and UV 
radiation (panel C). Panel B is a magnification of the low-
dose region of panel A. Error bars on the data points 
represent standard deviations, and the model predictions 
corresponding to the data points are represented by points. 
Lines connecting the predicted points are shown for 
convenience only. The two sets of predictions for E. coli 
wild-type correspond to two different experiments. The 
abbreviations used are: IC = bacteriophage infective 
centers. D. r. R1 = D. radiodurans R1 (wild-type). D. r. 
recA- = D. radiodurans strain lacking recA function 
(deficient in DNA DSB repair). E. c. WT = E. coli MG1655 
(wild-type). E. c. Res = E. coli radioresistant strains CB1000 
and CB2000 (pooled data). 

Figure 2. A summary of survival data and best-fit model 
predictions for different strains of D. radiodurans (panel A), 
and E. coli and bacteriophage infective centers (panel B), 
for both ionizing radiation and UV radiation. Survival is 
displayed as a function of the predicted fraction (P) of 
proteins important for DNA repair and cell survival 
remaining undamaged after exposure to radiation. The 
abbreviations used are: IC = bacteriophage infective 
centers. D. r. R1= D. radiodurans R1 (wild-type). D. r. 
recA- = D. radiodurans strain lacking recA function 
(deficient in DNA DSB repair). E. c. WT = E. coli MG1655 
(wild-type). E. c. Res = E. coli radioresistant strains 
CB1000 and CB2000 (pooled data). 
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centers) are shown in Fig. 3. In D. radiodurans R1, cell 
death up to 15 kGy of IR and for all tested UV doses is 
mainly due to direct effects of protein carbonylation (Q2). 
Only at the highest IR dose of 20 kGy does the synergistic 
interaction between protein and DNA damage (Q1) begin 
to play a strong role in cell death. In contrast, in the DSB 
repair-deficient D. radiodurans recA- strain, cell death is 
dominated by DNA damage (Q1) at all IR and UV doses 
studied. In both wild-type and radioresistant E. coli 
strains, and in unirradiated bacteriophages grown in 
irradiated E. coli cells, radiation-induced death occurs 
mainly through the direct effects of protein carbonylation 
(Q2).  

In summary, wild-type E. coli and DNA double-strand 
break (DSB) repair-deficient recA D. radiodurans 
succumb to radiation doses of similar magnitude, but for 
different reasons: wild-type E. coli proteins are easily 
oxidized, causing cell death even at low levels of DNA 
damage, whereas proteins in recA- D. radiodurans are 
well protected from oxidation, but DSBs are not repaired 
correctly even when most proteins are intact. 
Radioresistant E. coli mutants survive higher radiation 
doses than the wild-type because of superior protection of  

cellular proteins from radiogenic oxidation. In contrast, 
wild-type D. radiodurans is much more radioresistant 
than the recA mutant because of superior DSB repair, 
whereas protein protection in both strains is similar.  

With further development, the modeling approach 
presented here can also quantify the causes of radiation-
induced cell death in other organisms.  
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Figure 3. Model predictions for the contribution of interactions between DNA and protein damage (Q1) to cell death caused by 
ionizing radiation (panel A) and UV radiation (panel B) in different strains of D. radiodurans and E. coli. The abbreviations used are: 
IC = bacteriophage infective centers. D. r. R1 = D. radiodurans R1 (wild-type). D. r. recA- = D. radiodurans strain lacking recA 
function (deficient in DNA DSB repair). E. c. WT = E. coli MG1655 (wild-type). E. c. Res = E. coli radioresistant strains CB1000 and 
CB2000 (pooled data). 
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Current methods to estimate effective dose in cardiac 
CT are based on single-slice scanners, which 
technologically are markedly different from the CT 
scanners currently in use for Coronary Computed 
Tomography Angiography (CCTA). Several studies show 
that these methods underestimate the true dose by at least 
50%, for a wide range of current scanners. 

The overall goal of this project is to develop an 
improved methodology to estimate radiation doses from 
cardiac CT using solid-state physics experiments with 
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors 
(MOSFETs) and anthropomorphic radiologic phantoms. 
These experiments will be performed using a variety of 
cardiac CT scanners and different scan protocols. 

MOSFET 
We use the TN: 1002RD-H high sensitivity MOSFET 

dosimeters manufactured by Best Medical Canada (Figure 
1). It is necessary to use high sensitivity MOSFETs for 
diagnostic studies due to low radiation exposures. The 
small dimensions of the MOSFET allow it to be placed 
inside a human sized phantom. The phantom we use was 
modified from a commercially available anthropomorphic 
phantom (ATOM 701; CIRS, Norfolk, Va). Additional 
holes were drilled so that absorbed dose could be 
determined for each organ using the significant tissue-
weighting factor from the ICRP 2007 guidelines. We 
continue to consult Abdelbasset Hallil who is the Director 
of Research & Development at Best Medical Canada, 
regarding our approach to the calibration process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Calibration Process 

The MOSFET detectors are calibrated to relate 
voltage readout to absorbed dose of radiation using a 10 
cm ionization chamber. The calibration is performed on a 
standard (32 cm diameter, 14 cm depth) cylindrical 
Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) phantom 
manufactured by West Physics Consulting (Figure 2). 
This Computed Tomography Dose Index (CTDI) 
phantom has nine removable acrylic inserts of 1 cm in 
diameter, one at the center, four at the periphery and 
additional four at the inner part, the “head phantom”. The 
MOSFETs are placed inside custom made acrylic holders 
to fit the CTDI phantom holes, which is shown in Figure 
3. The lines on the holders are 5 mm apart. The purpose 
of the lines is to capture the same radiation region as the 
pencil ion chamber, which is 10 cm long. The ion 
chamber measured dose after a scan is an average across 
the 10 cm. To get the distribution of dose for the same 

Study of Effective Dose in Cardiac CT Scans  
Andrew Einsteina, Radoslaw Pieniazek, and Sigal Trattnera 

Figure 1. Reader with five attached MOSFETS. 
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Figure 3. Lines marked every 5 mm on the MOSFET 
Holder. 

Figure 2. PMMA phantom with 9 labeled positions. Ion 
Chamber is at the center position. 
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length using the MOSFET we repeat the exact same CT 
scan measured with the ion chamber 20 times. For each 
scan the MOSFET holder is moved by 5 mm along the z-
axis of the CT scanner. See Figure 4 for an example 
distribution. 

 

To get an average MOSFET reading for a distribution 
as in Figure 4, which is comparable with a single ion 
chamber reading, the area under the curve is integrated 
and divided to 10 cm. We approximate integration using 
Riemann middle sum, but it can be approached 
differently. 

The calibration factor (CF) per hole (CFh) is 
calculated according to:  

where Mk  is a MOSFET reading for position k 
(corresponding to the lines on the holder), dx=5mm, L=10 
cm and I is the ion chamber dose reading per hole. 

Conclusion 
Once the calibration is concluded we plan to test take 

our measurements on as many CT scanners as available. 
We already have scheduled trips for early 2013 to 
Cleveland, OH to the Philips factory and Cleveland 
Clinic. This methodology will in turn be used for the 
comparison of cumulative and procedural radiation 
effective doses to symptomatic patients in a real-world 
U.S. population.         ■ 
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Figure 4. Example of dose distribution. 20 lines 
marked on 10 cm length of a MOSFET Holder. 
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Introduction 
Previous ocular ionizing radiation exposure guidelines 

were based on the premise that radiation cataract leading 
to visual disability is a deterministic event with a high 
threshold dose [1].  Based on new findings arising from 
medical, occupational and accidental exposures, the ICRP 
now suggests the threshold limit for radiation cataract be 
reduced from 2-8 Gy to 0.5 Gy [2]. 

While early lens changes arising from radiation 
exposure are well characterized [3], there is some 
uncertainty on the relative impact of such changes on 
future visual function and the progression of early 
radiation-induced opacities to actual visual disability [4].  
Contrast sensitivity measurements in human subjects with 
lens opacities suggest that posterior subcapsular cataracts, 
the type of lens change most associated with radiation 
exposure, is uniquely associated with significantly 
reduced acuity at decreasing contrast levels [5].  Thus, a 
new approach, utilizing quantitative measures of 
decreases in contrast sensitivity related to the severity of 
posterior lens opacification, may be useful in better 
determining the extent of visual disability in both animal 
models and in human occupational exposure studies.  
Pilot studies in a mouse model (this investigation) and in 
human subjects [6] suggest this approach may provide a 
method to ascertain the extent of visual disability arising 
from radiation-induced posterior lens damage.   

At the same time, accumulating evidence from animal 
and human studies suggests a strong genotoxic 
component to radiation cataract pathogenesis as well as 
the influence of genetic determinants on ocular 
radiosensitivity [7-10].  Nevertheless, almost all previous 
studies on radiation cataractogenesis have utilized inbred 
mice, rats or other rodents with limited genetic 
heterogeneity.  A criticism of such studies is that they do 
not adequately mimic human population heterogeneity 
and any resultant findings related to radiation cataract 
thresholds, rates of progression and even pathophysiology 
may be strongly influence by inbred strain genetic 
backgrounds and susceptibilities.  

This NASA funded project is designed to examine 

Genetic Determinants of Radiosensitivity to HZE or 
Gamma Rays in an Outbred Heterogeneous Murine 

Model of Radiation Cataract 
Norman J. Kleimana, Michael M. Weilb, and Eric J. Hall 

D 

Figure 1. Ocular contrast sensitivity assessed by VOT. (A) 
Top view: mouse positioned in an arena defined by four 
computer monitors with a top-mounted video camera to 
provide real-time feedback of animal behavior. B) Arrows 
show direction of rotation of the image and the 
corresponding optokinetic tracking movement of the mouse. 
C) Photo view from above showing the virtual cylinder 
displaying sine wave gratings on the monitors and a mouse 
on the platform. Lens opacities will be detected by periodic 
slit lamp examinations.  D) Contrast sensitivity plot 
comparing the Virtual Optometry System (VOS) to the 
Visual Water Task (VWT) in C57BL/6 mice (adapted from 
Douglas, 2005). 
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radiation cataractogenesis in an HZE ion irradiated 
population of genetically heterogeneous mice and 
compare it to ocular endpoints observed in matched 
unirradiated or gamma-ray irradiated populations.  It is 
part of a larger, NASA funded study in the Weil 
laboratory to examine radiogenic tumor types in a well-
characterized heterogenous mouse population.  At the 
conclusion of the study, each mouse will be genotyped 
with respect to >7,800 SNP markers and the data utilized 
to identify genetic factors that may be associated with 
specific HZE ion, gamma ray or spontaneous tumor 
formation.  Using this same data, SNP genotypes will be 
correlated with loci that influence susceptibility for 
radiation cataract and other ocular pathologies. 

Specifically, 1,800 heterogeneous mice from the 
HS/Npt stock were irradiated with either 0.4 Gy HZE ions 
(240 MeV/n Si or 600 MeV/n Fe) or 3 Gy gamma rays at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory.  Unirradiated controls 
animals were similarly treated.  HS/NPT is a reverse 
engineered outbred mouse population derived from the 
A/J, AKR/J, BALB/cJ, C3H/HeJ, C57BL/6J, CBA/J, 
DBA/2J and LP/J strains and consists of 48 families 
maintained by a circular breeding scheme to maximize 
genetic heterogeneity currently at generation 71 [11]. 

Ocular pathologies are being examined by dilated slit 
lamp examination and quantitated using a modified 
Merriam-Focht scoring system [3, 7, 9].  Decrements in 
contrast sensitivity are quantitatively determined by 
Virtual Optomotry Testing (VOT) [12, 13].  In addition, 
at the conclusion of the study, lens tissue from control and 
HZE or low-LET irradiated animals will be compared 
utilizing immunohistopathological endpoints 
characteristic of genotoxic stress. We hypothesize there 
may be fundamental differences in the cellular response 
of the lens epithelium to different radiation qualities that 
may influence likelihood of radiation cataract 
development.  

Preliminary Findings 
Unlike more subjective slit lamp examination, VOT 

offers an approach for quantitatively determining what a 
mouse “sees” (Fig. 1).  It is independent of traditional 
measures of vision (e.g., Snellen Acuity Chart for human 
vision) and quantifies both changes in spatial frequency 
and contrast sensitivity range.  It further permits tracking 
of both onset and progression of change in these 
endpoints. 

In unirradiated animals with normal vision and no lens 
changes detected upon slit lamp examination, VOT 
testing demonstrated a contrast threshold OS (left eye) of 
6.3% and OD (right eye) of 6.7% at 0.064 cycles/degree 
with a combined threshold of 6.5% (Fig. 2), consistent 
with earlier measurements of contrast thresholds in 
C57BL/6J wild-type mice. 

In contrast, in irradiated animals with significant lens 
changes noted upon dilated slit lamp exam, VOT testing 
revealed decrements in contrast sensitivity that paralleled 

radiation cataract measurements made by dilated slit lamp 
examination lens using Merriam Focht scoring criteria 
(Fig. 3).  For example, a mouse with a grade 1.0 opacity 
in its left eye shows a corresponding decrement in 
contrast sensitivity threshold at 0.064 cycles/degree (c/d) 
(29.5%) compared with its right eye, which was clear 
(9%). Similarly, a mouse with bilateral opacities of grade 

Figure 2. Typical contrast sensitivity measurements in 
unirradiated animals with normal vision in this study.  
Findings indicate a contrast threshold at 0.064 
cycles/degree OS of 6.3% and OD of 6.7% with a combined 
threshold of 6.5%. 

OD 0.0, OS 1.0 
Frequency threshold  
   for 100.0% contrast: 
CW (right): 0.383 c/d 
CCW (left): 0.292 c/d 
Combined: 0.338 c/d 
 
Contrast threshold  
   for 0.064 c/d: 
CW (right): 9.0% 
CCW (left): 29.5%  
Combined: 19.3% 

OD 2.0, OS 2.0 
Frequency threshold  
   for 100.0% contrast: 
CW (right): 0.219 c/d 
CCW (left): 0.211 c/d 
Combined: 0.215 c/d 
 
Contrast threshold  
   for 0.064 c/d: 
CW (right): 53.1%   
CCW (left): 55.1% 
Combined: 54.1% 

Figure 3.  Frequency and contrast measurements for two 
irradiated mice; one with a unilateral opacity and Merriam-
Focht score of 1.0 OS (left panel) and bilateral opacities 
and Merriam-Focht scores of 2.0 (both eyes-right panel). 
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2.0 demonstrates correspondingly higher decrements in 
contrast sensitivity threshold in each eye at 0.064 c/d 
(53.1%) as compared to normal controls. 

Discussion 
This work is based on the hypothesis that genetic 

determinants of radiosensitivity are important factors 
underlying the individual likelihood of developing 
radiation-induced cataracts.  We hypothesize that the 
cellular and molecular pathways of the biological 
response to ionizing radiation exposure in the lens has 
fundamental relevance and parallels to processes in other 
tissues and, furthermore, that radiation cataract arises 
from damaged or misrepaired DNA and subsequent errors 
in cell cycle control, division and differentiation. 

We hypothesize that the cellular and molecular 
pathways of the biological response to ionizing radiation 
exposure in the lens has fundamental relevance and 
parallels to processes in other tissues and, furthermore, 
that radiation cataract arises from damaged or misrepaired 
DNA and subsequent errors in cell cycle control, division 
and differentiation, similar to that observed in 
carcinogenesis.  We, and others, have suggested that 
heterozygosity for genes involved in cell cycle checkpoint 
control, DNA damage recognition and DNA repair may 
contribute to this phenomenon via differential 
radiosensitivity. 

We further speculate that there are fundamental 
similarities between certain aspects of the cellular and 
molecular mechanisms underlying radiation 
carcinogenesis and radiation cataract.  In future studies, 
we will test this hypothesis by examining certain cellular 
processes related to genomic instability, loss of DNA 
damage checkpoints and evasion of apoptosis in the lens 
epithelium and relating them to specific molecular and 
morphological endpoints that are associated with onset, 
progression and severity of HZE induced radiation 
cataract development. 

The findings of this study are likely to add further 
support to the hypothesis that the underlying 
pathomechanism for radiation cataract is genotoxicity and 
demonstrate the utility of this model system for study of 
the influence and effects of genetic heterogeneity in a 
well-defined mouse radiation cataract model that has 
great relevance and similarity to the human response to 
radiation exposure and determination of appropriate 
human exposure guidelines. Extrapolation of these 
findings to potential radiosensitive subsets of the human 
population may aid in determining future radiation risk 
policies and development of appropriate radiotherapy 
guidelines.  

While of immediate interest to NASA with respect to 
human risks of long-term space travel, examination of a 
genetically diverse outbred mouse population offers an 
opportunity for developing predictive assays more likely 
to mimic human population diversity in multiple 
terrestrial realms that may be applied to observed inter-

individual differential radiosensitivity in human 
populations and have important implications for those 
undergoing radiotherapy, diagnostic procedures or those 
potentially exposed to elevated occupational or accidental 
levels of radiation. 
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As a means of providing a more relevant in vivo 

model for biodosimetry and other studies, we have 
generated a cohort of humanized mice that will be used in 
irradiation studies. The advantage of this system is that it 
allows human immune cells to be studied in vivo for 
endpoints including micronuclei formation, γ-H2AX foci 
formation, and most importantly human hematopoietic 

system radiation response.  We used the NOD.Cg-
PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ mouse strain commonly known as 
the NOD scid gamma (NSG)(1).  This strain combines the 
severe combined immune deficiency mutation (scid) and 
an IL-2 receptor gamma chain deficiency that disables 
cytokine signaling. As a result, the NSG mice lack mature 
T cells, B cells, functional NK cells, and are also deficient 

Generation of Humanized Mice for Radiation 
Studies  

Erik Young and Lubomir Smilenov 
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Figure 1 Engraftment efficiency of human cells in the peripheral blood of a group of 11 mice (and a non-engrafted control mouse in 
the lower right panel). The percent human cell engraftment (displayed as % human cells among all human and mouse leukocytes) 
appears near the y-axis. The percentage of mouse cells among all CD45+ cells is near the x-axis.   
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in cytokine signaling. NSG mice do not suffer from scid 
leakiness and their resistance to lymphoma leads to a long 
life span.  

The advantages of this mouse model include long 
lifespan (>100 weeks), low frequency of lymphomas, 
severe adaptive and innate immune deficiency and 
absence of NK cells allowing high engraftment of human 
hematopoietic stem cells. Numerous transplant studies 
have convincingly proven that these mice permit long-
term engraftment and successful differentiation of human 
HSC and distinct progenitor cell populations into many 
lineages, giving rise to platelets, red blood cells, and B- 
and T-cell populations. Following transplantation of 
human CD34+ cells, the development of human 
hematopoietic progenitor cells occurs in several 
hematopoietic compartments: the bone marrow (BM), 
spleen and thymus, culminating in a functional immune 
system (2-4). This allows, for the very first time, a 
detailed study of the effect of various interventions on an 
entire human organ system. Many studies show that such 
an engrafted, humanized immune system can be used for 
in vivo studies of drug toxicity, cancer and human cell 
therapies.  The model is also competent to support the 
formation of experimental malignancies that can be 
correlated with human disease severity (5-8).  

The limitations of the model include absence of 
appropriate human MHC molecules for T cell selection 
and absence of some human-specific cytokines required 
for human cell development.  This results in peripheral B-
cells that are largely naïve because of a partial block of 
the final differentiation stages of these cells. Similar 
limitations are, however, less applicable to the T-cells. 
The mature T-cells in the mouse blood express a 
polyclonal αβ T cell receptor and respond not only to 
mitogenic stimuli, such as PHA and IL-2, but also to 
allogenic human cells. These deficits do not interfere with 
the ability of the NSG mice to accurately model human 
acute myeloid leukemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia or 
breast malignancies, and the use of NSG mice has 
resulted in clinically relevant prognostic and drug testing 
modalities (9-17).  

Beyond their use in cancer biology, NSG mice have 
also enabled advanced studies in HIV pathobiology (18; 
19) hepatitis C virus infection, immune response, and 
liver disease (20) and age related changes in human 
hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (21). All these and 
other studies established the NSG mouse model as a 
powerful investigative modality with great fidelity to 
human biology.  

Results and Discussion 
We have performed extensive initial studies in order 

to establish the humanized NSG mouse model in our lab. 
For generation of humanized mice, we routinely inject a 
human CD34+ enriched cell fraction that contains human 
hematopoietic stem cells that are Lin-CD34+CD38-
Thy1+CD45RA-CD49f+Rho- into the tail vein of 1.5-

month-old mice.  Our source for CD34+ human grafts is 
cord blood from the Division of Experimental 
Hematology, Cincinnati Children's Hospital, Cincinnati, 
OH. The tail injection of human CD34+ cells led to 
effective reconstitution of human myeloid and lymphoid 
lineage cells. The average human cell engraftment in 
mouse peripheral blood is around 60% (n = 48). We 
encountered very low spontaneous mouse mortality 
(around 2%).  Representative flow cytometry data is 
shown in Figure 1.  Frequently, we obtain efficient 
engraftment with reconstitution rates in the range of 60% 

A 

B 

Figure 2. Representative flow data of human cell 
engraftment in mouse thymus and spleen. A) T cell 
maturation and selection in the mouse thymus.  Human T 
cell progenitor cells from bone marrow populate the mouse 
thymus where they become double positive for CD4 and 
CD8 T cell receptors (gate R20) and subsequently single 
positive for CD4 or CD8 (gates 18 and 19) before release to 
the blood. Double negative cell are not shown (the dot plot 
is gated on CD3).  B) Ratio of human (gate R12) and mouse 
(gate R16) leukocytes in spleen as % of all spleen cells.   
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in the bone marrow, 60% in the spleen and more that 80% 
in the thymus, since these mice lack T cells  
(reconstitution rate=% CD45+ human cells/% total MNCs 
isolated from each tissue). Representative flow cytometric 
data of human cell engraftment in mouse thymus and 
spleen is shown in Figure 2.   

Conclusions 
We have developed a methodology for efficient 

engraftment of human hematopoietic stem cells in NSG 
mice.  We have also established protocols for the isolation 
and analysis of cells from various mouse tissues. 
Radiation studies with these mice are in progress.  
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Introduction 
Gene expression is extremely responsive to ionizing 

radiation exposure, and much effort has gone into 
developing potential gene expression signatures in 
peripheral blood to provide biodosimetry in large-scale 
radiological events [1-6].  Many factors may contribute to 
the gene expression profiles seen after such an event.  
One area that has been largely ignored in studies to date is 
the effects of internal emitters inhaled or ingested from 
exposure to fallout.  A prominent radionuclide of concern 
in this regard is 137Cs, and in initial experiments with 
internal emitters, we have exposed mice to water-soluble 
137CsCl, which is distributed throughout the mouse, and 
not concentrated in any particular organ.  Mice were 
injected with a single dose of 137CsCl, and sacrificed at 
times from 2 to 30 days later, giving accrued doses of 
between about 2 and 10 Gy.  Focusing on the mice 
sacrificed between 2 and 20 days after exposure, we have 
used whole genome microarray analysis to identify more 
than 1000 genes responding in the treated mice at all 
times after exposure.  Interestingly, the number of up-
regulated genes drops by about half between 3 and 5 days 
after exposure, while the number of under-expressed 
genes shows a trend of continued increase throughout the 
experiment.  Gene ontology analysis suggests that 
immune responses and leukocyte specific functions are 
affected throughout the time course, while disruptions of   

Ongoing  

chromatin function and the cytoskeleton occur early, but 
stabilize with time.  Biological processes showing effects 
only after longer exposure include apoptosis, 
differentiation and proliferation related functions, as well 
as mitochondrial and ribosomal structure and functions.   
Ongoing analyses seek to compare these results with 
those from external acute and low-dose rate exposures to 
begin to understand the impact that exposure to fallout 
may have on the application of gene expression to 
radiation biodosimetry, and the mechanisms involved.  

Experimental overview and results 
C57Bl/6 mice were injected with a single dose of 

soluble 137CsCl at the Lovelace Respiratory Research 
Institute, and sets of eight 137Cs-treated mice and 8 control 
mice per point were sacrificed at 2, 3, 5, 20 and 30 days 
after injection.  The 137Cs was distributed throughout the 
body, and gradually excreted.  The resulting doses to the 
animals were very close to those predicted based on 
preliminary biokinetic/dosimetric experiments (Figure 1). 

Blood was collected from the mice at the time of 
sacrifice, and RNA extracted.  Global gene expression 
was measured at days 2, 3, 5, and 20 using Agilent whole 
genome mouse arrays, and analyzed using BRB Array-
Tools [7] to identify genes significantly differentially 
expressed (p<0.001; FDR<0.05) compared to controls.  
The day 30 samples were not initially used for microarray 
analysis as the accrued doses were virtually identical to 
the doses at 20 days.  While the number of down-
regulated genes increased steadily with duration of 
exposure, the number of up-regulated genes dropped 
between days 3 and 5, and then leveled off (Figure 2). 

Patterns of Gene Expression Resulting from Internal 
137Cs Exposure in Mice 

Sally A. Amundson, Waylon Webera, Melanie Doyle-Eiselea, Raymond Guilmettea, and Sunirmal Paul 

Figure 1. Predicted dose based on preliminary retention 
experiments (Light bars) and actual dose (dark bars).  Bars 
are the mean of 8 animals per point, error bars are 
standard error of the mean. 

Figure 2. Number of genes differentially regulated in 
137CsCl-exposed mice compared to controls sacrificed on 
days 2-20 after first exposure. 

 

aLovelace Respiratory Research Institute, 
Albuquerque, NM. 
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Only 57 genes were significantly regulated throughout 
the entire experiment, but there was much overlap 
between the different times assayed (Figure 3).  The 
largest number of genes seen only at a single time point 
was at 20 days after 137Cs injection, the latest time 
assayed by microarray.  Half the significantly responding 
genes at this time were not seen at earlier times, perhaps 
indicating a shift in biological responses. 

The sets of genes responding at each time were 
analyzed for over-representation of genes associated with 
biological processes or pathways using the Database for 
Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery 
(DAVID) [8].  Throughout the experiment, immune 
responses and leukocyte specific functions appeared to be 
significantly affected.  Disruptions in cytoskeletal and 
chromatin functions were indicated at early times, but 
then seemed to resolve.  At later times, disruption of 
mitochondrial and ribosomal functions, as well as 
significant involvement of apoptosis and cell-type specific 
differentiation and proliferation, were indicated by the 
genes being differentially expressed (Figure 4).   

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) was used to predict 
potential activation or inhibition of regulators known to 
be upstream of responding genes at each time (Figure 5).  
Cytokines and growth factors seemed to play major roles 
in regulating the observed response, with roughly equal 
numbers predicted to be activated and inhibited through 
day 3, with a large surge in inhibited cytokines and 
growth factors starting on day 5 after exposure.  By day 
20 no cytokines or growth factors were predicted to be 
activated, suggesting a broad shutting-down of cell-type 
specific signaling pathways.  Transcription regulators 
were largely predicted to be activated at earlier times, 
switching by day 5 to increasing inhibition.  Trim24 and 
Stat6 were predicted to be activated at all times, while 
Ifng, Il29, Myc and Mycn were inhibited at all times.   

Figure 3. Overlap of genes significantly differentially 
expressed at different times after exposure to irradiation by 
internally deposited 137CsCl.  The plot was generated using 
the Venny tool, available at 
 http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html. 

Figure 4. Representative significant Gene Ontology (GO) 
categories.  Benjamini corrected p-values at each time are 
color coded according to the key above (NS=Not Significant).   

Figure 5.  Numbers of cytokines and growth factors (left 
panel) or transcription regulators (right panel) predicted by 
IPA to be activated (pink bars) or inhibited (green bars) at 
times after the beginning of irradiation by internally deposited 
137CsCl.  Predictions are based on the over- or under-
expression of genes known to be regulated by each factor. 
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Conclusions 
In summary, this work has shown that a large number 

of genes are regulated in response to the internal emitter 
137Cs.  While some of these genes are familiar from 
external irradiation studies, and play roles in common 
stress responses like cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and p53 
signaling, the biological functions implicated by the 
responding genes shift dramatically over time as the 
exposure continues.  The evolution of complex responses 
over time appears to have more effect on gene expression 
than simple accumulation of total dose.  Factors including 
cytokines, growth factors and transcription factors may 
regulate the response over time. 
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The Columbia University RABiT (Rapid Automated 

Biodosimetry Tool) quantifies DNA damage and 
estimates past radiation exposure levels, based on 
fingerstick volumes of blood. This robotically based 
system is fully automated, and its high throughput is 
based on robotic handling, a multiwell plate platform, and 
rapid image analysis. One RABiT protocol quantifies the 
γ-H2AX assay, a measure of DNA double strand breaks 
(DSB) at a single time point. The protocols for the RABiT 
system are now extended to characterize global DNA 
repair kinetics of biomarkers including 53BP1, MDC1 
and ATM (ser1981). The practicality and scalability of 
the system is demonstrated by quantifying γ-H2AX foci at 
multiple time points after irradiation.  

Protocol optimization and global DNA repair kinetics 
The goal here was optimization of the biological 

assays to detect kinetics of three more DNA repair 
endpoints, ATM kinase [phosphor ser1981], 53BP1 (p53 
binding protein), and Mdc1 (mediator of DNA damage 
checkpoint 1). Towards this goal we purchased antibodies 
from    different    sources,    tested    immunofluorescence  

 
protocols at different conditions and have optimized them 
for detection of these proteins. Blood samples from eight 
healthy adults were used for the purpose of protocol 
optimization.  Fingerstick blood samples 
were collected in heparin-coated 
capillaries from multiple healthy 
individuals with no prior radiation 
exposure. The samples were irradiated ex 
vivo with 4 Gy of gamma radiation. After 
irradiation, the lymphocytes were 
fractionated in the capillary using 
separation medium into a band as shown 
in Figure 1. The isolated lymphocytes 
were released into multiwell filter bottom 
plates at 0.5 hr, 2 hr, 4 hr, 7 hr and 24 hr 
post irradiation. The γ-H2AX, 53BP1, 
MDC1 and ATM(ser1981) were detected 
using anti-human antibodies and 
visualized using either Alexa-fluor 488 or 
Alexa-fluor 555 labeled secondary 
antibody, and the nuclei were 
counterstained with DAPI.  Once the 

High-Throughput Immunofluorescence Assay of γ-
H2AX Decay Kinetics in Multiple Individuals  

Preety Sharma, Brian Ponnaiya, Maria Taveras, Helen Turner, and David J. Brenner 

Figure 1. 
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protocols were optimized, studies of DNA repair kinetics 
were performed for the three biomarkers using the RABiT 
functional modules that have been replicated and are 
available for use in our laboratory. The DNA repair 
kinetic profiles are shown in Figure 2.  The repair kinetics 
of the four DNA repair proteins was similar, with the 
rapid increase in foci formation peaking at 30 minutes 
post irradiation and declining thereafter. 53BP1 and 
MDC1 reached baseline levels at the 24-hour time point, 
but residual elevated levels were still present for ATM 
[ser1981] and γ-H2AX. Overall the four biomarkers had 
similar decay kinetics; hence only one biomarker, γ-
H2AX, was used for the subsequent larger demographic 
study. 

Demographic study 
The primary goal here was to validate the extended 

system for high throughput measurements of DSB repair 
in a population of healthy adults. Finger stick blood 
samples were collected from 51 healthy individuals with 
informed consent. Demographic information was 
recorded for gender, age, ethnicity, race, smoking and 
alcohol consumption status. The blood samples were 
irradiated to a dose of 4 Gy of gamma-rays using an 
Atomic Energy of Canada Gammacell 40 Cesium Unit. 
Lymphocytes were isolated using Histopaque-178 

(Sigma-Aldrich) separation medium and collected in 
complete RPMI 1640 medium. At time points up to 24 hr 
post irradiation, the RABiT assay was used to measure 
DNA repair capabilities using the γ-H2AX endpoint. 
Samples were processed for immunofluorescence 
measurements of γ-H2AX kinetics. Plotted in Figure 3 are 
the means of total fluorescence yields for γ-H2AX 
staining at different time points obtained from 51 donors. 
Data are plotted as average total fluorescence pixel values 
against time post irradiation in hours. Induction of γ-
H2AX foci rapidly increased by 30 minutes after 
irradiation and peaked at 2 hr post irradiation. Thereafter, 
γ-H2AX staining intensity gradually declined until 7 hr, 
with few residuals at 24 hr post irradiation.  The error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) based on 
inter-individual variation among the donors.  

To determine if there were any differences in DNA 
repair kinetics between males and females, the data from 
these 51 donors was sorted based on gender and the mean 
was plotted (Figure 4). Although variability in γ-H2AX 
fluorescence levels was observed between males and 
females at baseline levels, the induction and decay 
kinetics of γ-H2AX was similar at all time points post 
irradiation.  At 24 hr post-irradiation some γ-H2AX 
residuals are evident in both genders.  

In summary, functional validation of the RABiT 
system is presented by the global DSB repair kinetics of 
total γ-H2AX fluorescence at different time points post 
irradiation. These results, obtained using a well-
calibrated, conventional gamma-ray source, will serve as 
the basis of comparison to the initial biological testing of 
the compact capillary irradiator currently in its final 
building stages. Assessing the kinetics of these repair 
protein foci will provide a practical, rapid, high-
throughput, and inexpensive tool for assessing global 
DSB repair capacity on an individual-by-individual basis. 

DNA double-strand breaks are critical DNA lesions 
that can promote genomic instability. Organisms have 
evolved complex repair pathways, often with multiple 
redundancies, to respond to and repair DSB. Not 
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Figure 2. Kinetics of DNA binding protein focus resolution 
of the four biomarkers γ-H2AX, 53BP1, MDC1 and 
ATM[ser1981] performed using in house RABiT prototype.  
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Figure 3. Gamma-H2AX fluorescence as an indicator of 
DNA repair kinetics.  (Mean of 51 donors.) 
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Figure 4. Gamma-H2AX as indicator of DNA repair kinetics 
characterized for gender. 
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surprisingly, there is much evidence that links global DSB 
repair capacity with cancer risks [2], with radiation 
sensitivity [3], and with response to cancer therapy [4, 5]. 
There is now a great deal of interest in mechanistic 
biomarkers that could ultimately lead to predictive or 
preventive strategies [6-11], or to potential individualized 
biomarkers for cancer therapy. Until now, there has been 
no corresponding high-throughput technology for 
assaying global DSB repair – as we are developing here. 
Having the technology for a high throughput, inexpensive 
assay for global DSB repair would allow a new approach 
- DSB-repair association studies.  Potential applications 
are for epidemiological studies relating to cancer therapy 
strategies, and also to facilitate development of preventive 
strategies for a variety of diseases – either in standalone 
epidemiological studies, or to complement molecular 
association studies. 
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The Rapid Automated Biodosimetry Tool (RABiT) 
[1] is designed to process blood samples collected, using a 
standard finger stick lancet, into bar-coded heparin-coated 
plastic capillary tubes. In the RABiT the capillary is spun 
to separate lymphocytes from red blood cells. The latter 
are discarded while the former are transferred to filter 
bottom multi-well plates and can be processed using a 
variety of biodosimetry assays (e.g. [2]). Ongoing 
upgrades to the RABiT include new assays and a module 
for measuring repair kinetics of DNA damage [3]. 

As part of these upgrades we have developed a 
compact, automated irradiator that can be incorporated 
into the RABiT, either before or after the centrifugation 
step. The irradiator rapidly delivers a repeatable dose to 
every capillary. Because we wish to irradiate only small 
capillary tubes (2 mm diameter x 75 mm length) on a 
sequential basis, the irradiator can be made very compact. 
The tight geometry allows the use of a relatively weak β-
emitter, which in turn minimizes the required shielding 

Irradiation module 
The Irradiator, shown in Figure 1, consists of two 100 

mCi 90Sr/90Y 1-inch sealed disk sources (Eckert & 
Zeigler, Germany). The sources are placed opposite each 
other with a 1 cm gap providing a uniform dose field.  

 We have designed a two-part shielding assembly for 
the sources as shown in Figure 1. The shielding consists 
of two concentric housings, with the inner housing made 
of aluminum and the outer housing made of tungsten. 
This design is ideal for shielding β sources, which require 
a low Z shielding to minimize the formation of 
Bremsstrahlung x-rays with an external high Z shielding 
to absorb those x-rays that are formed. This assembly was 
designed in collaboration with Columbia University’s 
Radiation Safety Unit to ensure minimal exposure to the 
operator. The assembly of the sources and shielding was 
performed in the hot cell at Columbia University’s 
positron emission tomography (PET) center, by trained 
Radiation Safety personnel. 

A Capillary Irradiator Based on Sealed 90Sr Sources  
Guy Garty, Yanping Xu, and David J. Brenner 

Aluminum 
inner 

shielding

Tungsten 
outer 

shielding

Capillary90Sr/90Y beta 
sources fit here

Figure 1. Assembly photo of the irradiator module. 

Figure 2. The geometry (upper panel) and Monte Carlo 
simulation (lower two panels) of irradiator energy spectrum. 
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Monte Carlo simulations 
To evaluate the dose rate, a Monte Carlo simulation 

has been conducted according to the detailed geometry of 
the irradiator and the known 90Sr/90Y electron energy 
spectrum. The geometry modeled (Figure 2) was based on 
the preliminary design of the irradiator, including the 
design drawings of the source, received from Eckert & 
Ziegler. Briefly, a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) capillary tube 
with density 1.68 g/cm3 and OD 2.15 mm, ID 1.3 mm was 
used. A lymphocyte band phantom was put into the 
middle of a water-filled PVC tube. The dose rate in this 
lymphocyte phantom has been calculated at about 43 
cGy/sec. The background dose rate outside of the 
shielding is ~2 mrad/sec. 

Standalone assembly 
  In the orientation shown in Figure 1, capillaries can 

be dipped into the irradiator using the existing capillary 
gripper of the RABiT. We have also built a standalone 
capillary loading mechanism (Figure 3). In this design, 
the irradiator is rotated such that the capillaries pass 
through it horizontally. Capillaries are loaded into a 10 
capillary magazine. A fast linear actuator is then used to 
push the capillaries one by one, completely through the 
irradiator. The actuator was chosen to provide variable, 

controllable speed up to 8 inch/sec, providing an 
irradiation dose from 1 cGy up to several Gy.  

Dosimetry 

Initial dosimetry was performed with LiF 
thermoluminescent detector rods. 1 mm diameter x 6 mm 
long rods were loaded into a capillary and passed through 
the irradiation system at various speeds. Figure 4 denotes 
the doses experienced by the rods as a function of transit 
speed. 
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Figure 3.  Standalone irradiation system. 

Figure 4. Dose measurements with estimates of irradiation 
throughput.  
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Introduction 
In general, doses resulting from external exposures are 

more readily assessed than those from radionuclides 
incorporated into the body. In addition, most information 
on risks to human health comes from studies on 
populations exposed to external radiation, while 
quantitative estimates of the radiotoxicity of internal 
emitters in humans is limited to a few radionuclides [1]. 
Cesium-137, due to its widespread medical and industrial 
usage, is one of the major radioisotopes of concern in a 
radiological dispersal device scenario [2]. The main 
problem with Cesium-137, which is present in the form of 
salts, is its high water solubility. This radionuclide is 
rapidly absorbed and permeates the entire body providing 
a uniform protracted gamma exposure [3,4].  

     To this end, we have developed a mouse model in 
which relatively uniform whole-body irradiation was 
chronically delivered using systemically distributed 
Cesium-137 as a radiation source. Using a serial sacrifice 
experimental design, whole-body radiation doses ranging 
from 0 to 10 Gy were delivered in up to 30 days following 
a single injection of 137CsCl. In the present study, we 
examined the effect of this radioactive internal emitter on 
the induction and repair of DNA double strand breaks 
(DSBs) in peripheral mouse lymphocytes using γ-H2AX 
as a biodosimetry endpoint [6-8]. Presented are the in vivo 
kinetics of γ-H2AX response measured during the 30 day 
irradiation period.        

Study Design and Dosimetry 
The irradiations were performed at the Lovelace 

Respiratory Research Institute. To determine the 
biokinetics of the injected 137Cs liquid isotope a pilot 
study was performed in order to quantitate the absorbed 
radiation dose. Since the biological distribution of 137Cs is 
relatively uniform throughout the body, only the whole-
body dose was calculated for this study. The results of the 
pilot data predicted the following cumulative absorbed 
doses of 137Cs after the start of the irradiation:  2 Gy (Day 
2), 3 Gy (Day 3), 4 Gy (Day 5), 9 Gy (Day 20) and 10 Gy 
(Day 30). For the full study, mice were administered 8.0 ± 
0.3 MBq 137CsCl injected intraperitoneally in a volume of 
50 µL. Animals were radioassayed for 137Cs content on 
days 0-7, 10, 14, 17, 20, 24, 27, and 30 after dose 
administration up until the time of necropsy using the 

Lovelace Biomedical and Environmental Research 
Institute (LBERI) in vivo/in vitro photon detection 
system. The whole-body counting data were normalized 
to the amount of 137Cs present in each animal on day 0 
(Figure 1). The whole body counting results in the full 
study were the same as those obtained in the pilot study. 
The resulting doses to the animals were very close to the 
predicted target doses based on the 137Cs retention 
patterns (Figure 2).                                                       

γ-H2AX Analysis 
Blood was collected by cardiac puncture from 

exposed and control C57BL/6 mice (8 animals per 
time/dose point), and peripheral lymphocytes were 
isolated using a ficol gradient (Histopaque 1083).  

Gamma H2AX yields were measured at days 2, 3, 5, 
20 and 30 post injection of the radionuclide. For the 
immunocytochemical detection of γ-H2AX, the cells were 

γ-H2AX Kinetics in Mouse Lymphocytes Exposed to 
the Internal Emitter Cesium-137 

Helen C. Turner, Waylon Webera, Melanie Doyle-Eiselea, Raymond Guilmettea, Sally A. Amundson, and David J. Brenner 
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Figure 1. Average whole-body retention for the full 137Cs 
study. 

Figure 2. Predicted dose (red line) based on whole-body 
retention experiments compared to the actual doses measured 
during the full study (blue line).  
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incubated with a primary rabbit polyclonal antibody and 
visualized using an Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488), with DAPI 
as a nuclear counterstain. Quantification of γ-H2AX 
yields was determined by measuring the total γ-H2AX 
nuclear fluorescence per lymphocyte and analyzed using 
image analysis software [8]. The results show a rapid 
induction of γ-H2AX levels that peak at ~2 Gy, two days 
after the injection of the radionuclide, followed by a large 
reduction in γ-H2AX frequency by Day 5, after which 
time there is a gradual increase in the γ-H2AX frequency 
up to 30 days after the start of the irradiation (Figure 3).  

A mechanistic mathematical model was applied to the 
data, which assumes 2 populations of cells; the initial 
decline in the γ-H2AX frequency is due to the death of 
differentiated mature lymphocyte cells whereas the 
increase in γ-H2AX frequency observed between Days 5 
and 30 is due to the production of new lymphocytes from 
damaged progenitor cells. The results of this study will be 
compared with ongoing analyses that aim to evaluate the 
in vivo γ-H2AX response pattern following external acute 
and low dose rate exposure to X-rays.    
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Figure 3. Response pattern of γ-H2AX yields in mouse 
lymphocytes resulting from internal 137Cs exposure     
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Figure 1. Microfluidic plate with 64 straight microchannels 
on top of a standard thermoplate. 

At the Center for High-Throughput Minimally 
Invasive Radiation Biodosimetry of Columbia University, 
a new approach is being developed for high-throughput 
molecular cytogenetic biodosimetry using a microfluidic 
platform. Cytogenetic methods including the “gold 
standard” dicentric assay are proven methods in 
biological dosimetry [1]. Fluorescent in situ hybridization 
(FISH) techniques improve the detection of different 
types of aberrations and can be used in all cytogenetic 
methods recommended by the IAEA for radiation dose 
estimations: translocation assay [1], dicentric assay [2], 
micronucleus assay [3] and PCC assay [4]. Moreover, 
FISH techniques can be used for automation of the 
scoring process because they facilitate the development of 
fast automated imaging systems [5]. The application of 
molecular cytogenetic methods for mass-casualty 
radiation events is complicated due to the cost of FISH 
probes. FISH-miniaturization through the use of 
microfluidic technologies is thus the most promising 
approach in molecular cytogenetics [6]. 

In this report, we propose the use of microfluidic 
channels for molecular cytogenetic biodosimetry. Several 
microchannels can be produced in a standard microscope 
slide format increasing the throughput of analysis. Next-
generation microfluidic platforms are represented by 
microchannels designed in standard titer plate format, 
which further increases the throughput of 
analysis (Fig. 1). Positions of microchannel wells are also 

standardized and correspond to the position of 384 well 
plates, so that common laboratory 8-channel pipettes and 
standard 8-channel heads of automated systems can be 
used for loading samples and reagents. The surface of one 
microchannel is only 36 mm2 that is about 50 times less 
than the surface of a glass microscope slide. 
Microchannels are “self-loading”, so that specialized 
pumps are unnecessary for loading reagents. Microfluidic 
plates are produced from polymer material (Zeonor) with 
optical properties similar to those of glass. 

Immobilization of cells in microchannels is one of the 
most important challenges in employing microfluidic 
technologies for cytogenetic analysis. Human 
lymphocytes are suspension cells, which means that they 
cannot efficiently withstand liquid flow forces and remain 
attached to the surface of microchannels. Different 
approaches to increase the number of human lymphocytes 
retained in microchannels have been suggested but they 
are complicated or expensive [7]. We have developed a 
simple and efficient method for immobilization of cells in 
microchannels. Using this approach, thousands of human 
lymphocytes with even distribution on the bottom surface 
of microchannels can be prepared for cytogenetic analysis 
from a few microliters of finger-stick derived blood 
samples (Fig. 2). 

Another problem using microfluidic technologies for 
cytogenetic analysis is connected with difficulties of 
metaphase chromosome preparation inside 
microchannels. It has been considered practically 
impossible to obtain metaphase cell spreads inside 
microchannels due to the physical processes required for 
their preparation [6]. Recently, we have shown that 
metaphase chromosomes can also be prepared in 
microchannels from fixed cell suspension (Fig. 3A) and 
that FISH can be successfully performed on them using 
appropriate volumes of reagents (Fig. 3B and 3C). 

Traditional cytogenetic assays are low-throughput and 
attempts at their automation have generally led to an 
expensive and inefficient system. With the introduction of 
next-generation biodosimetry assays, a new class of 
efficient automated systems can be developed. In such 
automated systems, several very expensive modules 
(automated hybridization station, automated station for 
metaphase preparation, automated coverslipping station, 
auto-stainer station) are totally unnecessary, because all 
FISH-related operations can be performed on an 
automated liquid-handling system equipped with an 
inexpensive temperature-controlled standard microplate. 

Next Generation High-Throughput Cytogenetic 
Biodosimetry  

Mikhail Repin, Helen C. Turner, Guy Garty, and David J. Brenner 
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Figure 2. Microchannel with immobilized human lymphocytes. Human lymphocytes were isolated from 30 µl of finger-stick 
derived blood sample and fixed after 48 h of cultivation. 7 µl from 50 µl of fixed cell suspension were loaded in the 
microchannel. Lymphocytes were immobilized after 2 minutes gravity sedimentation. Cells were stained by loading 7 µl of 
antifade solution with DAPI. 

In summary, we have proved the possibility of using 
next-generation microfluidic platforms for high-
throughput molecular cytogenetic biodosimetry by 
resolving the problems related to the preparation of cells 
and metaphase spreads in microfluidic channels. Next-
generation cytogenetic assays may be used in minimally 
equipped cytogenetic laboratories or on semi- and fully-
automated cost-effective systems with throughputs of 
hundreds and thousands of samples per day. 
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Since the 1960s, the Radiological Research 

Accelerator Facility (RARAF) has been providing 
researchers in biology, chemistry and physics with 
advanced irradiation techniques, using charged particles, 
photons and mono-energetic neutrons. 

We are currently developing a unique facility at 
RARAF, to simulate neutron spectra from an improvised 
nuclear device (IND), based on estimates of the neutron 
spectrum at 1.5 km from the epicenter of the Hiroshima 
atom bomb [1]. This is significantly different from a 
standard fission spectrum, because the spectrum changes 
as the neutrons are transported through air, and is 
dominated by neutron energies between 0.05 and 8 MeV.  

To generate a broad energy range neutron beam with 
our accelerator, we propose to use a mixed beam of 
deuterons, protons and molecular ions (H2+/D2+), 
accelerated to 5 MeV impinging on a thick (1 mm) 
beryllium target using a new zero-degree beam line within 
the accelerator vault. The resultant neutron spectrum is 
the sum of the spectra from the 9Be(d,n) reaction (which 
generates higher energy neutrons) and the 9Be(p,n) 
reactions (which generate lower energy neutrons). The 
shape of the resulting spectrum can be adjusted by using 
an appropriate mixture of hydrogen and deuterium in the 
ion source, and by sampling the neutrons from the target 
at an appropriate angle. 

The predicted accelerator-based neutron spectra have 
been evaluated using the MCNPX Monte Carlo code, and 
compared with the IND-like spectrum from Hiroshima 
[1]. The simulations indicate that the closest match is 
obtained (Figure 1) using a ratio of protons to deuterons 
of 2. The calculated accelerator-based neutron spectrum 
(shown as hatched red area in Figure 1) compares well 
with the computed Hiroshima spectrum (shaded grey). 
The calculated dose rate for 100 µA total beam current is 

2.2 Gy/hr at 10 cm away from the target and 60° with 
respect to the original deuteron direction.  

Beam Diagnostics 
Total dose will be measured in a mouse phantom 

using a small tissue-equivalent ionization chamber filled 
with methane tissue-equivalent gas. The gamma-ray 
component of the dose will be measured using a 
compensated Geiger-Müller detector and/or an aluminum 
ionization chamber filled with argon. Measurements will 
be made relative to the charged particle beam current and 
to a monitor ionization chamber.  

Development of a Neutron Beam to Simulate the 
Radiation from an Improvised Nuclear Device 

Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, Steve Marino, and Yanping Xu 

Figure 1.  MCNPX simulated neutron dose (red hashed 
curve) corresponding to a 2:1 deuteron / proton mix on a 
thick beryllium target, behind a water moderator, as 
compared to the estimated spectrum at 1.5 km from the 
epicenter at Hiroshima (grey).  Data plotted is the dose 
weighted neutron flux. 
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The neutron spectrum will be measured using a 
combination of gas filled spherical proportional counters. 
For the low energy components, we will use a standard 4-
cm diameter hydrogen filled proportional counter.  For 
the high energy components we will use a novel gas 
counter that is 2 inches in diameter and can be filled to 10 
atmospheres. The filling will be a Penning gas mixture 
composed of xenon with a 10 percent admixture of 
isobutylene [2]. This gas detector is sufficient to stop a 10 
MeV recoil proton. We will also use a liquid scintillation 
counter as a crosscheck for the high energy neutrons.  

The spectral measurements will first be made on the 
separate deuteron and hydrogen beams in order to select 
the final ratio of hydrogen to deuterium to be used in the 
ion source. 

Shielding 
The RARAF accelerator hall was originally shielded 

against radiation formed incidentally on the various 
apertures in the various beam lines, but until now we were 
not generating significant neutron yields in this area. With 
the development of a new intense neutron source placed 
adjacent to the target area exit maze, we have performed a 
detailed study of the existing shielding at our facility. 
Using the construction diagrams, we have identified the 

shape and dimension of each of the concrete blocks 
surrounding the zero-degree endstation. We have then 
performed an MCNPX calculation to determine expected 
dose rates at various locations around our facility. 

Following these studies we have decided to reinforce 
the shielding in the entrance maze to the irradiation hall. 
We will add a 5” thick polyethylene door as well as 
polyethylene ceiling panels above the endstation. Once 
beam is available, we will conduct a full survey using an 
ionization survey meter to measure the total dose and a 
moderated BF3 survey instrument to measure the neutron 
dose equivalent to verify that no hotspots exist. 
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Introduction 
Metabolomics of easily accessible biofluids, such as 

blood and urine, has the potential to provide high-
throughput, rapid identification, and differentiation 
between different treatments and exposures. In case of a 
radiological event, identification of exposed individuals 
may rely on biomarkers, such as small molecules <1kDa. 
Therefore, specificity of the radiation signature will be of 
importance, as this will aid in providing specialized 
treatments (1). Radiation poisoning will often present 
with nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and fever. Since these 
symptoms are similar to those caused by bacterial 
infections with sepsis, they present a diagnostic challenge 
during a radiologic incident. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), 
which is found in many disease-causing bacteria, triggers 
a sepsis-like inflammatory response. We have 
investigated the ability of untargeted metabolomics to 
distinguish between stressors and whether markers 
identified could be specific for each exposure (2).  

Experimental procedures 
Metabolomics was performed on C57Bl/6 mice, 

exposed to either LPS (5 µg/kg) or 8 Gy of gamma 
radiation. Urine was collected with metabolic cages, and 
analyzed with the Waters Premier Ultra Performance 
Liquid Chromatography coupled to time-of-flight Mass 
Spectrometry (UPLC-TOFMS) pictured in Figure 1. 
Markers were extracted with the software MarkerLynx 
(Waters, Inc.). Each sample was normalized to its 
respective creatinine levels ([M+H]+ = 114.0667 m/z, 
retention time 0.32 minutes). Multivariate data analysis 
was conducted with in-house statistical software. 

Candidate biomarkers were validated with tandem mass 
spectrometry with the use of pure chemicals and 
comparison of fragmentation patterns.  

Differences between LPS and IR treatments 
Univariate and multivariate data analysis revealed 

differences in the urinary global metabolomic profiles in 
the negative ionization mode, as depicted by the 

Specificity of the Radiation Response at the 
Metabolomic Level  

Evagelia C. Laiakisa, Maryam Goudarzia, Tytus D. Makb, Maria Elena Diaz-Rubioa, Steven J. Strawna,  
and Albert J. Fornace Jr.a,b 

Figure 1. The Waters Premier 
Ultra Performance Liquid 
Chromatography coupled to 
time-of-flight Mass 
Spectrometry (UPLC-TOFMS) 
residing at Georgetown 
University. The instrument is 
utilized for general profiling 
and tandem mass spectrometry. 

Figure 2. A principal component analysis (PCA) scores 
plot, as depicted in Panel A, shows the separation of the 
three groups (controls - red, LPS treated - blue, 8 Gy 
irradiated - yellow). Clustering in distinct groups reveals 
that global urinary metabolic differences allow the 
distinction of one treated group from another. Panel B 
shows a heatmap of the statistically significant ions, when 
comparing urine samples from LPS and 8 Gy treated mice at 
24 h post treatment. Differential patterns help in the 
identification of markers specific for each treatment. 
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clustering in individual groups in a principal component 
analysis (PCA) scores plot (Figure 2A). A heatmap of the 
statistically significant ions utilizing Euclidean distance 
based hierarchical clustering (Figure 2B) further showed 
striking differences between the two stressors. Four 
markers were validated through the use of pure chemicals. 
Cytosine, O-propanoylcarnitine, allantoin, and taurine and 
the relative changes were plotted (Figure 3). Cytosine and 
O-propanoylcarnitine showed specificity to LPS 
treatments, whereas allantoin and taurine showed 
specificity to ionizing radiation.  

Conclusions 
Metabolomics, an emerging and promising –omics 

technology, has demonstrated the potential to be useful 
for  identification  of disease and/or  exposure  status,  and  

also for biomarker discovery (3, 4). It is possible through 
the identification of markers to draw conclusions 
regarding perturbations of metabolic pathways based on 
disease status and type of exposure. In the case of 
radiation metabolomics, construction of a metabolic 
signature with high specificity is of importance for the 
early identification of radiation victims and administration 
of appropriate medical aid. We have shown that 
significant differences exist between radiation and LPS 
exposures and differences can be specific to each stressor. 
Future directions will include markers specific to other  
stressors that can be encountered in a real life situation. 
Finally, the construction of a small size detection 
instrument that can be field deployable will be of the most 
importance to be able to assess these markers and identify 
victims in case of a radiological event.    
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Figure 3. Relative changes of markers associated with 
either LPS or 8 Gy treatments at 24 h post treatment. 
Cytosine and O-propanoylcarnitine are specific to LPS, 
whereas allantoin and taurine are specific to radiation.  
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Research Using RARAF 

For almost two decades, many of the biology studies 
at RARAF, including those involving animals, have 
examined the “bystander” effect - the response of cells 
that are not directly irradiated but in close contact with, 
nearby, or only in the presence of irradiated cells.  The 
emphasis of many of the present biological experiments is 
to determine the mechanism(s) by which the effect is 
transmitted, such as the direct gap junction 
communication through cell membrane contact and the 
pathways involved.  Both the Microbeam and the Track 
Segment Facilities continue to be utilized in various 
investigations of this phenomenon.  Research into 

bystander effects in 3-D systems continued this past year 
with the irradiations of C. elegans nematodes using a 
“worm clamp” system adapted for use on the microbeam 
system and microbeam irradiations of the ears of hairless 
mice. 

The experiments performed using the RARAF 
Singletron between January 1 and December 31, 2012 and 
the number of shifts each was run in this period are listed 
in Table I.  Fractional shifts are assigned when 
experimental time is shared among several users (e.g., 
track segment experiments) or when experiments run for 
more or less than an 8-hour shift.  Use of the accelerator 

THE RADIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
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An NIH-Supported Resource Center 
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Director: David J. Brenner, Ph.D., D.Sc. 
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Exp 
No. Experimenter Institution 

Exp. 
Type  Title of Experiment 

Shifts 
Run 

110 T. K. Hei CRR Biol. Identification of molecular signals of alpha particle-
induced bystander mutagenesis 62.3 

113 A. Miller AFRRI Biol. Role of alpha particle radiation in depleted 
uranium-induced cellular effects 1.6 

144 O. Hobert Columbia Univ. Biol. Microbeam irradiation of C. elegans 3.6 

153 H. Lieberman CRR Biol. The role of Rad9 in mediating global gene 
expression in directly irradiated and bystander cells 5.6 

157 Brian Ponnaiya CRR Biol. γH2AX production by low-energy X-rays 11.0 
159 Lubomir Smilenov CRR Biol. Bystander effect mechanisms 4.2 
160 Doug Spitz University of Iowa Biol. Cellular oxidation of radiation-induced free radicals 5.2 

161 Jan Vijg Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine Biol. Mutation spectrum of individual microbeam 

irradiated cells 3.2 

163 Lubomir Smilenov CRR Biol. Bystander effects in the hairless mouse ear 2.4 
164 Lubomir Smilenov CRR Biol. Mouse irradiation using IND spectrum neutrons 1.8 
165 Helen Turner CRR Biol. Blood irradiation using IND spectrum neutrons 1.6 

166 Andre Nussenzweig NCI Biol. Chromatin restructuring as a function of microbeam 
induced DNA DSBs 1.2 

167 Eduoard Azzam UMDNJ Biol. 
Radiation-induced DNA damage in bystander cells 
with inducible gap junction intercellular 
communication 

0.8 

168 Roger Howell UMDNJ Biol. Bystander effects as a function of distance from 
irradiated cells in an in vivo-like system 0.2 

169 Vincent LiCata LSU Biol. 
The denatured states of a thermophilic versus a 
mesophilic DNA polymerase after charged particle 
irradiation 

1.2 

Table I.  Experiments Run at RARAF January 1 - December 31, 2012 
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for experiments was 47% of the regularly scheduled time 
(40 hours per week), almost double what was used last 
year.  Fifteen different experiments were run during this 
period.  Seven experiments were undertaken by members 
of the CRR, including researchers at Columbia University 
who are not part of the CRR, supported by grants from the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Department of 
Energy (DoE) and the National Institute of Allergies and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID).  Eight experiments were 
performed by external users, supported by grants and 
awards from the DoE, the Department of Defense (DoD), 
the NIH, the National Science Foundation (NSF), the 
Economic Community Cooperation Programme, the 
National Science Foundation of China, the National 
Cancer Institute (NCI), and a Louis V. Gestetner Jr. 
Scholar Award.  Brief descriptions of these experiments 
follow. 

Experiments to identify the signal transduction 
pathways involved in radiation-induced bystander 
responses (Exp. 110) were continued by Tom Hei of the 
CRR and several members of his group.  Using the 
Microbeam Facility, they investigated mechanisms by 
which cytoplasmic stimuli modulate mitochondrial 
dynamics and functions in human small airway epithelial 
(SAE) cells.  Cells were typically irradiated in the 
cytoplasm with ten 4He ions.  Control SAEC cells showed 
the usual elongated and tubular mitochondrial structure, 
whereas irradiated cells had a shortened and fragmented 
morphology.  Moreover, cells irradiated in the cytoplasm 
demonstrated a reduction in cytochrome C-oxidase as 
well as succinate dehydrogenase activities when 
compared with non-irradiated controls, suggestive of 
reduced respiratory chain function.  Irradiations were 
performed to determine if a bystander response exists in 
mouse embryonic stem cells (MESC) in ways similar to 
what has been reported previously for other cell lines.  A 
lethal dose of 30 alpha particles was delivered through the 
nucleus in 10% of the cell population; the remaining 
(bystander) cells were examined for possible biological 
changes.  COX-2 wild type (WT) and knockout (KO) 
mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEF) cells were irradiated 
with α-particles through the nucleus.  The MEF cells were 
then fixed at different time points after irradiation and 
levels of γ-H2AX and 8-OHdG were quantified using 
immunochemical staining.  Results indicated that both the 
number of γH2AX foci/cell and the expression level of 8-
OHdG in non-irradiated bystander MEF cells peaked 60 
minutes post-irradiation.  When compared with control 
cells under similar conditions, the changes of γH2AX 
(~1.6 fold) and 8-OHdG (~2.6 fold) were significantly 
increased in COX-2 WT cells, but not significantly 
altered in the KO cells.  Furthermore, relative to the 
control cells the micronucleus induction in bystander 
MEF cells 24 h post-irradiation increased significantly in 
the WT cells (~2.5 fold) but not in KO cells.  Finally, the 
spi-mutant yield was significantly increased in bystander 
COX-2 WT MEF cells (~1.6 fold) relative to controls. 

The exposure of military personnel and civilians to the 
alpha emitter and heavy metal depleted uranium (DU) is 
of concern to the Department of Defense.  Studies using 
the Track Segment Facility to evaluate DU radiation-
induced carcinogenesis and other late effects using in 
vitro models and to test safe and efficacious medical 
countermeasures (Exp. 113) were continued by Alexandra 
Miller of the Armed Forces Radiobiological Research 
Institute (AFFRI).  Irradiations were performed to 
determine whether alpha particle radiation exposure of 
murine bone marrow stromal cells in vitro induces 
malignant transformation of un-irradiated co-cultivated 
hematopoietic stem cells, whether this is a chemical or 
radiation event, whether it involves cell-cell 
communication, and whether it involves reactive oxygen 
species (ROS).  Hematopoietic stem cells (FDC-P1) were 
co-cultivated with plateau phase bone marrow primary 
stromal cell cultures from DBA/2 mice that were 
irradiated with 0.1-5 Gy of 120 keV/µm 4He ions.  FDC-
P1 cell growth in the absence of IL3, induction of 
detectable IL3, and induction of malignant transformation 
of FDC-P1 cells were assessed by a colony growth assay.  
Growth data demonstrate that FDC-P1 cells grew rapidly 
and no longer required IL3 for growth indicating that they 
had been transformed by the exposure.  Transformation of 
FDC-P1 cells was assessed using the morphology 
transformation assay. The results demonstrated that the 
irradiation of bone marrow stromal cells by alpha particle 
radiation causes an increase in the transformation of un-
irradiated FDC-P1 cells.  Some of the non-transformed 
FDC-P1 survivors were selected and expanded into 
culture to be tested for genetic instability. 

Oliver Hobert of the department of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biophysics of Columbia University is 
examining the radiation response of the nematode C. 
elegans (Exp. 144) using the Permanent Magnet 
Microbeam (PMM).  The small worms are placed into 
microfluidic worm clamps developed at RARAF, which 
eliminates the need to anesthetize the worms and speeds 
up the irradiations, since the time in locating and targeting 
the worms is greatly reduced.  The fixture is placed on the 
PMM end station and the worms are irradiated with 4.5 
MeV protons.  DNA damage in wild type C.elegans is 
assessed by the formation of Rad51 foci that are essential 
for homologous repair of radiation-induced DNA damage.  
The findings were validated by the use of a C. elegans 
strain mutant for Rad51 protein. 

Rad9 has been implicated in a wide range of cellular 
processes (including the regulation of cell cycle 
checkpoints and DNA damage repair) that are thought to 
play roles in the development of tumors.  Howard 
Lieberman continued investigations of the effects of Rad9 
on radiation-induced changes in gene expression in 
human cells directly irradiated or as bystanders (Exp. 
152).  The human non-small cell long carcinoma cell line 
H1299 was used as the model system.  Using shRNA 
against RAD9, the expression of RAD9 was knocked 
down in this cell line.  Both parental and RAD9 knocked-
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down cells were seeded onto double-ring “strip” dishes 
and irradiated with 1 Gy of 4He ions using the Track 
Segment Facility.  The outer ring has a 6 µm Mylar 
bottom through which the cells are irradiated by the 4He 
ions while the inner dish has strips of 38 µm Mylar, 
which stop the ions.  After irradiation, bystander response 
was measured by the micronucleus assay.  They observed 
an increase in micronucleus count in the RAD9 
knockdown cells as compared to the parental cells, which 
suggests RAD9 plays a role in radiation-induced 
bystander effect.  Future studies will investigate the 
mechanism and the factors involved in this process. 

Brian Ponnaiya of the CRR completed a study of the 
production of γH2AX foci by low-energy x-rays using the 
x-ray Microbeam Facility (Exp. 157).  Cells were 
irradiated in media with 0.1 and 0.2 Gy of 4.5 keV x rays.  
The γH2AX foci were detected using anti human γH2AX 
monoclonal antibody, visualized using an Alexa Fluor 
555 secondary antibody, and the nuclei were 
counterstained with DAPI.  Fluorescent images were 
acquired and mean fluorescence intensities of a minimum 
of 150 individual cells were measured.  The total nuclear 
fluorescence increased with dose and for 0.2 Gy was more 
than 3 times the intensity for controls.  The variation in 
intensity between cells for both x-ray doses was 
significantly larger than for controls. 

An experiment was initiated by Lubomir Smilenov 
and Erik Young of the CRR to determine if micro-RNAs 
(miRNAs) are a component of the bystander 
communication of radiation damage information (Exp. 
159).  A target population for irradiation is stained with 
Hoescht 33342 dye and then plated in co-culture at a ratio 
of 3:7 with unstained (bystander) cells containing green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) that is activated when a 
particular mRNA is present.  The stained cells are 
irradiated with 4He ions using the Microbeam Facility.  
Post irradiation, cells are sorted to separate the targeted 
cells with the Hoechst dye from the bystander cells, which 
are lysed and analyzed by PCR.  This experiment required 
the development of the manual cell sorting system. 

Ionizing radiation-induced reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) are thought to contribute to genomic instability and 
ultimately to cancer.  Doug Spitz of the University of 
Iowa in collaboration with Manuela Buonanno began an 
investigation into the cellular oxidation of radiation-
induced free radicals (Exp. 160).  It was observed that 
following both nuclear and cytoplasmic irradiations, 
elevated levels of, presumably, superoxides were 
generated in the nuclei of mouse embryo fibroblasts 
irradiated with 4He ions using the Microbeam Facility, as 
tested by MitoSOX (Figure 1) and DHE dyes.  The results 
were validated by inhibiting nuclear oxidases with DPI.  
Since MitoSOX  and DHE are not specific, in that the 
fluorescence could be due to intracellular or 
mitochondrial superoxides, and the emission spectra of 
the two fluorescent species are overlapping and difficult 
to separate by standard fluorescence microscopy, further 

irradiations will need to be performed.  The two dyes will 
be separated by capillary electrophoresis and detected by 
laser induced fluorescence detection (CE-LIF). 

Jan Vijg of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, 
in colaboration with Brian Ponnaiya, has started an 
experiment to detect random, low-abundance mutations in 
mouse embryo fibroblasts after irradiation of the nucleus 
with 4He ions using the Microbeam Facility (Exp. 161).  
To enable the detection of these mutations, the whole 
genome of a representative number of single cells is 
sequenced.  The approach combines single-cell-based 
whole genome amplification and high-throughput 
sequencing.  Conditions have been optimized for the 
isolation of irradiated cells to provide material for 
successful whole genome amplification.  Development 
has included writing new routines for the control of the 
microbeam stage to position individual cells at the point 
of the 50 µm diameter needle used to pick up the cells, 
developing protocols for the efficient re-positioning of the 
probe holder and determining the appropriate buffer in 
which the cells are collected.  This has resulted in ~30% 
success rate as determined by the locus dropout test 
(Figure 2).  

Lubomir Smilenov and Manuela Buonanno of the 
CRR are examining the role of connexin 43 (cx43) in the 
bystander effect in vivo by irradiating portions of the ears 
of hairless mice using the Microbeam Facility (Exp. 163).  
The mouse ear measures approximately 13 mm in both 
length and width with an average thickness of 250 µm.  
Mice were produced using the cx43 conditional knockout 
mouse model developed at RARAF.  The transduction 

 
Figure 1. MitoSOX fluorescence in control (A), nuclear 
irradiated (B) and cytoplasmic irradiated (C) MEFs 5 minutes 
post microbeam irradiation. 
 

Figure 2. Locus dropout test to determine whether the whole 
genome amplification is biased. Cell #1 was irradiated with 
1 alpha particle and cell #2 with 2 particles (both randomly 
through the nucleus). 1-8 are the panel of PCR primer pairs. 
* indicates successful amplification. 
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vector was injected into a spot on one ear of the mouse, 
the area marked and later inspected to observe expression 
of GFP.  A special fixture has been designed and 
constructed in the CRR machine shop to position 
anesthetized mice so that a region on one ear can be 
irradiated with the microbeam, the other ear serving as a 
control.  The proton beam was defocused to a diameter of 
~35 µm and scanned in a line a few mm long in order to 
irradiate a larger number of cells in the area of the 
transduction.  After irradiation in the transfected area, the 
ears were sectioned transversely to the irradiated line and 
assayed for  γH2AX and 53BP1 foci as a function of 
distance from the irradiation point. 

A Rapid Automated Biodosimetry Tool (RABiT) is 
being developed at the CRR as a completely automated, 
ultra-high throughput biodosimetry workstation to screen 
tens or hundreds of thousands of individuals for radiation 
exposure to γ rays following a large-scale radiological 
event.  The system uses the Cytokinesis Block 
Micronucleus assay (CBMN) and the γ-H2AX assay.  Its 
utility is being extended to neutron irradiation by making 
use of the broad-spectrum neutron spectrum developed at 
RARAF (described below) that mimics the Hiroshima 
atomic bomb spectrum.  Whole body irradiations of 
C57Bl/6 mice using this neutron spectrum have been 
initiated by Lubomir Smilenov (Exp. 164) and irradiations 
of human blood ex vivo by Helen Turner (Exp. 165), both 
of the CRR.  The Hiroshima spectrum requires a 
combined beam of single, paired and triple protons and 
deuterons whose mix still is being developed.  As an 
initial test, a beam of 5.0 MeV deuterons was incident on 
a thick beryllium target, producing neutrons with a known 
broad spectrum.  Mice were given doses of 1 and 2 Gy of 
neutrons and 1 Gy of neutrons + 2 Gy of x rays and 2 Gy 
of neutrons + 4 Gy of x rays.  T cells, B cells and cells 
with the common leukocyte marker CD45 were counted 
in blood samples taken from the mice 7 days after 
irradiation.  There were significant reductions in all 
measurements, particularly after the highest doses, and 
future irradiations will use lower doses.  The human blood 
was given doses of 0.5 Gy and 1 Gy of neutrons and 
combinations of these doses with 4 Gy x rays.  Cell 
counts for the common leukocyte marker CD45 were 
determined at 2 and 24 hours after irradiation and high 
quality RNA (A260/230 >1.8) was isolated. 

Andre Nussenweig of the NCI has begun a study of 
chromatin restructuring as a function of induced DNA 
double strand breaks (DSBs) using the microbeam (Exp. 
166).  The UV microspot is used to photoactivate a single 
spot in HeLa cells containing a photoactivatable version 
of GFP-tagged histone H2B (H2B-PAGFP).  This spot 
will be targeted by the microbeam and irradiated with 1-
10 4He ions.  Cells will be fixed at 15, 30, 60 and 180 
minutes post irradiation and assayed for  γH2AX foci 
formation.  In addition, live cell imaging will be used to 
follow the photoactivated spot as a function of time 
following microbeam irradiation with 4He particles for up 
to 180 minutes.  Corresponding photoactivated spots 

within the same cell (but not irradiated) at 1 and 2 µm 
from the irradiated spot will be monitored to assess 
alterations in undamaged chromatin as a function of 
distance from DSBs.  Preliminary tests are ongoing to 
determine the minimum laser power required to activate a 
sufficient amount of GFP in as small an area as possible. 

A study to investigate radiation-induced DNA damage 
in bystander cells in cells with inducible gap junction 
intercellular communication (Exp. 167) was initiated by 
Eduoard Azzam of the University of Medicine and 
Dentistry of New Jersey (UMDNJ) in collaboration with 
Manuela Buonanno.  Ten percent of the nuclei of HeLa 
cells negative for cyclooxigenase2 (cox2) expression with 
chemically inducible connexin 26 (cx26) are irradiated 
with one 4He ion.  Compared to controls, both cx26 
positive and negative cells exhibited a significant increase 
of cells with γH2AX foci; however, chemical induction of 
cx26 reduced the level of foci. 

Roger Howell, also of the UMDNJ, in collaboration 
with Manuela Buonanno has started an investigation of 
bystander effects in an in vivo-like system as a function of 
the distance from irradiated cells (Exp. 168).  Normal 
human fibroblasts (AG1522) mixed in a biogel (Matrigel) 
are loaded onto 3D carbon foam scaffolds (cytomatrices) 
8.75 mm in diameter and 2 mm thick and irradiated with 
4He ions using the Track Segment Facility.  The ions have 
a range of ~35 µm in the cytomatrix, so that only the first 
few cell layers are irradiated; the cells beyond the particle 
range are bystanders.  In situ assays are performed to 
investigate DNA damage, cell death and micronucleus 
formation.  The best results were obtained for radiation-
induced 53BP1 foci formation.  Cells with foci could be 
detected up to 60 µm away from the irradiated cell layer; 
no foci were observed 140 µm away. 

Vincent LiCata of Louisiana State University is 
investigating whether proteins from radiation resistant 
organisms are radiation resistant in isolation (Exp. 169).  
This project will examine homologous DNA binding 
proteins from organisms that live under very different 
conditions, one being the extremely radiation-resistant 
bacterium Deinococcus radiodurans.  Protein stability 
and function will be assayed at different radiation doses to 
determine whether the DNA polymerase (and eventually 
other isolated proteins) from D. radiodurans are better 
able to withstand radiation exposure than are homologous 
proteins from non-radiation resistant organisms.  The 
project is focused primarily on so-called secondary 
radiation effects such as reactive oxygen species damage 
rather than direct hit effects, as the secondary effects are 
responsible for the majority of damage in biological 
systems.  Protein in solution is formed into uniform thin 
layers by micropipetting the solution onto a standard 
Mylar track segment irradiation dish and placing a 22 x 
22 mm2 cover slip on it.  The liquid spreads out by 
capillary action.  In order to obtain sufficient material, 
multiple samples have been given doses of 5 to 20 kGy of 
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4.0 MeV protons using the Track Segment Facility at dose 
rates in excess of 1 kGy/min. 

In addition to charged particle irradiations, the 
ultraviolet (UV) microspot is being used as an irradiation 
modality by Kimara Targoff in the Division of Pediatric 
Medicine of Columbia University to observe the 
consequences of the ablation of single cells in the 
embryonic zebrafish heart (Exp. 162).  Myocytes in the 
ventricles of the hearts of zebrafish embryos are 
transfected with red fluorescent protein (RFP) (Figure 3).  
Since the embryo is essentially transparent, this allows 
imaging of the cells in the ventricle for targeting by the 
UV microspot, which is then used to ablate the ventricle 
cells.  An additional study is investigating the effect of 
local irradiation on heat shock protein (hsp) expression.  
Imaging of GFP-tagged hsp70 indicates that UV 
microspot irradiation of ventricular cells does not induce 
hsp expression either in the whole body or in the heart 
area, while x-ray irradiation induces a slight increase of 
hsp relative to controls.  

Development of Facilities 
Development continued on a number of extensions of 

our irradiation facilities and capabilities for imaging and 
irradiating biological specimens: 

• Focused particle microbeams 
• Focused x-ray microbeam 
• Neutron microbeam 
• Non-scattering particle detector 
• Advanced imaging systems 
• Targeting and manipulation of cells 
• Small animal systems 
• New neutron source 

Focused particle microbeams 
The electrostatically focused microbeam has 

continued to operate very reliably this past year, 
consistently producing a beam spot 1-2 µm in diameter 
using the standard 500 nm thick silicon nitride exit 
window.  A window only 100 nm thick, which has a 
much smaller area and is more fragile, is used when a 
sub-micron beam spot is desired. 

For quality control we perform a microbeam test run 
the evening before an irradiation so that the next morning, 
after the accelerator has warmed up, the charged particle 
beam is found immediately and has a minimal beam spot 
diameter.  This provides an earlier and trouble-free start 
for irradiations and consequently a greater throughput. 

Ceramic quadrupole triplet rods that were 
manufactured in our shop are being assembled into two 
new quadrupole triplets.  They will be assembled in an 
alignment tube to replace the quadrupoles presently in 
use, which will become a spare set.  The rods have been 
implanted with platinum ions at the Institute of High 
Current Electronics in Russia to increase the surface 
resistivity, which reduces ion charge build-up on the 
insulating sections between the electrodes, and have had a 
gold layer 1 µm thick plated on the electrode sections to 
make them conducting. 

The permanent magnet microbeam (PMM) uses a 
compound quadrupole triplet lens system made from 
commercially available precision permanent magnets.  Its 
design is similar to that of the electrostatic lens system for 
the sub-micron microbeam, the major difference being 
that it uses magnetic rather than electrostatic lenses.  After 
tuning, it has consistently produced a 4He beam spot 5 µm 
in diameter.  The quadrupole magnet strengths used to 
focus the beam have been adjusted to produce a focused 
4.4 MeV proton beam for development of the Flow and 
ShooT (FAST) microfluidics system, described below, 
and for irradiation of C. elegans nematodes. 

Focused x-ray microbeam 
We have developed a microbeam to provide 

characteristic Kα x rays generated by proton-induced x-ray 
emission (PIXE) from Ti (4.5 keV).  A small x-ray source 
is produced by bombarding a Ti target with 1.8 MeV 
protons using a single electrostatic quadrupole quadruplet 
lens to focus the beam to ~50 x 120 µm on the target.  
Charged particle beams can generate nearly 
monochromatic x rays because, unlike electrons, they 
have a very low bremsstrahlung yield.  

The x rays used are emitted at 90° to the proton beam 
direction.  A zone plate 120 µm in diameter is used to 
focus the x-ray source to a beam spot 5 µm in diameter.  
The system is mounted on its own horizontal beam line on 
the 1st floor of RARAF and the x-ray beam is oriented 
vertically, so that the geometry of the microscope and 
stage is the same as for our charged particle microbeam 
systems. 

Development of the facility has been completed and 
the first cell irradiations using the x-ray microbeam, an 
investigation of the production of γH2AX foci by low-
energy x rays (Ponnaiya, Exp. 157), have been completed. 

Neutron microbeam 
Neutrons produced by the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction are 

emitted only in a forward conical volume when the proton 
energy is just above the reaction threshold (1.881 MeV).  
The half-angle of this cone is dependent on the proton 
energy and increases with increasing energy.  When 

Figure 3. Panel A: Outline of a zebrafish embryo 52 h post 
fertilization under the fluorescent microscope at RARAF (4x 
magnification). The zebrafish heart is delimited by the yellow 
rectangle.  Panel B:  The cells of the atrium are green 
fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged and the cells of the 
ventriculum are red fluorescent protein (RFP)-tagged (40x 
magnification). 
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Figure 4. Neutron Microbeam detection and imaging 
system. 

development is completed, a focused proton microbeam 5 
µm in diameter will be incident on a 1 µm thick lithium 
fluoride target.  The backing material will be 20-µm thick 
Au, selected for its high density and thermal conductivity, 
which will stop the incident proton beam.  Using a 1.886 
MeV proton beam, cells on a thin polypropylene substrate 
that is in contact with the target backing will be exposed 
to a beam of neutrons 20 µm in diameter having energies 
from 10-50 keV.  This will be the first neutron microbeam 
in the world. 

The facility has been constructed on a dedicated 
horizontal beamline using a single quadrupole quadruplet 
to focus the proton beam.  The microbeam end station is 
shown in Figure 4.  In order to measure the beam spot 
size, a thin Havar metal window is used in place of the 
gold target.  The protons pass through this window and 
the beam spot size is determined in the same manner as 
for the PMM proton microbeam: a knife-edge scan using 
10 µm thick tantalum strips in order to change the proton 
energy significantly.  Unlike the other microbeams in 
which the charged particle or x-ray fluence is low, the 
proton beam current for the neutron microbeam is on the 
order of 1 nA (6x109 protons/s – too high to count) so an 
ionization chamber, instead of a solid state detector, is 
used to observe the change in the proton beam as it is 
scanned.  The size of the neutron beam is measured using 
CR-39 track etchant plastic.  Because the recoil protons 
generated by the neutrons do not make observable pits in 
the CR-39, the Cr-39 is coated with a thin layer of lithium 
carbonate heavily enriched in 6Li.  The neutrons interact 
with the 6Li, producing energetic 4He and 3H recoils, 
which are easily observable as pits in the etched CR-39. 

At present, the proton beam has been focused to a spot 
20 x 25 µm with a beam current of 0.5 nA and 
measurements indicate a neutron microbeam ~80 µm in 
diameter.  This is the first neutron microbeam in the 
world.  A reduction in the diameter of the angle limiting 
aperture at the entrance to the quadruplet and further 
tuning of the quadruplet voltages will reduce the sizes of 
both the proton and neutron beam spots. 

Non-scattering particle detector 
The RARAF microbeam endstation presently delivers 

a precise number of particles to thin samples by counting 

the particles traversing them using a gas proportional 
counter placed immediately above the sample.  Because 
the 4He ions and protons used for irradiations have very 
short ranges (≤50 µm and <300 µm respectively), the 
medium over the cells must be removed to count the ions.  
To allow cell medium to remain in place during 
irradiations or to irradiate samples thicker than the range 
of the incident ions, a very thin particle detector is 
necessary between the beam exit window and the 
samples. 

A silicon wafer 10±4 µm thick was cleaved into ~10 
mm x 10 mm squares.  Each square then was glued to 
standard glass microscope slides in which a 6 mm 
diameter hole had been drilled.  A shadow masking 
procedure was used to deposit 100 nm thick gold and 
aluminum electrodes on one side of each silicon substrate 
to form a semiconductor detector.  The opposite sides of 
the substrates were etched to different thicknesses using 
SF6 plasma in an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion 
etcher.  Wires were attached to the electrodes using 
conductive epoxy.  Calculations based on energy loss 
measurements using a proton beam produced thickness 
estimates of 13.5 µm, 11.5 µm, 11 µm, and 8.5 µm for the 
four detectors. 

Current versus voltage (I-V) and capacitance versus 
voltage (C-V) tests that the devices constructed indeed 
behaved as diodes, as expected.  Only the thinnest 
detector transmitted the standard 4He ion beam with 
enough energy to be detected in the commercial 
semiconductor detector behind it.  Measurements of the 
4He ion energy spectrum and count rate using the thinnest 
detector were consistent with measurements made using 
the commercial detector.  Pulse height in the detector 
increased with distance from the gold electrode, however 
resolution decreased.  On the other hand, for protons only 
the thickest detector (13.5 µm) produced pulses large 
enough to be above the electronic noise.  Further studies 
will be performed to determine the effect of the detectors 
on the beam spot size.   

Advanced imaging systems 
We continue to develop new imaging techniques to 

obtain two- and three-dimensional images of cells without 
using stain.  This is of great importance for the 
microbeam irradiation facilities in order to avoid damage 
to the cells and to image thick samples, especially small 
animals, for targeting and observation. 

SIMI 
Immersion-based Mirau interferometry (IMI) was 

developed at RARAF by constructing an objective to 
function as an immersion lens using standard 
interferometric techniques; however interferometry is 
very sensitive to vibrations, even as small as a fraction of 
a wavelength.  Passive and active systems to reduce tiny 
vibrations on the microbeam end station were 
unsuccessful. 

A new approach to overcome the vibration problem 
using Simultaneous Immersion Mirau Interferometry 
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(SIMI) was then developed at RARAF.  In simultaneous 
Mirau interferometry polarized light is split into equal 
components in the x and y planes, one of which 
undergoes a phase shift of 90º by use of 1/8 wavelength 
(λ/8) waveplates.  In the initial design a polarization beam 
displacer was used to send the x and y components to 
form interferograms on a single camera.  Since the images 
are taken simultaneously, there is no effect from 
vibration.  This approach simplifies alignment; however, 
the image resolution is limited because the separation 
distance of the beam-displacer defines the width of the 
field of view.  A new beam splitter was obtained that 
splits the images into two separate cameras 90° to each 
other and uses the full resolution of each camera. 

This system is not only vibration-independent but also 
much faster than Immersion Mirau because only one 
image is necessary instead of four images at different 
distances, requiring 3 vertical movements of the stage.  
SIMI is being incorporated into the sub-micron 
microbeam endstation as an imaging option for non-
stained cell targeting and observation. 

EMCCD 
The Electron Multiplied Charge-Coupled Device 

(EMCCD) camera that was integrated into our charged-
particle microbeam system has enabled us to improve our 
imaging practices, providing higher resolution images in 
shorter times and increasing sensitivity so that less 
fluorescent stain and UV are required.  This resulted in 
higher throughput for microbeam irradiations. 

To be able to observe short-term radiation responses 
(<1 min after exposure), we have developed techniques 
using the EMCCD camera’s high sensitivity to image 
cells in a ‘real time’ movie acquisition.  Initially transfer 
time was limited to a 1 second per frame.  Modification 
this year of the computer routines for image transfer has 
resulted in reducing this time to 1/3 second, allowing 
more detailed observation of changes in cells. 
UV Microspot 

A multi-photon microscope was developed and 
integrated into the microscope of the Microbeam Facility 
several years ago to detect and observe the short-term 
molecular kinetics of radiation response in living cells to 
permit imaging in thick targets, such as tissue samples 
and C. elegans.  Two photons delivered very closely 
together in space and time can act as a single photon with 
half the wavelength (and twice the energy).  The longer 
wavelength of the incident light beam allows better 
penetration into the sample while still being able to excite 
fluorophors at the focal volume and less damage is 
produced in the portion of the sample not in the focal 
volume.  By using the vertical motion of the microbeam 
stage, a series of images acquired at different depths in 
the sample can be assembled into a 3-D image. 

Several users, both internal and external, have made 
use of this facility this year for 3-D imaging.  This system 
is also being used as a laser “microspot” to induce UV 
damage in the cells in the ventricle of zebrafish embryos 
(Targoff, Exp. 162). 

STED 
The resolution of our imaging systems must be 

improved as we improve the focusing capabilities of our 
microbeam and irradiate ever-smaller targets.  As reported 
last year, design has begun of a new microbeam system 
capable of focusing a charged particle beam to <100 nm.  
Our present imaging system is limited to a resolution of 
~200 nm.  Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) has 
been selected as a super resolution system for the 
microbeam since it is compatible with our aim for rapid 
imaging and can be developed using our existing 
multiphoton microscope system as the excitation laser. 

Stimulated emission happens at a specific lower 
energy state jump (longer wavelength) matching the 
STED illumination wavelength.  Using a laser with longer 
wavelength (STED laser) than the fluorophor that is to be 
imaged to produce a ring of stimulated emission, it is 
possible to deplete the excited fluorophors around the 
edge of an excitation spot creating a sub-100 nm area 
where fluorescence is still possible.  This concept is being 
extended to imaging in cell medium. 

Initial tests of imaging live cell cultures using an 
immersion objective were made using the custom STED 
system developed by our Technical Consultant, Dr. Liao 
from the Mechanical Engineering Department at 
Columbia University.  Although this system was not 
optimized for imaging through media, it was possible to 
locate single mitochondria with sub-100nm resolution in 
live cells.  Our STED system will be based on the design 
used by Dr. Liao and requires the acquisition of a STED 
laser. 

Targeting and manipulation of cells 
Several of our staff now have been instructed on the 

use of the micro-milling machine purchased in 2011.  
They also have familiarized themselves with the software 
that programs the milling machine to produce a part that 
was designed using the Solid Works computer-aided 
design (CAD) program.  This system has been used to 
manufacture the single cell dispenser and microfluidics 
chips for the FAST.  It has eliminated the need to use 
Mechanical Engineering Department facilities at the 
Morningside campus of Columbia. 

FAST 
Development using the PMM is continuing on a Flow 

And ShooT (FAST) targeting system based on 
microfluidics to increase the throughput of the microbeam 
and to provide irradiation of non-adherent cells, such as 
lymphocytes, that do not plate on surfaces and therefore 
do not have stable positions. 

Cells moving through a narrow channel are imaged by 
a high-speed camera (10s to 100s of frames/s) to track 
their trajectory.  The Point and Shoot system is used to 
aim the particle beam to the projected position of the cell 
on the trajectory and the particle beam is enabled.  The 
deflection coil currents are changed continuously to 
follow the path of the cell until the required number of 
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particles is delivered.  The final system will be capable of 
tracking several cells at a time. 

We manufacture polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
microfluidic chips using soft lithography.  The channel 
has a width of 200 µm and height of 20 µm, so that the 
cells, when targeted by the microbeam, flow in the 
immediate vicinity of the microbeam exit window.  The 
bottom of the irradiation section of the microfluidic 
channel is 10 µm thick and the top is 20 µm thick, so 
particles can reach the cells and the detector above the 
channel.  The flow rate is controlled by a syringe pump. 

We previously have demonstrated targeting of cells 
moving ~100 µm/s and a throughput of 4,000-7,000 
cells/hr, matching our dish-based microbeam.  Recent 
implementation of high numerical aperture optics into the 
imaging system has allowed reduction of image 
acquisition time by a factor of 10 (from 20 to 1-2 msec) 
and work is ongoing to match this with a similar 
improvement in image processing speed, expected to 
result in an increase in cell irradiation throughput of a 
factor of net 3-10. 

OET 
Development continued on an Optoelectronic 

Tweezers (OET) system, a novel cellular manipulation 
technique for non-adherent cells (e.g. lymphocytes). 

The OET consists of two parallel-plate indium tin 
oxide (ITO) electrodes separated by a 50 µm rubber 
gasket.  The top electrode is transparent and is covered 
with a 1 µm thick layer of hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon (a-Si:H) that acts as a photoconductive layer 
(Figure 5).  When light is focused on the surface of the 
silicon, the conductivity of the layer increases by several 
orders of magnitude.  By patterning a dynamic light 
image on the electrode, a reconfigurable virtual electrode 
is created.  When the two electrodes are biased with an 
AC voltage, a non-uniform AC field is created. 

In the presence of a non-uniform electric field, a 
dielectric particle (e.g., a cell) will feel a force caused by 
dielectric polarization (dielectrophoresis, DEP).  The 
direction of the force is a function of the AC voltage 
frequency and the fluid conductivity.  Below a certain 
frequency the cells are attracted by the force; at higher 
frequencies they are repelled.  To better understand the 

system, the finite element software COMSOL 
Multiphysics Simulation has been used to simulate the 
electric field in the ET device. 

Images can be created by any image production 
software and projected into the microscope using a 

standard LCD projector.  This year the ability to 
manipulate fluorescently stained cells in solution and the 
transmission of the UV microspot, producing single 
strand DNA breakage in HT-1080 cells with GFP-tagged 
XRCC1, were demonstrated.  Future work will include 
the fabrication of an OET device with a thin bottom 
substrate for charged particle microbeam irradiation. 

Cell dispenser 
Another cell manipulation device that is under 

development is a single cell dispenser.  The dispenser 
consists of a microfluidic channel in which selected cells 
can be dispensed into a multi-well plate.  In a system 
where cells normally travel across a T-intersection 
(Figure 6), a pressure pulse can eject a droplet containing 
a single cell as it passes the nozzle.  The device is made 
from a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) slab with 100 
µm x 50 µm channels directly milled using the micro-
milling machine at RARAF. 

Presently this system is manual, very laborious and 
very inefficient, requiring the operator to observe cell 
fluorescence through a microscope and activate a switch 
to select the desired cells.  Cell flow rate has to be kept 
low due to operator reaction time.  An automated system 
is being developed to control the dispenser based on cell 
fluorescence or other selected criteria. 

Probes 
A non-invasive self-referencing biosensor/probe 

system developed by the Biocurrents Research Center, 
Marine Biology Laboratory (MBL) at Woods Hole for 
continuous measurement of ion fluxes from distinct 
regions around single cells has been installed on the 
microbeam end station.  These probes can be used to 
selectively measure radical mediators, such as oxygen or 
nitric oxide.  An offset hinge mounting system is used to 
position the tips of the probes in close proximity to 
selected cells. 

To overcome the drift in the self-referencing 
amperometric microsensor response, the probe is 
cyclically moved through two fixed points in the 
extracellular ion gradient at a constant frequency.  This 

Figure 5.  Cross-section of an OET device. 

Figure 6. The cell dispenser showing the T-intersection. 
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allows the drift measured at the reference point to be 
removed from the measurement at the point of interest. 

A single-cell oxygen consumption measurement has 
been conducted with MBL oxygen probes immediately 
before and after microbeam exposure.  A six-fold increase 
of oxygen flux induced by a single-cell irradiation was 
observed during a 15-second time period. 

Small animal systems 

C. elegans 
C. elegans is a multi-cellular eukaryotic organism that 

is simple enough to be studied in great detail and is well-
established as a research tool.  It is small enough (~100 
µm diameter, ~1 mm long) to be compatible with 
microbeam irradiation and a wide variety of mutants and 
transgenics are readily available, as is a large community 
of C. elegans researchers. 

Initial irradiations required worms to be anesthetized 
and individually handled and located for irradiation 
manually - a slow and laborious process.  In order to 
provide high-throughput irradiations, we developed, in 
collaboration with the Whitesides group at Harvard 
University, a microfluidic worm clamp for rapid 
immobilization of large numbers of live worms for 
morphological analysis and fluorescence imaging.  The 
worm clamps have a 10 µm thick PDMS bottom to allow 
charged particle penetration.  We have observed that the 
worms indeed remain immobilized without being 
anesthetized.  The initial clamp design with four channels 
has been expanded to accommodate 16 worms with a 
possible further expansion to 64 worms. 

Transgenic mouse model 
One of the mechanisms for the propagation of 

bystander signals from irradiated to non-irradiated 
neighboring cells is cell-to-cell intercellular 
communication through gap junctions, with connexin 43 
(cx43) being one of the major proteins involved; however 
studies on cx43’s role in radiation-induced effects in vivo 
are limited by the fact that cx43 deficiency is 
embryonically lethal. 

In order to produce a cx43 conditional knockout 
mouse model via lentiviral transduction, SKH-1E hairless 
mice are bred with the B6.129S7-Gja1tm1Dlg/J 
transgenic mice in which exon 2 of the cx43 gene is 
flanked by lox P sequences. This modification allows the 
complete knockout of the cx43 gene by transduction of 
cells with lentiviral vectors containing Cre recombinase. 
The viral vector also contains the green fluorescent 
protein (GFP) gene that renders only the cx43 knockout 
cells visible under a fluorescent microscope.  The vector 
is injected into a spot on one ear of the mouse, the area 
marked and later inspected to observe the GFP.  This 
transfection process has proven successful and is in use 
for microbeam irradiations (Smilenov, Exp. 163).  
Biological responses can be evaluated in irradiated versus 
non-irradiated regions of the ear and in cx43 knock-out 
mouse ears versus sham-irradiated ears. 

 

New neutron source 
Development has continued on a fast neutron source 

with a broad spectrum that will emulate that of the “Little 
Boy” atomic bomb at Hiroshima.  A mixed beam of 5 
MeV monatomic, diatomic and triatomic protons and 
deuterons incident on a thick beryllium target will 
produce neutrons from the 9Be(d,n)10B and 9Be(p,n)9B 
reactions.  The diatomic and triatomic particles break up 
on contact with the target into individual ions with 2.5 
MeV and 1.67 MeV energies, respectively, enhancing the 
lower-energy portion of the spectrum.  In order to produce 
this mixed ion beam, a gas source with a specific ratio of 
hydrogen to deuterium will be placed in the terminal of 
our Singletron accelerator and a new, 0º beam line has 
been installed.  Since this beam line does not involve 
deflecting the particle beam from the accelerator, there 
will be no separation of different ions and the full beam 
from the accelerator will be utilized. 

A beryllium target with a high-capacity water cooling 
system has been designed and constructed.  A gas detector 
containing a special gas mixture composed mainly of 
xenon and isobutylene will be used to determine the 
neutron spectra produced by 5 MeV, 2.5 MeV and 1.67 
MeV protons and deuterons individually on beryllium in 
order to determine the ratio of hydrogen to deuterium 
required in the mixed beam that will produce a neutron 
spectrum.  Our existing gas detector is capable of being 
filled only to three atmospheres of pressure, which would 
result in many high-energy recoil proton tracks being 
truncated at the wall of the chamber.  A new chamber 
with a thicker wall capable of withstanding up to 10 
atmospheres of pressure was ordered and has recently 
been received.  This detector will make it significantly 
easier to deconvolute the proton recoil spectra to obtain 
the neutron spectra.  As an additional method of neutron 
spectroscopy, an existing 2.5” D x 2.5” high liquid 
scintillation counter system has been refurbished. 

The area in which the new 0º line has been 
constructed has much less shielding than the neutron cave 
that has traditionally been used for irradiations.  A 
preliminary radiation survey was performed using a 5 
MeV deuteron beam to identify areas that required 
additional shielding.  Because of the high neutron dose 
rate that will be produced as well as the high energy of 
some of the neutrons, additional shielding has been added 
above the target position and in the maze entrance to the 
area.  A support system was constructed to hold 6 layers 
of 4’ x 4’ x 1” thick polyethylene sheet over the target 
system to help shield the upper floors.  A 5”-thick 
polyethylene door was added in the middle of the maze 
and 1” thick borated polyethylene was added to each side 
of the door to the area.  An opening in the roof of the 
maze near the entrance has been covered with 8” of 
polyethylene.  When the final neutron spectrum is 
available, the facility will be surveyed to determine if all 
areas are adequately shielded. 

Preliminary irradiations of mice and human blood 
have been performed using 5.0 MeV deuterons on 
beryllium.  The neutron spectra from this Be(d,n) reaction 
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have been measured at various angles by a group at Ohio 
State University.  The Be target system was mounted on 
the end of the beam line in the neutron cave so that the 
only incident particles would be single 5.0 MeV 
deuterons.  Mice were mounted in special tubes 
manufactured in our Design and Instrument Shop.  The 
existing mouse rotator was positioned so that the centers 
of the mice were at the same position that will be used 
when the Hiroshima neutron spectrum is available.  
Neutron and gamma-ray dosimetry were performed with 
an ionization chamber and a compensated Geiger-Müller 
counter.  Neutron irradiations of human blood were also 
performed.  The end caps for the irradiation tubes made 
for the mice were modified so that blood collection tubes 
could be placed in them so that the blood was in the same 
position and could be irradiated in exactly the same 
manner as the mice. 

Singletron Utilization and Operation 
Table II summarizes accelerator usage for the past 

year.  The Singletron normally is started between 8 and 9 
am and the nominal accelerator availability is one 8-hour 
shift per weekday (~248 shifts per year), however the 
accelerator is frequently run well into the evening, often 
on weekends, and occasionally 24 hours a day for 
experiments or development.  Total use for experiments 
and development this year was 99% of the regularly 
scheduled time. 

Accelerator use for radiobiology and associated 
dosimetry was more than double that for last year and 
about 40% higher than the average for the last 5 years.  
About 80% of the use for all experiments was for charged 
particle microbeam irradiations (including the permanent 
magnet microbeam facility), 10% for track segment 
irradiations, 7% for x-ray microbeam irradiations and 3% 
for neutron irradiations.  Approximately 1/4 of the 
experiment time was for experiments proposed by 
external users, and 3/4 was for internal users. 

On-line facility development and testing was about 
44% the available time, primarily for development and 
testing of the Flow and Shoot (FAST) system, the neutron 
microbeam, the self-referencing probes (SERP) and the 
Hiroshima neutron spectrum system.  This was about 
average for recent years but almost 4 times as much as 
last year. 

The accelerator was not opened for maintenance or 
repair this year and no accelerator-related repairs were 
required.  This is the first time since RARAF was moved 
to Nevis Laboratories in 1982 that no accelerator repairs 
were made. 

Training 
We continue to participate in the Research 

Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) project in 
collaboration with the Columbia University Physics 
Department as we have since 2004.  This is a very 
selective program that attracts talented participants.  For 
10 weeks during the summer students attend lectures by 
members of different research groups at Nevis 
Laboratories, work on research projects, and present oral 
reports on their progress at the end of the program.  
Among other activities, the students receive a seminar 
about RARAF and take a tour. 

This year Brendan Burgdorf from Bucknell 
University participated in the program and worked with 
Gerhard Randers-Pehrson measuring fluctuations in the 
stray magnetic fields in the vicinity of the electrostatically 
focused microbeam beam line. 

Microbeam Training Course 
The second annual RARAF microbeam training 

course “Single-Cell Microbeams: Theory and Practice” 
was given March 19-21, 2012.  The course was scheduled 
to allow integration with the 10th International 
Microbeam Workshop, which was held at Columbia 
March 15-17, 2012 (see Dissemination section). Several 
of the students and one guest lecturer, Dr. Hideki 
Matsumoto from the University of Fukui, Fukui, Japan, 
attended the Workshop as well.  The course was extended 
from 6 participants to 8 participants this year, which is 
probably the largest number we can reasonably handle. 

Dr. Marcelo Vazquez of Loma Linda University 
Medical Center again served as the Director.  Dr. 
Vazquez has had significant experience with such courses 
from his prior employment at the NASA Space Radiation 
Laboratory (NSRL) at Brookhaven National Laboratory 
(BNL).  He helped establish the first NASA Space 
Radiation Summer School and assisted in running the 
course for three years.  He is familiar with the 
requirements of educating students on the utilization of 
specialized irradiation facilities. 

 
Publicity: 

• E-mail notifications using the contact lists for the 
previous course and the 2012 Microbeam 
Workshop. 

Table II. 
Accelerator Use, January - December 2011 
Usage of Normally Scheduled Shifts 
 

Radiobiology and associated dosimetry 47% 

Radiological physics and chemistry 0% 

On-line facility development and testing 44% 

Microbeam Training Course 2% 

Safety system 2% 

Accelerator-related repairs/maintenance 0% 

Other repairs and maintenance 2% 

Off-line facility development 40% 
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• Announcements on the RARAF web site, and the 
EURADOS web site. 

Applicants and Students: 
• We received 22 applications. The prospective 

students again covered a wide range of 
educational levels, were from the U.S, Europe, 
Australia and Asia and were about evenly split in 
gender and field. 

• The eight applicants selected for the course are 
listed in Table III and shown in Figure 7. 

• Sekaran Sureka, an Assistant Professor from 
Bharathair University, India, participated as an 
observer. 

• Jihua Nie, a Lecturer, and Jie Zhang, a Ph.D. 
student, both from Soochow University, Suzhou, 
China, audited the course, attending the lectures 
and receiving the course materials. 

Day 1: 
• Followed essentially the same format as the first 

course, with the inclusion of a guest lecture by 
Dr. Matsumoto. 

• This year the RARAF tour was enhanced by a 
series of poster stations demonstrating new beam 
developments (X-ray and neutron microbeams, 
UV-microspot) and their use for biological 
studies. 

• The day ended with a new session on the 
planning and experimental design of microbeam 
irradiations. 

Day 2: 
• Followed the format of the first year with 

demonstrations, hands-on activities, and intense 
debriefings (Figure 8). 

• In addition, the students were tasked with 
designing an experiment based on their own 
scientific interest using knowledge obtained 
during the course to create a RARAF beam time 
request proposal. 

Day 3 

Day 3: 
• Followed the format of the first year with 

lectures and group discussions. 
• The lectures were followed by an intense 

discussion on user/facility interfacing. 
• The students presented their individual or team 

beam-time proposals for review by the 
instructors. 
 

Feedback and Outcome: 
• The students’ surveys indicated a high degree of 

satisfaction in all areas of the syllabus and 
laboratory activities. 

• Suggested improvements included increasing the 
level of hands-on activities and extending the 
overall duration of the course up to five days in 
order to integrate more “real time” experiments 
and reduce the cramming of lectures and lab 
activities. These suggestions will be considered 
in the design of the next training course to be 
given in 2013. 

• Adobe Acrobat versions of presentations and 
videos of lectures from this course were added to 
the RARAF web site and are discussed in the 
Virtual Training Course part of the 
Dissemination section. 

Table III. Students for the second RARAF Microbeam Training Course. 
Name Position Affiliation 

Narongchai 
Autsavapromporn* Postdoctoral Researcher  National Institute of Radiological Sciences 

(NIRS), Japan 
Abdelrazek Abdelrazzak* Postdoctoral Researcher The New Jersey Medical School Cancer Center  
Matthew Estes  Postdoctoral Researcher The University of Arizona  
Anne-Catherine Heuskin* Ph. D. Student  University of Namur, Belgium  
Sangeet Honey  Assistant Professor  SUNY Stony Brook 

Bonnie Howe* Biomedical Engineer Australian Nuclear Science and Technology 
Organization 

Evgenia Remeeva Visiting Research Fellow Warren Grant Magnuson Clinical Center, NIH 
Robert Robinson* Master's Intern Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

*Attended Microbeam Workshop 

Figure 7.  The students for the second RARAF Microbeam 
Training Course, at the Singletron accelerator console. 
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• Movie clips from a lecture and a hands-on 
instruction session can be viewed in the 
Appendix. 

• A paper on the design of and our experience with 
the training course has been submitted for 
publication. 

Dissemination 
Web site 

A new RARAF website design has been created that 
provides clear and effective presentation and improves 

access to content.  The RARAF website (home page 
shown in Figure 9) features a more modern look, intended 
to attract future microbeam users with updated content to 
reflect the current state of research at RARAF.  
Functional menus (including a home page rotating-picture 
menu) were designed to make navigation through the 
content easy and interesting, with a hierarchical structure 
from general information, suitable for a general or non-
science audience, down to more detailed technical 
content. Primary sections in the new website are: 

• Microbeam, which contains general information 
on microbeams, as well as detailed technical 
information on our various microbeams. 

• Biological Systems, which includes general 
information about various in-vitro and in-vivo 

endpoints that we use, again with the option to 
dig deeper for more technical information. 

• Imaging, which has subsections for online 
imaging, offline imaging, and multiphoton 
imaging. 

• Microfluidics, which contains a general 
introduction, as well as sections on 
optoelectronic tweezers, cell sorting, cell 
dispensing, and their applications to flow and 
shoot microbeams. 

• Other RARAF Beams, contains information 
about our “broad beam” charged particle 
irradiation facilities, our fast neutron, and our 
slow neutron facilities. 

• User Information, which contains information 
for current and future users, such as 
Collaboration-based and Service-based 
application forms, current scheduling forms, and 
current accelerator schedules. 

• Training and Dissemination: In the Training 
section are multiple training videos that we have 
produced, which constitute our online 
microbeam training course, together with 
synched PowerPoint slides and downloadable 
PDFs.  In the Dissemination sections are details 
of the international microbeam workshops that 
we have organized, our “face-to-face” 
microbeam training course, complete 
publications lists, lists of all talks given by 
RARAF staff and collaborators, as well as past 
RARAF annual reports. 

• In About Us, there is a section on the history of 
RARAF, contacts and directions, as well as links 
to other related P41 facilities (e.g., The 
Developmental Resource for Biophysical 
Imaging Opto-Electronics, Cornell University). 

Virtual training course 
We have developed an on-line virtual microbeam 

training course, based on the three-day microbeam 
training courses “Single-Cell Microbeams: Theory and 
Practice” held at RARAF in 2011 and in 2012.  This 
training course, described in more detail below, was 
designed to give interested physicists and biologists a 
thorough and hands-on introduction to microbeam 
technology. 

The goal of the online course, as for the face-to-face 
course, is to facilitate a better understanding of how 

Figure 8. Microbeam Training Course students engaging in hands-on training. 

Figure 9. Newly re-designed RARAF home page. 
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microbeams work, what experiments can be performed 
using a microbeam, why these experiments are of 
biological interest, and how to design / perform these 
experiments. However the virtual training course allows 
users to tailor the curriculum to best meet their individual 
needs - providing concise summary information for an 
overview and more detailed knowledge in specific topics 
of interest. 

The on-line material curriculum consists of audio 
podcasts synched with the accompanying PowerPoint 
presentations, as well as the same PDF handouts that the 
face-to-face students received.  Each podcast consists of 
audio, synched with the accompanying PowerPoint slides 
(viewable on a video iPod, tablet, PC or Mac), as well as 
a PDF version of the PowerPoint slides.  High-resolution 
video (720p, with audio) was also used to document 
demonstrations (e.g., Figure 10) of all aspects of a 
microbeam experiment, from making microbeam dishes 

to irradiating cells and performing online analyses.  After 
extensive editing, this resulted in about 4½ hrs of video 
footage. 

The online training course can be accessed through 
the RARAF website, or through the RARAF YouTube 
channel; they can be viewed on any Internet-enabled 
device supporting YouTube format, which includes PCs, 
Macs, tablets, and smart phones. 
Microbeam Workshop 

The 10th International Workshop: Microbeam Probes 
of Cellular Radiation Response was hosted at Columbia 
University March 15-17, 2012 by RARAF personnel with 
Alan Bigelow as the organizer (Bigelow, 2012 CRR 
Annual Report pp.15-16).  Over 96 participants from 17 
different countries registered for the three-day Workshop 
and 43 abstracts were submitted.  This workshop provides 
a forum for the microbeam community to come together 
and discuss the present and future of microbeam research.  

The book of abstracts can be viewed at the website for the 
workshop, http://meeting.raraf.org.  The third day of the 
Workshop offered a tour of the RARAF microbeam 
facilities in which 35 of those at the meeting participated.  
This is the fourth Workshop in the series that RARAF has 
sponsored. 

Personnel 
The Director of RARAF is Dr. David Brenner, the 

Director of the Center for Radiological Research (CRR).  
The accelerator facility is operated by Mr. Stephen 
Marino, the manager, and Dr. Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, 
the Associate Director of RARAF. 

Dr. Charles Geard, is a Senior Biologist Emeritus.  
He continues to visit RARAF frequently, lending his 
considerable expertise. 

Dr. Brian Ponnaiya, an Associate Research Scientist, 
is the biology advisor for RARAF.  He collaborates with 
many of the external users and spend about half his time 
at the CRR. 

Dr. Alan Bigelow, an Associate Research Scientist, 
developed the multiphoton microscopy system, which 
includes the UV microspot irradiation facility, and is 
developing the Optical Electronic Tweezers system for 
manipulating cells. 

Dr. Guy Garty, an Associate Professor, is continuing 
the development of the Flow and Shoot (FAST) system.  
He spends about half his time working on the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) 
project, for which he is the project manager. 

Dr. Andrew Harken, an Associate Research Scientist, 
is responsible for the x-ray microbeam.  He is also 
working on the imaging of cells without stain using a 
highly sensitive EMCCD camera. 

Dr. Yanping Xu, an Associate Research Scientist, is 
developing a neutron microbeam.  He is also working on 
the NIAID project, developing an accelerator-generated 
neutron source with a spectrum similar to that of the 
Hiroshima atomic bomb. 

Manuela Buonanno, a Postdoctoral Fellow, 
collaborates with many of the external users.  She is 
responsible for the C. elegans experiments and performs 
the assays for the mouse ear microbeam irradiations. 

Sasha Lyulko, a recent graduate from the Physics 
Department at Columbia University, received her Ph.D. in 
October for developing the Simultaneous Immersion 
Mirau Interferometry (SIMI) system and worked on 
increasing the resolution of the SIMI system. 

Michael Grad, a former graduate student in the 
Mechanical Engineering Department at Columbia 
University, received his Ph. D. degree in December and 
returned to Canada.  He spent most of his time this year 
working at RARAF making microfluidics chips for the 
FAST facility, developing a single cell dispenser, an ultra-
thin solid-state particle detector, and working on the 
Optoelectronic Tweezers with Alan Bigelow. 

 

Figure 10.  One of the RARAF website Training Videos. 
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF WORK 
PERFORMED AT RARAF 

1. Brenner, D.J.  2012 Failla Award Lecture: Exploring 
two two-edged swords.  Radiat. Res. Radiat Res. 
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Upper left: Hei and Lieberman lab holiday lunch.  Upper right: Norman Kleiman, Gerhard Randers-Pehrson.  
Lower left: Jarah Meador, Dominique Rey, Shanaz Ghandhi.  Lower right: Jeremy Garty, Guy Garty, Alan Bigelow, Lilian Oling. 
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Lab members gathered in the 11th floor skybridge to watch the retired space shuttle Enterprise fly past the hospital on its way to its new 
home in New York City. 




